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DONOVAN E. WALKER 
Lead Counsel 
dwalker@ldahopower.com 
November 21, 2012 
VIA HAND DELIVERY 
Jean D. Jewell, Secretary 
l~l2 NOV 21 PM 4: 18 
Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
472 West Washington Street 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Re: Case No. IPC-E-12-26 
An IDACORP Company 
Complaint and Petition of Idaho Power Company for Declaratory Order 
New Energy Three, LLC - Double B Dairy 
Dear Ms. Jewell: 
Enclosed for filing in the above matter are an original and seven (7) copies of the 
Complaint and Petition of Idaho Power Company for Declaratory Order. 
Pursuant to our previous conversation, it is Idaho Power Company's understanding 
that you, the Idaho Public Utilities Commission Secretary, has authorized Idaho Power 
Company, pursuant to RP 61.04, to modify the number of copies and form of the filing as 
follows: 
1. Reduce the number of attachment copies that must be filed to four ( 4) 
copies; and 
2. That the filed materials be provided to the Idaho Public Utilities 
Commission in electronic format. 




Donovan E. Walker 
1221 W. Idaho St. (83702) 
P.O. Box 70 
Boise, ID 83707 
DONOVAN E. WALKER (ISB No. 5921) 
Idaho Power Company 
1221 West Idaho Street (83702) 
P.O. Box 70 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 388-5317 
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936 
dwalker@idahopower.com 
Attorney for Idaho Power Company 
r.~C~I' ;r-.. J""",C ~;; __ · __ : 
Znl2NOV21 PH ft: 19 
BEFORE THE IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
IN THE MATIER OF THE COMPLAINT ) 
AND PETITION OF IDAHO POWER ) 
COMPANY FOR A DECLARATORY ) 
ORDER REGARDING THE FIRM ENERGY ) 
SALES AGREEMENT AND GENERA TOR ) 
INTERCONNECTION AGREEMENT WITH ) 
NEW ENERGY THREE, LLC. ) _____________________________ ) 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S 
COMPLAINT AND PETITION FOR 
DECLARATORY ORDER 
COMES NOW the Petitioner/Complainant, Idaho Power Company ("Idaho 
Power''), by and through its attorney, Donovan Walker, and pursuant to this 
Commission's Rules of Procedure, including but not limited to RP 54 and RP 101, 
hereby files this Complaint and Petition for Declaratory Order. 
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Communications regarding this Complaint and Petition for Declaratory Order 
should be sent to: 
Donovan Walker 
Idaho Power Company 
1221 West Idaho Street (83702) 
P.O. Box 70 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Telephone: (208) 388-5317 
Facsimile: (208) 388-6936 
dwalker@idahopower.com 
SUMMARY OF THE CASE 
1. This is a dispute between Idaho Power Company ("Idaho Power") and 
New Energy Three, LLC ("New Energy Three") a special purpose entity that intends to 
own and control a biogas generation facility identified as the Double B Dairy Anaerobic 
Digester Project ("Double B") to be developed by Exergy Development Group of Idaho, 
LLC ("Exergy Development"). Over the course of Double B's contacts with Idaho Power 
there have been at least three special purpose entities involved representing Double B's 
project development/management: The New Energy Company, LLC; New Energy 
Three, LLC; and Exergy New Energy, LLC. In May of 2010 Idaho Power and one of the 
special purpose entities, New Energy Three, entered into a Firm Energy Sales 
Agreement ("FESA") pursuant to the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 
("PURPA"), which provides that New Energy Three will design, construct, own, maintain 
and operate a biogas generation facility as a PURPA qualifying facility ("QF'') and that 
Idaho Power will buy the electric energy produced by the facility at avoided cost rates. 
(See Attachment 1.) 
2. The FESA requires, among other things, that New Energy Three meet 
certain construction deadlines, such as placing the project in service by the Scheduled 
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Operation Date of December 1, 2012. New Energy Three selected the Scheduled 
Operation Date of December 1, 2012. New Energy Three will not achieve the 
Scheduled Operation Date of December 1, 2012, and will likely not achieve the 
Operation Date by March 1, 2013. New Energy Three has failed to take the necessary 
steps required to bring the facility online and operational by the dates required in the 
FESA including, but not limited to, failing to take the steps required to secure the 
interconnection of its proposed facility to Idaho Power's system. Rather than pursue the 
necessary generator interconnection system upgrades required to connect its proposed 
project to Idaho Power's system and bring the project online and operational, New 
Energy Three chose to pursue a claim of force majeure based upon other pending 
proceedings at the Idaho Public Utilities Commission ("Commission"), claiming such 
proceedings excuses its performance under the FESA. Exergy Development, on behalf 
of New Energy Three, asserts that because of pending PURPA proceedings at the 
Commission, renewable project lenders are unwilling to lend in Idaho pending the 
outcome of those proceedings. Exergy Development claims that its lack of ability to 
finance its project is an event of force majeure excusing its performance under the 
FESA. Idaho Power does not agree that Exergy Development has identified a valid 
event of force majeure. Idaho Power disagrees that the claimed events excuse New 
Energy Three from meeting its operational requirements pursuant to the Commission 
approved FESA, and seeks authorization to assess damages and terminate the FESA. 
3. The FESA provides clear remedies for a party's failure to achieve 
construction deadlines, among them termination of the FESA and delay damages. With 
this Complaint and Petition, Idaho Power is requesting the Commission to issue an 
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order declaring that Idaho Power is authorized to apply such remedies against New 
Energy Three and the special purpose entities in the event that the Double B Project is 
not completed by March 1, 2013. More specifically, Idaho Power asks the Commission 
to make findings and enter a declaratory order that: 1) the Commission has jurisdiction 
over the interpretation and enforcement of the FESA and the Generator Interconnection 
Agreement ("GIA"); 2) New Energy Three's claim of force majeure does not exist so as 
to excuse the Double B Project's failure to meet the Scheduled Operation Date; 3) if 
Double B fails to achieve its Scheduled Operation Date of December 1, 2012, Idaho 
Power may collect Delay Damages; and 4) if Double 8 fails to achieve its Operation 
Date by March 1, 2013, Idaho Power may terminate the FE SA. 
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
4. Idaho Power is an Idaho public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Commission. 
5. The New Energy Company, LLC ("New Energy") is an Idaho limited 
liability company. 
6. New Energy Three, LLC is an Idaho limited liability company. 
7. Exergy New Energy, LLC ("Exergy") is an Idaho limited liability company. 
8. On October 12, 2009, New Energy filed a Small Generator Interconnection 
Request for a proposed 1.2 MW biogas generator project for Double B. At the time the 
application was filed, the Legal Name of the Interconnection Customer was identified as 
"Owner/Operator Company being formed. Please see contact information below." The 
application was executed by Laura Knothe. According to the Certificate of Organization 
filed with the Idaho Secretary of State on September 16, 2008, Laura Knothe is the 
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Registered Agent for RETRO-comm, LLC which was changed to New Energy in 
February 2009. The Annual Report Form filed in August 2010 listed Leslie White as the 
Manager of New Energy. On May 24, 2010, New Energy Three entered into a FESA for 
a 15-year term for energy deliveries of less than 10 aMW. Laura Knothe executed the 
FESA on behalf of New Energy Three. According to the Certificate of Organization filed 
with the Idaho Secretary of State on March 25, 2010, Leslie White is the Registered 
Agent and Manager of New Energy Three. The Annual Report Form filed in April 2012 
listed Laura Knothe as the Managing Partner of New Energy Three. In May 2011 Laura 
Knothe gave permission for Collin Rudeen of Exergy Development to be involved in 
team meetings, discussions, and be provided information relating to the Double B 
Projects. According to the Certificate of Organization filed on April 5, 2011, Exergy New 
Energy, LLC was recorded with the Idaho Secretary of State listing James Carkulis as 
the Registered Agent. Throughout the length of New Energy's application for 
interconnection all three companies have been involved, whether it is from executing 
Agreements or making decisions relating to the Double B Projects. 
9. On October 12, 2009, New Energy submitted a Small Generator 
Interconnection Request for a proposed 1.2 MW methane gas generating project for 
Double B. A true and correct copy of the Small Generator Interconnection Request for 
Double B is attached hereto as Attachment 2 and incorporated herein by reference. 
Idaho Power assigned a Generator Interconnection Queue Number ("GI #")to Double B 
of #308. 
10. On October 14, 2009, Luis Bettencourt of Double B, LLC authorized New 
Energy to act on Double B's behalf in negotiations with Idaho Power concerning the 
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anaerobic digester project on the Double B Dairy. Idaho Power was directed to provide 
New Energy the information to complete the negotiations of the necessary agreements. 
However, all final agreements would be subject to the approval and execution of Double 
B Dairy, LLC. 
11. On October 19, 2009, Idaho Power acknowledged receipt of New 
Energy's Small Generator Interconnection Request and tendered to New Energy a form 
Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Double 8 Gl #308. A true and correct 
copy of the letter sending the form Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for 
Double 8 Gl #308 tendered by Idaho Power is attached hereto as Attachment 3 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
12. On October 27, 2009, Idaho Power and New Energy conducted a seeping 
meeting. Attached hereto as Attachment 4 and incorporated herein by this reference is 
a true and correct copy of an October 27, 2009, Feasibility Study Agreement for Double 
B Gl #308, executed by Idaho Power and New Energy. Idaho Power acknowledged the 
executed Feasibility Study Agreement on November 2, 2009. 
13. Attached hereto as Attachment 5 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the December 9, 2009, Draft Generator 
Interconnection Feasibility Study Report for the Double B interconnection. This report 
was for New Energy's requested configuration of Gl #308 located in Idaho Power's 
Southern Idaho service territory in Cassia County, for 1.2 MW at a 12.5 kV connection, 
with estimated interconnection cost of $225,000. 
14. On December 15, 2009, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the 
Draft Feasibility Study Report. This letter advises that the feasibility analysis indicates 
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that modification/addition of some facilities will be required to integrate the 
network/energy resource capacity addition of New Energy's Projects Gl #307, #308, 
and #309 to Idaho Power's system. The letter advises that New Energy needs to 
schedule a technical meeting and/or provide comments to the Draft Feasibility Study 
Report within ten business days upon receipt of the Draft Feasibility Study Report. A 
true and correct copy of the December 15, 2009, letter is attached hereto as 
Attachment 6 and incorporated herein by reference. 
15. Attached hereto as Attachment 7 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the January 13, 2010, Final Generator 
Interconnection Feasibility Study Report for Double 8 Gl #308 interconnection. 
16. On January 13, 2010, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the 
Final Feasibility Study Report. This letter advises that the feasibility analysis indicates 
the system is capable of integrating the Double B generator at the proposed location. 
However, the study also advises it does not provide any transmission rights which might 
be required for the sale of energy from Double 8 Gl #308. Further, Idaho Power 
recommends New Energy contact Idaho Power's Power Supply Department to begin 
the study process for delivery of energy, and that additional network upgrades might be 
required which could have a significant financial impact. Idaho Power forwarded a form 
Facility Study Agreement for Double B Gl #308 based on the fact a System Impact 
Study was not required. The letter advises that payment must be received by March 1, 
2010, or the application will be deemed withdrawn. A true and correct copy of the 
January 13, 2010, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 8 and incorporated herein by 
reference. 
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17. On March 3, 2010, Idaho Power Energy Contracts submitted a Letter of 
Understanding for Double B Gl #308 to New Energy. A true and correct copy of the 
form Letter of Understanding for Double B Gl #308 is attached hereto as Attachment 9 
and incorporated herein by reference. The Letter of Understanding informs New Energy 
that Double B Gl #308 appears to be eligible for a purchase power agreement under the 
guidelines for a QF as defined by PURPA. (Attachment 9 at p. 1.) The Letter of 
Understanding also informs New Energy that Double B Gl #308 must (i) complete the 
interconnection process and execute a GIA in accordance with the applicable state and 
federal requirements and (ii) be designated as a DNR to sell the energy from the 
projects to Idaho Power. (ld. at 2.) 
18. On March 3, 2010, New Energy requested an extension for the execution 
of the Facility Study Agreement for Double 8 Gl #308. On March 3, 2010, Idaho Power 
granted New Energy's request for extension based on the fact New Energy's request 
did not affect other parties in the generator interconnection queue. idaho Power 
extended New Energis return of the executed Facility Study Agreement to April 3, 
2010, and noted that if prior to April 3, 2010, it appeared the extension could impact 
other projects, Idaho Power would request an earlier response from New Energy. 
19. On April 1, 2010, New Energy returned an executed Letter of 
Understanding for Double B Gl #308 to Idaho Power. A true and correct copy of the 
fully executed Letter of Understanding for Double B Gl #308 is attached hereto as 
Attachment 10 and incorporated herein by reference. Subsequent to receipt of the 
executed Letter of Understanding for Double B Gl #308, Idaho Power submitted a 
transmission service request ("TSR") for this project. 
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20. On April 2, 2010, New Energy returned to Idaho Power an executed 
Facilities Study Agreement for Double 8 Gl #308. A true and correct copy of the fully 
executed Facilities Study Agreement for Double 8 Gl #308 is attached hereto as 
Attachment 11 and incorporated herein by reference. 
21. On May 4, 2010, Idaho Power, as transmission provider, notified Idaho 
Power, as transmission customer, that the TSR had been put into study and would be 
accepted upon receipt of a designated network resource ("DNR"). 
22. On May 7, 2010, Idaho Power sent a letter and PURPA purchase power 
agreement to New Energy. A true and correct copy of the May 7, 2010, communication 
is attached hereto as Attachment 12 and incorporated herein by reference. This letter 
addresses Order No. 31025 issued by the Commission on March 16, 2010, which 
revised the Published Avoided Cost Rates. Although the Order was specific in stating 
that any contracts executed after March 16, 2010, must have new energy pricing, Idaho 
Power was willing to execute a PURPA purchase power agreement that contained the 
energy prices that were in effect prior to the Order issued on March 16, 2010, as 
outlined in this letter, as long as New Energy returned fully executed agreements prior 
to 5 PM Mountain time, on May 24, 2010. 
23. On May 24, 2010, Idaho Power and New Energy Three entered into a 
FESA for a 15-year term using the then-current non-levelized published avoided cost 
rates as established by the Commission for energy deliveries of less than 10 aMW. A 
true and correct copy of the FESA, dated May 24, 2010, between Idaho Power and New 
Energy Three is attached hereto as Attachment 1 and incorporated herein by reference. 
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New Energy Three selected October 1, 2011, as the Scheduled First Energy Date, and 
December 1, 2012, as the Scheduled Operation Date. (Attachment 1 at Appx. B.) 
24. On May 25, 2010, Idaho Power filed an Application with the Commission 
in Case No. IPC-E-1 0-18 requesting approval of the 15-year FESA between Idaho 
Power and New Energy Three. The Commission approved the FESA in Order No. 
32027 issued July 1, 2010. 
25. On June 21, 2010, Idaho Power inquired from New Energy whether they 
had identified a specific interconnection point as this information was needed in order to 
proceed with the Facility Study. New Energy was notified the Facility Study Report 
would be produced approximately one month after identification of the interconnection 
point. 
26. On August 17, 2010, Idaho Power issued a Draft Facility Study Report for 
Double B Gl #308, which begins a comment period for New Energy extending to 
September 17, 2010. A true and correct copy of the August 17, 2010, Draft Facility 
Study Report, with cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 13 and incorporated 
herein by reference. 
27. On August 30, 2010, Western States Equipment Company provided a 
Letter of Guarantee for the payment of Liquidated Damages payable under the FESA 
for the Double B Project A true and correct copy of the August 30, 2010, Letter of 
Guarantee is attached hereto as Attachment 14 and incorporated herein by reference. 
28. On September 16, 2010, Idaho Power issued the Final Facility Study 
Report for Double B Gl #308. A true and correct copy of the September 16, 2010, Final 
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Facility Study Report, with cover letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 15 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
29. On October 25, 2010, Idaho Power sent a Draft Generator Interconnection 
Agreement (''GIA") to New Energy. A true and correct copy of the October 25, 2010, 
Draft GIA, with transmittal letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 16 and incorporated 
herein by reference. This communication to New Energy indicates Idaho Power drafted 
the GIA Attachments from the September 16, 2010, Facility Study Report. Idaho Power 
requests review of the Attachments to make sure they are comprehensive and accurate 
and advise of any changes. The completed attachments were to be returned to Idaho 
Power by November 29, 2010, so a GIA could be prepared for execution, and that 
failure to respond to the letter and requests will be considered as an election not to 
proceed with the project. 
30. On January 3, 2011, New Energy advised Idaho Power they had a new 
investor on board and would want to proceed with the GIA in the next week, and they 
were looking at construction this spring/summer and an operation date in September or 
October. 
31. Idaho Power responded the same day to New Energy's January 3, 2011, 
email. Idaho Power advises New Energy that the Facility Study Report states it would 
be six months from the time Idaho Power receives construction funding to the time the 
project would be in service on Idaho Power's end and still in good shape for meeting a 
late summer or early fall date. However, Idaho Power mentions the sooner the funding 
is received the sooner the materials can be ordered and the designers can get going on 
the final design. Idaho Power feels receipt of payment within the next four to six weeks 
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would be best so construction resources could be scheduled for summer. A true and 
correct copy of the January 3, 2011, email correspondence between Idaho Power and 
New Energy is attached hereto as Attachment 17 and incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
32. On January 12, 2011, New Energy Three submitted a new request to 
expand the capacity of the proposed project by an additional 800 kW bringing the total 
capacity to 2 MN. Attached hereto as Attachment 18 and incorporated herein by this 
reference is a true and correct copy of the January 12, 2011, Small Generator 
Interconnection Request by New Energy Three for the Double B Expansion Project 
requesting the interconnection of 2 MW. This request was assigned Gl #365. 
33. On January 20, 2011, Idaho Power acknowledged receipt of New Energy 
Three's Small Generator Interconnection Request, tendered to New Energy Three a 
form Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Double B Gl #365, and advised 
New Energy Three of the next steps in the interconnection process. A true and correct 
copy of the January 20, 2011, letter is attached hereto as Attachment 19 and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
34. The Feasibility Study Agreement for New Energy Three's requested 
expansion was executed by the parties on February 2, 2011. Attached hereto as 
Attachment 20 and incorporated herein by this reference is a true and correct copy of 
the February 2, 2011, Small Generator Feasibility Study Agreement for Double B Gl 
#365. 
35. A Draft Feasibility Study Report was issued on March 16, 2011, attached 
hereto as Attachment 21 and incorporated herein by this reference, and a Final 
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Feasibility Study Report was issued on April 26, 2011, attached hereto as Attachment 
22 and incorporated herein by this reference for Double B's Expansion Project 
interconnection. This report was for New Energy Three's requested configuration of Gl 
#365 located in Cassia County, for 2.0 MW at a 34.5 kV connection, with estimated 
interconnection cost of $376,000. 
36. On April 27, 2011, Idaho Power sent a letter attaching a copy of the Final 
Feasibility Study Report. The letter advises that the executed Facilities Study 
Agreement, a completed Attachment A, and payment of the required deposit must be 
received by June 9, 2011, or the application will be deemed withdrawn. A true and 
correct copy of the April 27, 2011, letter, with the form Facilities Study Agreement, is 
attached hereto as Attachment 23 and incorporated herein by reference. 
37. On May 24, 2011, Laura Knothe gave permission for Idaho Power to 
involve Collin Rudeen of Exergy Development in team meetings and discussions and 
provide information pertaining to the Double B Projects. 
38. On June 10, 2011, Idaho Power sent a letter notifying New Energy they 
were to execute and return the Facilities Study Agreement for interconnection of the 
proposed Double B Gl #365 tendered on April 27, 2011, to Idaho Power with the 
required deposit by June 9, 2011. Because the time period had expired without 
authorization to proceed and payment, the application for Generation Interconnection 
for Double B Gl #365 was deemed withdrawn. The letter notifies New Energy that 
failure to submit the deficient items by June 24, 2011, will cause the Generator 
Interconnection request to be terminated. A true and correct copy of the June 10, 2011, 
letter is attached hereto as Attachment 24 and incorporated herein by reference. 
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39. On September 28, 2011, Idaho Power tendered to New Energy a Draft 
GIA which was drafted from the September 16, 2010, Facility Study Report and advised 
New Energy they must provide a Proof of Site Control on or before execution of the 
GIA. New Energy was also notified that ''[f]ailure to respond to this letter by November 
28, 2011 will cause your Generator Interconnection request to have been deemed 
withdrawn and terminated." A true and correct copy of the September 28, 2011, Draft 
GIA, with transmittal letter, is attached hereto as Attachment 25 and incorporated herein 
by reference. 
40. On October 18, 2011, Exergy Development provided site control 
documentation for Double B Gl #308. 
41. On October 20, 2011, Idaho Power reviewed the site control 
documentation provided by Exergy for Double B Gl #308, and requested additional 
documents that reflected the right to develop the site. 
42. On October 20, 2011, New Energy provided a Certification of Authority for 
Agents authorizing Laura Knothe and Leslie White to execute instruments, agreements, 
certificates, and other documents and to take actions on behalf of New Energy. A true 
and correct copy of the Certification of Authority for Agents is attached hereto as 
Attachment 26 and incorporated herein by reference. 
43. On November 21, 2011, Exergy sent an email to Idaho Power confirming 
a telephone conversation with an Idaho Power Representative that allowed Exergy to 
extend the original deadline of November 28, 2011, for submittal of the GIA for the 
Double B Gl #308. Exergy informed Idaho Power it was working on the financial 
arrangement for credit approval and the line of credit and obtaining the site control 
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modification requested by Idaho Power on October 21, 2011. Exergy expected 
documents to be in place within a couple of weeks. 
44. On November 28, 2011, Exergy requested insight on the wording in 
section 5.3.9 of the Draft GIA and detail about the setpoint and other reliability events 
Exergy can expect in regards to some of the new requirements in the Generator Output 
Limit Control ("GOLC"). 
45. On November 29, 2011, Idaho Power responded to Exergy's request for 
insight on the wording in section 5.3.9 of the Draft GIA and detail about the setpoint and 
other reliability events Exergy can expect in regards to some of the new requirements in 
the GOLC. A true and correct copy of the November 28 and 29, 2011. email 
correspondence between Idaho Power and Exergy is attached hereto as Attachment 27 
and incorporated herein by this reference. 
46. On February 24, 2012, Idaho Power sent email correspondence to Exergy 
which requests a status update on Double B Gl #308, and verification of milestones and 
determination of its in service date. 
47. On February 28, 2012, Exergy responded to Idaho Power's inquiry stating 
"[i]s the verification of the milestones and inservice date needed for scheduling of 
construction within Idaho Power or with IP contractors.'' 
48. On February 29, 2012, Idaho Power informs Exergy that the Gl Process 
requires Idaho Power to finalize the GIA and in order to do that, Idaho Power needs the 
in service date. Idaho Power provides clarification and states "I am asking when you 
want to begin to put test energy on our system, and the milestones are based on the 
date you provide. I'm sure the Project Leader is waiting for this information to schedule 
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[Idaho Power] resources, consider outages in the area, etc.·· Attached hereto as 
Attachment 28 is a true and correct copy of the email correspondence between Idaho 
Power and Exergy dated February 24, February 28, and February 29, 2012, and 
incorporated herein by reference. 
49. On May 9, 2012, Idaho Power sent a Draft GIA to Exergy. A true and 
correct copy of the May 9, 2012, Draft GIA, with transmittal letter, is attached hereto as 
Attachment 29 and incorporated herein by reference. This communication to Exergy 
indicates that failure to submit all of the requested items by June 11, 2012, will cause 
the Generator Interconnection request to have been deemed withdrawn. 
50. On June 11, 2012, Exergy sent an email informing Idaho Power that the 
dairy owner is having difficulty with the Double B Dairy and/or might be selling it. 
Therefore, Exergy is not ready to execute the GIA. 
51. Idaho Power responded the same day to Exergy's June 11, 2012, email. 
Idaho Power requests clarification from Exergy as to whether they are choosing to not 
proceed with the Double B Project. If Exergy is choosing not to proceed, Idaho Power 
will send out an official withdrawal letter. 
52. On June 11, 2012. Exergy requests a period of time to solidify with the 
dairyman that this is, in fact, the case with his dairy. Idaho Power indicates they will 
follow up with Exergy on this matter the following day. Attached hereto as Attachment 
30 is a true and correct copy of the email correspondence between Idaho Power and 
Exergy dated June 11, 2012, and incorporated herein by reference. 
53. On June 19, 2012, Idaho Power sent a Final GIA to Double B for Gl #308. 
A true and correct copy of the June 19, 2012, Final GIA, with cover letter, is attached 
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hereto as Attachment 31 and incorporated herein by this reference. The June 19, 2012, 
letter notifies Exergy: 
Please complete the NOTICES information, and sign and return 
both sets as soon as possible. We will return a fully executed copy 
of the signature pages for your files. These need to be returned to 
me by July 20, 2012, otherwise your Generator Interconnection 
Application will be deemed withdrawn. 
54. On July 27, 2012, Idaho Power sent a Final/Deficiency Notice to Exergy. 
A true and correct copy of the July 27, 2012, Deficiency Notice is attached hereto as 
Attachment 32 and incorporated herein by this reference. The July 27, 2012, notice 
states Exergy Development: 
.. was to execute and return to [Josh Harris] the Agreement with the 
required deposit by July 20, 2012. That time period has now 
expired. Your application for Generation Interconnection has now 
been deemed withdrawn and this project has been removed from 
Idaho Power's Generator Interconnection Queue. If you wish to 
proceed with this project, you must submit a new application for 
Generator Interconnection. 
55. On August 28, 2012, Idaho Power sent correspondence to Exergy. This 
communication notified Exergy that Double B Gl #308 had been withdrawn. Therefore, 
Idaho Power refunded Exergy's deposit. A true and correct copy of the August 28, 
2012, correspondence is attached hereto as Attachment 33 and incorporated herein by 
this reference. 
56. On and around September 18, 2012, Exergy Development indicated to 
Idaho Power that it had an understanding that Idaho Power had somehow agreed to 
extend the Operation Date for Double Band Swager Farms in discussions related to a 
different wind QF project. 
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57. On September 20, 2012, Idaho Power responded to Exergy Development 
regarding the Operation Date. The September 20, 2012, email stated that there had 
been no discussion, and absolutely no agreement from Idaho Power to extend the 
Scheduled Operation Date from the PPA. 
58. On September 27, 2012, Exergy Development responded with a request 
for, "a digester meeting ... to sort this out." Idaho Power agreed to meet and reiterated 
its position that it would not agree to change the dates in the PPA. Exergy 
Development responded, again, with a claim that Idaho Power had somehow agreed to 
change the dates in connection with discussions related to separate matters involving 
Exergy Development's proposed wind QF projects. Idaho Power responded 
emphatically that issues related to Exergy Development's biodigester QF projects were 
specifically and expressly not discussed, nor agreed to in conjunction with the 
discussions between Idaho Power and Exergy Development concerning Exergy's wind 
projects. The parties agreed to meet the following day. Attached hereto as Attachment 
34 and incorporated herein by reference is a true and correct copy of an e-mail string of 
communications between Idaho Power and Exergy on September 27, 2012. 
59. Subsequent to the parties' meeting on September 28, 2012, Exergy 
informed Idaho Power, ''As to the PPAs, I think it best that we file our force majeure 
positions on those based on the generic PURPA docket going on." See September 28, 
2012, email correspondence attached hereto as Attachment 35 and incorporated herein 
by this reference. 
60. On September 28, 2012, Exergy Development delivered to Idaho Power a 
Notice of Force Majeure for the Double B Dairy Project A true and correct copy of the 
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September 28, 2012, Notice of Force Majeure from Exergy is attached hereto as 
Attachment 36 and incorporated herein by reference. Exergy Development bases its 
claim of force majeure on its contentions that, "There are currently ongoing proceedings 
upon the IPUC docket, the issues in which include pricing, size, duration and 
curtailment." Exergy Development claims that because of the pending proceedings 
regarding PURPA related issues before the Commission that they are unable to obtain 
financing in order to meet its obligations under the FESA. 
61. On November 21, 2012, Idaho Power responded with the filing and 
service of this Complaint and Petition. 
JURISDICTION 
A. The Commission Has Jurisdiction Over Interpretation and Enforcement of 
the FESA and the GIA. 
62. The Commission has authority to issue declaratory orders pursuant to the 
Idaho Uniform Declaratory Judgments Act. Utah Power & Light Co. v. Idaho Pub. Utils. 
Comm'n, 112 Idaho 10, 12, 730 P.2d 930, 932 (1987). The Idaho Uniform Declaratory 
Judgments Act provides for the issuance of a declaratory judgment in a contract dispute 
"before or after there has been a breach." Harris v. Cassia County, 1061daho 513, 516-
517, 681 P.2d 988, 991 (1984). 
63. The Commission has jurisdiction over the interpretation of contracts where 
the parties have agreed to submit a dispute involving contract interpretation to the 
Commission. Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Co., 111 Idaho 925, 929, 729 P.2d 
400, 404 (1986) 929, 729 P.2d at 404 (citing Bunker Hill Co. v. Wash. Water Power Co., 
98 Idaho 249, 252, 561 P.2d 391, 394 (1977)). 
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1. The Commission Has Jurisdiction Over Interpretation and 
Enforcement of the FE SA. 
64. Paragraph 7.7 of the FESA between Idaho Power and New Energy Three 
provides for the continuing jurisdiction of the Commission over the Agreement: 
Continuing Jurisdiction of the Commission. This Agreement 
is a special contract and, as such, the rates, terms and 
conditions contained in this Agreement will be construed in 
accordance with Idaho Power Company v. Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission and Afton Energy, Inc., 107 Idaho 781, 
693 P.2d 427 (1984), Idaho Power Company v. Idaho Public 
Utilities Commission, 107 Idaho 1122, 695 P.2d 1 261 
(1985), Afton Energy, Inc. v. Idaho Power Company, 111 
Idaho 925, 729 P.2d 400 (1986), Section 210 of the Public 
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 and 18 CFR 
§292.303-308. 
(Attachment 1 at p. 17.) 
65. Idaho Power and New Energy Three have also agreed to the 
Commission's jurisdiction regarding any and all disputes under the FESA. Paragraph 
19.1 of the FESA further provides that all disputes relating to the Agreement will be 
submitted to the Commission: 
Disputes - All disputes related to or ansmg under this 
Agreement, including, but not limited to, the interpretation of 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement, will be submitted 
to the Commission for resolution. 
(Attachment 1 at p. 24.) 
66. New Energy Three has reaffirmed its position that the Commission has 
jurisdiction with regard to disputes under the FESA. Paragraph 3 of the Notice of Force 
Majeure dated September 28, 2012, states as follows: 
Further, pursuant to Section 19.1 (Disputes) of Article XIX of 
the FESA, if Idaho Power disputes [the claim of Force 
Majeure), Seller reserves the right to submit the same to the 
Idaho Public Utilities Commission ... 
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(Attachment 36 at p. 2.) Idaho Power agrees that the Commission has jurisdiction to 
interpret and enforce the FESA pursuant to both the FESA itself and the Idaho Uniform 
Declaratory Judgments Act. 
2. The Commission Has Jurisdiction Over Interpretation and 
Enforcement of the GIA. 
67. FERC has stated that the relevant state authority exercises exclusive 
jurisdiction over interconnections in which the electric utility must purchase the entire 
output of the qualifying facility: 
When an electric utility ls obligated to interconnect under 
Section 292.303 of the Commission's Regulations, that is, 
when it must purchase the QF's total output, the relevant 
state authority exercises authority over the interconnection 
and the allocation of interconnection costs. 
Standardization of Generator Interconnection Agreements and Procedures, Order 
No. 2003, FERC Stats. & Regs. 'fi 31,146 at P 813 (2003), order on reh'g, Order 
No. 2003-A, FERC Stats. & Regs. ~ 31,160, order on reh'g, Order No. 2003-B, FERC 
Stats. & Regs, ~ 31,171 (2004), order on reh'g, Order No. 2003-C, FERC Stats. & Regs. 
K 31,190 (2005), aff'd sub nom. Nat'l Ass'n of Regulatory Util. Comm'rs v. FERC, 475 
F.3d 1277 {D.C. Cir. 2007)). Recently, FERC has reaffirmed the finding that it will have 
jurisdiction over an interconnection with a qualifying facility only if the host utility is given 
notice that third-party sales of the facility's output are occurring or are planned: 
Therefore, consistent with our conclusions in Niagara 
Mohawk, where a host utility is not given notice that third-
party sales of output are occurring or are planned (e.g., 
through a QF's request for wheeling service or a contract 
providing the QF an express right to sell output to third 
parties), we will assume that all sales of a QF's output are 
being made to the host utility and therefore that Commission 
jurisdiction will not attach. 
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Florida Power & Light Co., 133 FERC 1f61,121 at P 22 (2010) (citing Niagara Mohawk 
Power Corp., 121 FERC ~ 61,183 (2007), order denying reh'g, 123 FERC 1f61,061 
(2008)). Here, the FESA would obligate Idaho Power to purchase the entire output of 
the project. Therefore, this Commission-and not FERC-has jurisdiction over the GIA. 
B. The Dispute Is a Justiciable Controversy. 
68. This is an action for declaratory order brought for the purpose of 
determining a question of actual controversy between the parties. The dispute is as 
follows: Idaho Power claims that New Energy Three will not achieve the Scheduled 
Operation Date of December 1, 2012, and will likely not achieve the Operation Date by 
March 1, 2013. Idaho Power further claims that if New Energy Three does not achieve 
its Operation Date by March 1, 2013, then it will be in material breach of its FESA. New 
Energy Three disputes Idaho Power's claim that the failure of the Double B Project to 
achieve the Operation Date will result in material breach of its respective FESA. 
Specifically, New Energy Three claims force majeure events have occurred that excuse 
its respective failure to meet the Scheduled Operation Date. (See Attachment 36.) 
Article XIV of the FESA excuses both parties from whatever performance is affected by 
''any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of Idaho Power which, despite the 
exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome." Idaho Power 
disagrees with New Energy Three that any force majeure event has occurred. 
69. As a general rule, a declaratory judgment can only be rendered in a case 
where an actual or justiciable controversy exists. Harris, at 516, citing (internal cites 
omitted). A "justiciable controversy" ripe for a declaratory judgment must be one that is 
appropriate for judicial determination, must be definite and concrete, touching the legal 
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relations of parties having adverse legal interests, and must be real and substantial 
admitting of specific relief through a decree of a conclusive character, as distinguished 
from an opinion advising what the law would be upon a hypothetical state of facts. 
Harris, at 516, citing I.C. § 10-1201; Rules Civ.Proc., Rule 57. 
70. Idaho Power and New Energy Three agree that the Commission has 
jurisdiction over the dispute at hand. The dispute is appropriate for the Commission's 
determination because it requires interpretation of several provisions of the FESA, as 
well as Schedule 72 and the generator interconnection process for QF generators. The 
dispute is definite and concrete because Idaho Power claims current or impending 
violations of specific provisions of the FESA by New Energy Three and because Idaho 
Power disagrees with any application of the Force Majeure provision of the FESA The 
parties to the FESA have adverse legal interests. The dispute is real and substantial, 
as distinguished from a request for an advisory opinion, because it ( 1) calls for 
interpretation and enforcement of a valid and enforceable agreement and (2) the 
Commission's resolution of the dispute would likely involve specific relief expressly 
provided for in the FESA. 
DECLARATORY ORDER TO TERMINATE CONTRACT 
71. Idaho Power realleges and hereby incorporates by reference all of the 
foregoing allegations as if fully stated herein. 
A. Idaho Power May Terminate the FESA Upon Failure of the Proiect to 
Achieve Its Operation Date. 
72. New Energy Three will not achieve the Scheduled Operation Date of 
December 1, 2012, as provided in Section 8-3 in Appendix B of the FE SA. As provided 
in Section 5.4 of the FE SA, the entity will be in material breach of their respective FESA 
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if they fail to achieve the Operation Date by March 1, 2013. The Idaho Uniform 
Declaratory Judgments Act provides for the issuance of a declaratory judgment in a 
contract dispute "before or after there has been a breach." Harris at 516-517, 991 
(1984). Section 5.4 of the FESA provides that upon material breach by New Energy 
Three, Idaho Power may terminate the FESA at any time. Section 5.3 provides for 
delay damages as result of a material breach; therefore, in the event of a breach, Idaho 
Power is entitled to delay damages in the amount provided in Section 5.3 of the FESA. 
Accordingly, Idaho Power requests an Order from the Commission declaring that Idaho 
Power may terminate the FESA and recover delay damages upon the anticipated failure 
of New Energy Three to not achieve the Operation Date by March 1, 2013. 
B. No Force Majeure Event Has Occurred 
73. New Energy Three claims that events have occurred that constitute Force 
Majeure pursuant to Section 14 of the FESA. Paragraph 14.1 states, in relevant part: 
As used in this Agreement, "Force Majeure" or "an event of 
Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the control of the 
Seller or of Idaho Power which, despite the exercise of due 
diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. 
Force Majeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, 
fire, flood, storms, wars, hostilities, civil strife, strikes and 
other labor disturbances, earthquakes, fires, lightning, 
epidemics, sabotage, or changes in law or regulation 
occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the existence 
of reasonable foresight such party could not reasonably 
have been expected to avoid and by the exercise of due 
diligence, it shall be unable to overcome. 
(Attachment 1 at p. 22.) 
74. In its Notice of Force Majeure, Exergy Development contends, among 
other things, that other pending proceedings at the Commission excuse its performance 
under the FESA. Exergy Development, on behalf of New Energy Three, asserts that 
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because of pending PURPA proceedings at the Commission renewable energy project 
lenders are unwilling to lend in Idaho pending the outcome of those proceedings. 
Exergy Development claims that its lack of ability to finance its project is an event of 
force majeure excusing its performance under the FESA. Exergy Development has not 
identified a valid event of force majeure. The claimed events do not excuse New 
Energy Three from meeting the operational requirements pursuant to the Commission 
approved FESA. 
75. New Energy Three's attempt to excuse its non-performance fails because 
it does not meet the FESA's definition of a Force Majeure event, and the project's own 
actions and/or inactions, many of which predate the existence of the referred to Idaho 
PUC pending actions, caused considerable delay that it now claims constitutes Force 
Majeure. New Energy Three has not, to this day, paid the required construction deposit, 
nor authorized idaho Power to move forward with the required work necessary for the 
interconnection and transmission upgrades required to connect the project to Idaho 
Power's system has resulted in the termination of its generation interconnection 
application and removal from Idaho Power's interconnection queue. The project's 
failure to pay and authorize its interconnection to proceed, New Energy Three now 
claims a force majeure when it is out of time to become operational pursuant to the 
terms of its Commission approved FESA. Its claim is without merit, and should be 
rejected. 
76. New Energy Three was offered a Final GIA that would have their required 
interconnection facilities completed before the end of 2012 and before the expiration of 
its 90 day cure period under the terms of the FESA. Exergy Development and New 
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Energy Three claims now that its inability to obtain financing and construct its project on 
time and pursuant to the commitments it made in the FESA is excused by an event of 
force majeure. New Energy Three's FESA was executed with an effective date of May 
24, 2010. That FESA was approved by the Idaho PUC on July 1, 2010. The project 
initiated its interconnection process more than a year before that in October of 2009. It 
committed itself in the FESA to a Scheduled Operation Date of December 1, 2012, with 
more than two years of lead time from the time the FESA was effective to become 
operational. Its own inability to finance and construct in that time frame does not qualify 
as an event of force majeure under the terms of the FESA such that its performance 
would be excused. 
77. New Energy Three is not expected to bring the project online by the 
Scheduled Operation Date of December 1, 2012. For these reasons, Idaho Power 
requests an Order from the Commission declaring that no Force Majeure event has 
occurred to excuse default. 
C. Termination of the FESA is in the Public Interest. 
78. Idaho Power's ability to terminate the FESA upon default and breach of 
New Energy Three's failure to meet the Operations Date pursuant to Section 5 of the 
FESA is in the public interest. The FESA currently provides for rates that have 
subsequently been found to not be in the public interest. In The Matter of the 
Commission's Review of PURPA QF Contract Provisions, Case No. GNR-E-11-03, 
Order No. 32498 at 2 (March 22, 2012), this Commission stated: 
We also find, however, as stated on the record at the 
conclusion of the March 21, 2012, hearing, that the 
methodologies previously approved by this Commission, as 
utilized and applied by Idaho Power, do not currently 
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produce rates that reflect Idaho Power's avoided costs and 
are not just and reasonable, nor in the public interest. 
Effective March 21, 2012, and continuing until altered or 
amended by Order of the Commission at the conclusion of 
this case, contracts for all projects over 1 00 kW entered into 
by Idaho Power and oresented to this Commission for 
m2proval will be individually evaluated with regard to all 
terms contained therein. 
(Emphasis added.) The rates at issue in this Complaint Petition are provided in Article 
VII of the FESA. The FESA's rates have subsequently been determined, as described 
above, to not be in the public interest. If the Commission issues an order declaring that 
Idaho Power is authorized to terminate the FESA upon the failure of New Energy Three 
to meet its Operation Date of March 1 , 2013, rates that have been deemed not to be in 
the public interest will likewise be terminated. If Idaho Power and New Energy Three 
were to execute a new FESA, the parties must obviously comply with Order 32498, 
thereby establishing rates that are in the public interest pursuant to the methodology 
approved in Order 32498. 
REQUESTED RELIEF- CONCLUSION 
79. Idaho Power respectfully requests that the Commission grant the following 
relief: 
1) Entry of a declaratory order that the Commission has jurisdiction 
over the interpretation and enforcement of the FESA and the GIA; 
2) Entry of a declaratory order that Exergy Development's claim of force 
majeure does not exist so as to excuse New Energy Three's failure to 
meet the Scheduled Operation Date for the Double B project; 
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'\ 
3) Entry of a declaratory order that if New Energy Three has failed to 
place the Double B Project in service by the Scheduled 
Operation Date of December 1, 2012, Idaho Power may collect Delay 
Damages; 
4) Entry of a declaratory order that if New Energy Three fails to achieve its 
Operation Date by March 1, 2013, Idaho Power may terminate the FESA; 
and 
5) Any further relief to which Idaho Power is entitled. 
Respectfully submitted at Boise, Idaho, this 21st day of November 2012. 
DONOVAN E. WALKER 
Attorney for Idaho Power Company 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that, on this 21st day of November 2012 I served a true and 
correct copy of IDAHO POWER COMPANY'S COMPLAINT AND PETITION FOR 
DE CLARA TORY ORDER upon the following named parties by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
New Energy Three, LLC 
c/o Exergy Development Group of 
Idaho, LLC 
Leslie White 
802 West Bannock, Suite 1200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Leslie White 
*Pleading emai!ed without 
attachments due to file size. For a 
copy of the attachments, please see 
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
website or contact Idaho Power. 
Laura Knothe 
*Pleading emai!ed without 
attachments due to file size. For a 
copy of the attachments, please see 
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
website or contact Idaho Power. 
James Carkulis 
•Pleading emailed without 
attachments due to file size. For a 
copy of the attachments, please see 
the Idaho Public Utilities Commission 
website or contact Idaho Power. 
Hand Delivered 
....X. U.S. Mail 












L Email lknothe@exergydevelopment.com 
Hand Delivered 
U.S. Mail 
_ Overnight Mail 
FAX 
l_Email icarkulis@exergydevelopment.com 
Danielle Clark, Paralegal 
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F1RJv1 ENERGY SALES AGREEMENT 
( !0 aMW or Less) 
Project Name: Doub!e B Dairy 
Project Number: 31616120 
:Tns AGREEMENT, entered into on this 
LLC, an Idaho limited liability company (Seller), and IDAHO POWER COivfPANY, an idaho 
c'orporation (Idaho Power), hereinafter sometimes referred to coilectivdy as "Parties'' or individually as "Party." 
'NTTNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, Seller will design, construct, ow11, maintain and operate an electric generation facility; and 
WHEREAS, Seller wishes to sell, and Idaho Power is to purchase, tinn electric ;;nergy produced 
the ScHer's Facility. 
In consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements hereinafter set forth, the 
Parties agree as f()i!ows: 
:\s used in this Agreement and tbe appendices attached hereto, the terms 
~hall have the following meanings: 
i l -Monthly Net less than I. ,0% of the monthly Nee Energy Amount as specified 
:n paragraph 6.2 ofthis Agreement. 
-The ldaho Public Utilities Commission. 
-The period commencing each cnlendar year on the same calendar date as the 
Operation Date and ending 364 days t:1ereaftcr. 
1.4 -Damages payable to Idaho Power as calculated in paragraph 5.3, 
5.6 and 5.8. 
- ! -
5/19/2010 
-.All the D:1te until the :::dkr' s the 
-The current month's Mid-Columbia Market minus the current month's All 
I ours Prlce in 73 ofthis If this calculation results in a value 
· ess than 0. the result ofthis calculation witl \). 
- ldaho Powc:r's or ;my group 
Idaho Power. 
- rhat electric described in B of this 
.9 - The day commencing at 00:0 l :V1oumain Time, the that 
'1e!ler has ~atisfied the energy to ldaho 
Power's system at the Point o1 
-The at 7:00am, at 11 :00 pm :V1ountain 
all hours on all New Years Memoria! Labor 
and Christmas. 
.ll -Electric ener(S')' Seller does not intend to generate. Inadvertent energy is more 
7.5 of this Agreement. 
L 2 in Schedule 71. 
113 which Idaho Po\ver eon !inns that under normal or 
Jvcrage conditions the will generate at no more than !0 average MW per month and is 
hcrcfore rates in accordance with Commission Order :'-lo. 2'1632. 
!.14 at J I :00 pm, at 7:00am l\1ountain Time 18 
plus all other hours on all ~..:w Years .'vkmorial Day, Independonce Labor 
.15 -The loss of electrical enert,')' in kilowatt hours ( as a result of the 
.ransr!xmalion and transmission ur :::nergy between the when.: the energy metered ami 
:he point the energy is delivered to the fdaho Power electrical fhe loss calculation 










percent ,Jfthc Mid-Cdumbia Market 
orrhc \vJil be as in 
in Schedule 72. this 
··The monthly average ot the 
Dow Jones l\1id-Columb1a Index (Dow Jones l'vlid-C Index) for non-rinn energy. If the Dow 
Jones Mid-Columbia Index ?rice is discontinued agency, both Parties will mutually 
which is similar to the Dow Jones Mid-Columbia Index. rhe selected 
index will be consistent with other c;imilar agreements and a used index the 
electrical 
l'he full-ioad electrical the to a "'''"'''""''r :md its 
mover or other piece of electrical equipment, ;:;uch as transtonners and circuit under 
kilowatts, volts or other 
umts. indicated on a nameplate attached to the individual machine or device. 
- r\ll or the electric energy produced by the less Station less Losses. 
in kilowatt hours Subject to che tenm of this SeHer commits to deliver all 
~Jet Energy to Idaho Power at the Point of Delivery for the full term of the Agreement. Net 
m!t indude inadvertent 
The day commencing at 00:0 I hours, :.tountain the 
;equirements 5.2 have been completed. 
docs 
that a!! 
The location spcciiled in 13, wb.:re Idaho PO\wr's and the Sdler's 
dectrical facilities are interconnected and the energy from this 
c:lectrical system. 
- }-
is delivered to the [,:Jaho Power 
'191:010 
1.25 m0thods and that arc 
used in electrical to operate electric 
date rhe 
Date. lt is that the Scheduled Date the Seller shall be a 
reasonable cstimate of the date rhat the Seller that :he Seller" s c;hall Jchieve rhe 
Date. 
L27 Idaho Power's f,lrirT No l 0 l. Sd1edule 72 or successor schedules as 
to pay all costs of interconnection and of 
:his into the ldaho Power electrical syst.em as fled within Schedule 72. 
ic!enti lied in 6.2.! of this 
1.29 
described in Sehedctle 72. 
LJO - Electric energy that is used to equipment that is or othenvise related to 
of the 
LJl the SeHcr·s and delivered to !he idaho Power 
..:lectrical system the month vvhich exceeds ll 0% M the Net Amount f\Jr the 
in paragraph 6.1. or the Seller's 
and delivered to the Idaho Power dec:rical less than 90% of lhc 
\iet Amount for the then aill'\et 
delivered by the 1o the ldaho Power electrical system for that momh or ~\H Net 
produced by the Seller's and delivered the to the fdaho Power e!ectrical 
system prior to the Opcratwn Date. 
- The total cost and 
19/2010 
to Idaho Power that in into 
this Sdk:r of the :;ct forth herein. Seller has 
Jnd determined that it is of hereunder and has not relied upon the 
or of Idaho Power in connection with the transactions contemplated this 
7 7 or experts but not limited to, 
,trtorneys or accountants, that Seiler may have eonsuitcJ or relied on in undertaking the transactions 
contemplated rhis Agreement have been those of Seller. 
3.1 -Any .H.:ceptancc or failure to review Seller's 
or facilities shall not he an endorsement or a continuation idaho Power and 
regarding any aspect of Seiler's 
equipment or facilities. induding, but not limited to, safety, 
adequacy ,Jr economic 
is a that term is 
•::;ed and defined in 18 CFR 292.20 l et seq. After ~nltial qualification, Seller will take such steps as may 
be required to maintain the QualifYing 
SeHer's failure to maintain Qualifying status will be a Material Breach of this 
Llaho Power reserves the right to review the Facility status and assodateJ 
md documents at anytime the term of this 
Prior to the First Date and as a condition uf Idaho Power's acceptance deliveries of energy 




Suhmit to Idaho Power that all for 
h:wc bccn obtained tiom federal. 5tate or local but 
'101 limited to, evidence of B. 13 CfR 292.201 -1s cert1lL:d 
Letter 
as set torth in 4.1.1 above are 
an attorney .Klmitkd 
that Seller's 
issued. are 
:1eld in the name of the Seller and, hased on a reasonable 
that Seller is in substantial with said as of the date nf the 
Letter. Tbe Opinion Letter will be in a form acceptable to Idaho Power and will 
!Jaho Power's a,;ceptance ofthe form will not be vvithheid. The Letter 
will be in accordance with the accord of the 
;\merican Bar Association Section of Business Law ( 1991 ). 
Submit to Idaho Pmvcr such data as Idaho Power may 
require to perform the Initial Capacity Determination. Such data will include but not 
limited to, ,'Jamcp!ate equipment mover resource 
normal and/or average conditions and Station Use data. 
of this Idaho Power 'Nil! review the data and if necessary, 
~1dditionai data to complete the Initial Detetmination within a reasonable time. 
t .1.3 .1 If the Maximum Capacity ~pecit1ed in l3 of rhis Agreement and the 
cumulative manutac1ure Nameplate ' units iU 
this Facility is less !han l 0 MW. The Seller shall submit detailed, manufacturer. 
verifiable data cJfthe Nameplate 
units to be instal!cd at this 
establishes the combined 
of the actual individual 
Idaho Power that the Jata 








instJi!ed at this lS than lO \1\V, will be :ieemed that Seller lms 
oH!stied the Initial De!ennination for this 
Submit :o Idaho Powo;;r manufacturer's and documentation 
;hat establishes :he of each individual unit 1hat is included 
vithin this entire of this data, Idaho Power shall review 1he data 
:md determine if the :--Jamep!ate ;;pcciiied is reasonable based upon 1!1e :mmufacturer's 
for the speci11c units. 
- Submit an executed 
Construction Adequacy and Jn Engineer's Certification of 
Certification of & 
and Maintenance 
as described in Commission Order No. 21690. These certificates \Vill be in the :orm 
in Appendix C but may he modified to the extent necessary to 
disdplines providing the certificates. 
,==~'-"' - Submit written proof to Idaho Power of all insurance 
Provide written contirmation from Idaho Power's 
Seller has satisfied all interconnection requirements. 
ll1e Seller's Facility has been 
the different 
in Article XUL 
business unit that 
as a network 
rcsoarce capable of delivering tim1 energy up to the amount ofrhc Maximum 
Request and obtain written confirmation from fdaho Power that all 
·~or:ditions to acceptance of eneq,ry have been fulfilled. Such written confirmation shall be 
provided within a commercially reasonable time following the Sdlcr·s request and will not be 
unreasonably withheld by Idaho Power. 
- Subject to the provisions of paragraph 5.2 this shall become dfectisc on :he 
;l:lrc first written and shall continue in il1ll force and eiiect for a period of 15 (not ro exceed 20 vears; 
Contract Years rr·om the Operation Date. 
[9;2010 
SA 
D:ne a!Ter the has achieved all 1)f 
.1) .\chievcd the First Date. 
b) Comm1ssion approval of this . f m a .onn to Idaho Power hJs been 
c:) Seller has demonstrated to !daho Power's satisfaction that the is 
energy in a reliable and safe manner. 
Date from [daho Power in a vvrinc:n f0nnat. 
Seller has received written conllrmation from ldaho Puwer of the Date. fbis 
contirrnatinn will not be withheld idaho Power. 
to achieve the Date on or tefore the 
Scheduled Operation Date. in lhe interconne.:rion and transmission network 
and construction process that !t!L.!!.2! Force events accepted both shall nut prevent 
due and ::ts calculated in accordance with this 
If '.he <Jperution Date occurs :tt1er the Scheduled Date but on or 
the Scheduted Date, SeHer shall pay Idaho Power 
calculated at the end of each calendar month after the Scheduled 
Co !lows: 
are to ((Current month's lnitial Year Net 
multiplied the number of 
multiplied by the current month's 
: f l he Operation Date docs not occur within 
Date !he Seller shall pay Idaho Power 
in paragraph 5.J.l, calculated as follows: 
live dollars ($45) 
Capacity 
lf Seller fails to achieve the 
measured in k W. 
Date within 
-IS-
the number of in the current 
in rl:e Period in the current 
Price. 
the Scheduled Operation 
in addition to those 




such failure will be a :'vlateriai Breach and [daho Power may terminate this 
until the Seller cures the \hterial Rreach. Additional 
:a!culated in 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 will he calculated and 
calculation descnbed in 5 . .3. 1 above t(:,r :1!1 the Scheduled Date 
until such time as the Seller cures this :V1ateriat Breach nr !Jaho Power terminates this 
billings to the Seller. Seller's failure to pay these damages within the 
Breach of this At;Tecmcnt nnd Idaho Power shall draw funds trom ~he 
time will be a Material 
provided the 
Seller in an amount equal to the calculated Delay Damages or Damages. 
The Parties agree that the Idaho Power would incur due to delay in the Facility the 
Oueration Date on or betore the Scheduled Operation Date would he difficult or 
v;ilh certainty, and that the Delay Liquidated of :;uch 
Prior to the Seiler this the Seller >hall have to and executed a Letter of 
requirements: 
1) Seller has filed for interconnection and is in with ail paymems and 
:·equirement<> of the interconnection process 
b) SeHer has received and an interconnection for this 
Facility. 
c) Seller has provided all information required to enable Idaho Power to file an initial 
~ransmission request. 
d) Results of the initial transmission capacity request are known und to the 
Seller. 
:;) Seller acknowledges responsibility for all interconnection c:osts and :my costs 
1ssociated with acquiring adequate firm transmission 
to be classified as an Idaho Power firm nervlork resource. 
- 9-
to e:1abie the 
l 9/20 I 0 
\Vithin 
the is located outside of the idaho Power ;ervice addition to 
the ~lbove the Seller rnust evldcncc ~hat the Seller :1as 
linn transmission trom all entiTies to ddivcr 
an t)!l 
dcctrica! system. 
of the date ofa l!na! in Article XXI 
the Seller ~hall post In rbrm :1s ciescnbcd in 
the amount calculated in paragraph 5.8. l. 
five ( multiplied the Maximum with the 
:Vlaximum measured in k W or the sum of three month· s c,timated revenue. 
Where the ..:stimated three months of revenue is the estimated revenue associated with the !irst 
three tull months 
energy production as 
the estimated Scheduled Operation Date. the estimated kWh uf 
in 6.2. l for those three months All 
Hours Price in 7.3 for each of those tlm::e months. 
Ll ln the event (a) Seller nrrnw,,c Idaho Power with certification that ( l ) a 
interconnection agreement a schedule that will enable this to achieve 
the Operation Date no later than the Scheduled and 
the Seller lns all interconnection costs or a interconnection 
:~greement is and all material nf intercormect:on have been 
:dentified and upon Jnd the SeHer is in ·cvith al! terms and 
cc•nditions of !he interconnection agreement. the calculated 
in accordance with paragraph 5 .8. l will be reduced 
1.2 If the Seller has received a rcdu~.:tion in \he calculated as !n 
S.R.l ! :md the 
interconnecTion revised and as a result the 
will not achieve its Date hy the Scheduled Date \'r 12) if 
the Seller does not maintain wtth the intcrconn1.:ction abrrccrncnt, 
- ! 0-
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full amount ~he calculated in l will to 
~cinstatemcnt and will be due :111d within 5 business !rom the date Idaho 
l'ower requests reinstatement. Failure to reinstate the will be 
\!ate rial Breach of this 
'i.8.2 Idaho Power shall release any hereunder after all .:alculated 
md/or in full to Idaho Power and the earlier of\ 1) 30 alter the 
Date has been achieved or 12) 60 aiter the Agreement has been terminated. 
when either is excused as 
nrrl\fl(1Pd herein, Idaho Power will purchase and Seller will sell all llf the Net to Idaho Power at 
the Point of Delivery. All Inadvertent the will also be delivered t.he 
Sdler to ldaho Power at the Point of AI no time will 1lle total Jmount ,,f Net and/or 
l nadver;ent produced by the the Seiler to the Point of 
rile :\bxirnum Capacity Amount. 

















estimates \.Initial Year 
Idaho Power wnh one 
and 
at the end vf month nine and three months thereafter Idaho Power with 
estimates 
provided. rhis information will be provided to tdaho Power written notice in 
:tccordance with 25. 1, no later than 5:00 PM of the the ::nd of the 
the Net Amounts in a 
:imely manner, Idaho Power will use the most recent 3 momhs of the Initial Year >iet 
6.2.1 for the next 3 months of ?'·let 
amounts. 
6.2J.l >-Io later than the Date, written notice to idaho Power in accordance 
with paragraph 25.1, the Seller may revise all of the initial Year 
Monthly Net Amounts. 
with ~he end of the 'lth month after the Daw and at the end of 
o.2A 
months or :'let but written notice 
Amounts. Failure to written notice of 
amounts wlll be deerr:ed to be :m dectinn of no 
~~e ller ~ s >Jet 12.2.1 or if the Seller declares a 
Deliveries as specified in !2.3.1 :md the Seller's declared 
Ddiveries is accepted Idaho Power, the Net Amount ;1s 
r:1onth in which the reduction or suspension under 
! 2.2. 1 or 12.3.1 occurs will be reduced in acconbnce with the foilowing: 
Current Month's ~iet Amount 
·.;au a.) ff Idaho Power excused from the Seller's l\ct 
as speci!1ed in paragraph !2.2.1 this value wii! be 
to rhe percentage of curtailment as "V~'"'"'"u 
Idaho Power multiplied the TGU as defined below. 
!f the Seller declares a Suspension of Energy Deliveries as 
12.3. l this value will be the sum of 
units size as specified in 
,\ppendix B that are impacted by the circumstances 
causing the Seller to declare a Suspension of 
Deliveries. 
TGU Sum of all ofthe individual generator ratings ofthe (rr>'n'·'•·~·r• 
i:tSH 
JH 
units at this facility as in Appendix B of this 
,1grecmcnt. 
Actual hours the Facility'~ Net Energy deliveries were either 
reduced or 'iUspended under paragraph !2.2, 1 or 12.3.1 








- ( ( ) 
rhls ~et Amount will be >-tsed in calculations for che 
momh in which ldaho Power '<>as excused from or the Seller 
or 
h.3 ;nless excused an event of Force ScHer's failure to ddiver Net in any Contract 
Year in c1n :1mount to ;J.t least ten percent t of tbe sum ot the Initial Year ~~et 
~~\mounts as in paragraph 6.2 shall constitute an event of default. 
received f {eavy LGad 
ldaho Power will ~;ay the non-levelized energy in accordance with Commission Order 
30738 and in accordance with Commission Order 30415 for Load Hour 

















Li~ht Load Hours. Idaho 
in 1ccordance with Commission Order 30738 and 
in accordance with Commission Order 30415 for Load Hour deliveries 'vith 
'easonalization factors applied : 
Season 1 - !}3.50 Season 2 - ( 120.00 Season 3 - ( 100.00 
Year :VWls/kWh 'Hills/kWh :'vlills/kWh 
2010 52.63 85.93 7!.61 
201 l 54.19 38.47 73.73 
2012 55.87 q l.2l '6.01 
2013 57.27 ·J3.49 77.91 
2Ul4 58.70 95.83 79.86 
2015 60.17 98.23 81.86 
2016 61.75 100.81 84.01 
::on 63.28 103.32 86.10 
20l8 6·t94 i06Jl3 :-\8.36 
2019 66.56 !08.66 )().55 
2020 68.21 ll L36 Cl2.80 
2021 119.90 114.13 95.11 
::022 71.64 :16.97 97A7 
2023 73.42 119.88 ·)9.90 
2024 75.25 122.86 02.38 
2025 77.12 125.91 I 04.93 
2026 79..+0 129.64 l08.0J 
2027 81.75 l33A8 111.23 
2028 84. 8 \37.43 114.53 
2029 66.(]8 ~ 4!.5 I ll7.93 
2030 89.25 145.71 121.43 
2031 91.33 : i9.l2 124.27 
The price to be used in the calculation of the Price :md 
Price shall be the non-leveltzed energy in accordance with Commission Order 307H ~md 


































































































Idaho Power shall pay to the Seller the current month's 
Reference Pric;; or the All Hours Price 
~nadvencnt is electric energy produced the 
Seller delivers to ldaho Power at the Point of Delivery that exceeds 0,000 kW 
the hours in the month in which the energy delivered. 1 For 
January contains 744 hours. 744 hours times kW = 7A4U,OOO kWh. 
.ielivered in in excess of7.HO. 000 k\Vh in this would be Inadvcnent 
Energy.) 
Although Seiler intends to and operarc the to generate no more than 




or pay for !nadv.:ncnt 
kss ;my payments due to Idaho Power ·,vdl he 
disbursed ~o the Seller within 30 ,Jf 1he date which idaho Power receives and :1...:cepts :.he 
locumentation of the ddivered to lclallo Pow.;r as in 
A. 
is a contract c~nd. che rates, 
l 07 ldaho 78 I, 693 P 2d .!27 
07 !daho ll 6lf5 p 2d l 261 
S.:c1ion 2!0 
.I! the Public :ilities Regulatory Policies Act of !978 and l 8 CFR 
Seil.:r retains under this and Renewable c:t:rtii1cate 
or the c:quivalent environmental J.ltribu:cs. associated with the energy 
sold to Idaho Power. 
Seller-owned tnterconnection Facilities so as to ai!ow safe and reliable and 
:md ;my 
of Net 
and lnadvertent to rhe idaho Power Point of for the nd! term of the 
Idaho Power !br !he account of instalL and maintain 
!o be located at a upon location to record :md measure power tlov;s to ldaho 
Povvcr in accordance \Vith this and Schedule 72. The will be at the 
- 17-




'oc:1tion :1nd the 'o rr:easure, record ;md report the Stat! on 
: nadvertcnt and maximum energy deliveries at the Point nf 
c:nergy production into the Idaho Power electrical system. 
idaho Power \'vill instalL operate and maintr:in J.t Seller's expense communications :md 
which will be Idaho Puwer wtth continuous instuntaneous 
of Seiler's Net and Inadvertent ~md clelivered to the ldaho Pznver 
Pn!nt of to Idaho Powers 
Net Station Use, l nadvertent and maximum 
records in a form and content to Idaho Power. 
after reasonable notice to the other ,:hall have the normal 
:msiness hours, to and audit any or ali , Station lnadvenent 
records 
communic:J.tions 
Idaho Power's Dispatch in at.:corda.nce with 
2.2.! Idaho Power shall he excused from and or 
Inadvertent Energy which would have otherwise 'Jeen the :md de\ivered 
the Sdler to the Point of if it is prevented from so ~m event of force 
or temporary dlscom:ection of the 
'-casons other 1han an event or Force 
:n accordance wllh Schedule TL 
a temporary discm~nection nnder Schedule 72 
c:xcecds twenty (20) with the of such ~mtailment 
- i X-
''l9i20 !0 
,x reduction. Seller •:vill be dee:ned be Net at a rate to the pro 
avernge the :1ffiOUiltS month in 6.2. Jdaho 
Pov,er will Seiler when the curtailment or reduction is tt:nninated. 
2,2.2 l.[ in the reasonable ofldaho or lntercmmection 
Fadiities is unsafe or may otherwise :til;;et ldaho Power's or 
:.erv1ee to its customers. Idaho Power may disconnect •he !daho 
?ower's transmissionidisttil::ution system as within Schedule 72 or rake such other 
~easonnblc steps as Idaho Power deems appropriate. 
!2.2.3 Cnder no circumstances wil! the Seller deliver '-let andior Inadvertent fiom the 
to the Point of in an Jmount that exceeds the ~v1aximum Amount . 
~e!icr's tailure to limit deliveries to the r.·iaximum .-\mount will be a Material Bre:u.::h 
l2.2A If Idaho Power is unable to ~he energy from this and is not excused from 
the energy, ldaho Power's the vaiue the 
:;,timated energy •hat fdaho Power :..nable to accept. Idaho Power will have :10 
to pay for any other costs, losl revenue or may 
: ncur. 
_.; l !f the Seller's a ri.;rced o1 ;tage due to failure which is not caused 
an event of Force ;"vlajeure or lack uf 
:naintcnance of the ScHer's Seiler may, af:er 
temporarily all deliveries ofNd to Idaho Power Jl·om 1hc 
,lr from individual generation within the :he forced 
of not less than 48 hours to correct the forced 
Deiiverie:,"). The Seller's Doclared Deliveries wll! at the 
< urt 0 f the next full hour 
l2J.2 and w!ll continue for the time as 
- i 9-
l:1ot less than -!8 m the written 
!9;20 lil 
2A 
the SeHer. in the I n ,, the l)ec!ared 
'ccurrcd. the Net :\mount will be (J2.4. 
to initiate a lkclared Ddiveries as in 
i2 3.L Sd!cr \viii the The 
!:our Declared of Deliveries will be at the earliest the next 
contact with ldaho Power. The Seller w(thin :24 hours 
the Idaho Power a written notice in accordance with XXIV that 
·.vl!l contain the hour and dum!ion of the Declared Deliveries 
md of 
Deliveries. Idaho Power will review tbe Jocumentatiou the Seller to 
.h::termine Idaho Power's ac..:eptance of•hc described forced for a !Jcclarcd 
Deliveries JS l2.J.L Idaho Power's acccpmnce of 
maintenance or the Sdler's 
On or bet(m: each calendar year, Seller ';hall 3ubmit a \vritten 
maintenance schedule uf maintenance \(JT that calendar 1ear and Idaho 
Power and Seller shall 1gree :ts to the of the schedule. The Parties 
of the Seller's timetable tor scheduled maintemmce will take imo 
c:nnsidemtion Prudent Electrical Practices, Idaho Power and the Seller's 
;chedule. :'kither Party shall withhold acce;Jtance the maintenam;e schedule. 
coordinate their 
maintenance schedules such that 
to cont:1ct !he Seller to 
to intercom!ection nr curtml deliveries from the Sdier's Seller 
i!nders!ands that in the case uf emergency circwnstances, rto'l! time 
- :?0-
uf the dectnca! 
19/2010 
md/or events L!aho Power mJ.y not be aole to notice to the Seiler 
df reduction of electrical energy deliveries to idaho Power. 
i 3.l shall agree to hoid harmless and to the other its otticers, 
parent -:.:ompany :md expense ;~nd 
to third persons for lo or death c)f person or caused 
Party's or maintenance failure oL :my fJf 
\Vorks or facilities used in connection with this cr intentional 
::cts, errors or omissions. The request. defend any suit 
this indemnity. The indemni shall pay aU documemed costs, 
in this indemnity. 
.2 - During the term of this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously carry the 
: nsurance coverage: 
General Insurance for both and property with 
limits equal to S l .;ach occurn:nce, combined limit. The deductible for such 
:11surance :;hail be consistent \vith current !usuram:e sinular 
;;roperty. 
!3.2.2 The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with :m A.\L Best 
of A- or better and shall indude: 
ia) An endorsement mming Idaho Pmver as an additional insured and loss payee as 
.:ppiieable: and 
/\ that such shall not be canceled or the limits 
reduced without sixty written norice to Idaho Pm.ver. 
- .\s required in 4.1.5 herein ;tnd 
Seller shall furnish ldaho Power a cen:iticak of insurance, with the endorsements 
therein, the covemge as set :(x.·th above. 
- ?.1-
9/2010 
1.L2 shall tor .my r::ason. Sdlcr wii! Idaho Power in rhc cotice will 
Idaho Power or the to n:iu~t:1te the 
:his rwnce ,wJ to reinstate or the ~~overage l'vill 
:onstitute a :vlaterial Breach ,)f this 
used this "Force or ··::1n event of Force :·nea.ns any cause 
'he t:ontrol of :he Seller Dr of ldaho Power 
' .. na:,le to prevent or overcome. Force 
the exercise of due 
but is not limited to, acts of 
,;torms, wars. :lOstllitics. civil :Jtrikes and other bbor 
or m taw or occurring after the effective 
such party could not 
.:xercise of .:lue it shall be unable to overcome. if dther is rendered 
;nable to its under this because an event of Force 





(I) The -1s soon as is :1l'ter the occunence 






the other Party 'Nritten notice the 
shall be of no scope :1nd of no 
the event of Force 
of either Party which arose bct1Jre the occmrcnce 
and which could and should have been 
,)ccurrence shall l;e excused as a result of such occurrence. 
of 
cll;ration 




in this shall he construed to creale any to, any 
of care with reference to, or any 
;':trty siiall be liable to the other for any 
J,uthorized this 
tu :my person not a 
due of renewable ener::,ry ccnific::~te and, if the 
system, any diminution or loss of anaerobic 
energy from the 
one to the other under any 
to this ''ieirher 
ilS 
but not be limited to. the 
:111 ,maerobic 
of Idaho Power to 
l':o undertaking 
(unstitutc the dedication of that thereof to the or the public or affect 
t!1e status of idaho Power as an or Sel:er as an 
indiv:dual or entity. 
\Vhere stated :n this and liabilities 
qf the P:1rties are intended to he several and not contained in this 
shall ever be construed to create an a trust or 
or on or with to either Each shall be 
and liable t(Jr own 
waiver at any time either with to a default under this or 
to any other matters in connection with this 
'\::tiver v,rith respect to any default nr other rn::mer. 
- 23-
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.s:1ail he construed .md bws of the 'St:1te ofidaho 
ics choice of law 
any out of or related 10 this :ie m the District ourt the 




related to or but not limited to, rhe 
of the terms and conditions of this wdl be submitted to '.he Cnmmission !(Jr 
:·ails to any of the terms or conditions of this 
shaH cause notice in 
the manner in which such ddault occulTed. lf the 
shall fail to cure such default within the after service of ~uch nr 
;r the demonsTrates to the other that the default can be 
terminate this remedies. 
rhe notice and cure in paragraph 19.2.! Jo not lO 
;dimlts identified 1n this as Material Breaches. ,\1aterial Breaches must be c·urcd 
occurrence of the breach. 
Prior to the Date ami tbcreatlcr fm the full term pf this 
Idaho Pu\Ner with the 
of 
such failure will be a \1atcrial Breach :md may 
insurance coverage has (;ecn 
- 24-
13.2. lf Seller ritils to 




three ( 3) years after th.; Dmc. Seiler w!ll 
r)OWDr \Vith a C::nification of Operations and ~vlaintcnance from a 
Professional licensed in the State of Idaho, which C:.:rtit1cation ,.)f 
0 :Vf shall be :n the form in :he 
cert1fkate will be an event of detault Such a default rnay be cured Sd!er 
the required certificate: :md 
rhe fuH term of this Seiler shall maintain 
wilh all 
Seller will 
cmd licenses described in 4 .. I of this 
Idaho Power wirh copies of any new or :1dditional 
in 
or 
:icenses. At least every t1fth Contract Year. Seller will update the documentation described 
4.1 l. If at :my time Seller fails to maintain with the and 
'iccnsc:s described in the documentation 
of this 
such failure 'Nill be an .:vent of de!lmlt and may 
to idaho Power evidence of compliance H·om the 
to 1he of those 
shall become tim1lly effective upon the Commission's 
be cured Seller 
:1gency. 
control over ci1her 
of aU wrms ,:md 
hereof without or condition and declaration that ail payments to he m;-;de to Seller 
h.c:reunder 'hall '1e allowed as incurred expenses tor purposes. 
!'his hereof shall be upon :md inure to :he bendlt 
successors and of the Pcuiies hereto. except that r:o hereof either 
. 25-
!9/20 !0 
~hall become ctfective .vithout the Mitten tirst obtained. Such 
on::Jcnt shall not be withheld. my \vhich ldaho 
may (~<mvey or rr:~nsfer 
assets, ,hail vcithoul further act, c~nJ wi:hout need ut 
,, ucceed to all of hiaho Power's interests unt1er ;his 
.111icle :,hJll not prevent a with recorded or ·;ecured 
and remedies available to it under kw; or contract. idaho Power ;hail have the 
that it is :;uch remedies. 
modification to this shall be valid unless it is in and both Parties and 
::;hall pay befiJre all rax;.:s and other ifihikd to be 
could result :n a lien upon rhe or the Interconnection F::rcilities. 
notices under this 







ro Idaho Power: 
Laura Knothc, PE 
~~w LLC 
Vic Lane 
\iiddleton lD ~13644 
C..:ll: \ 208) t\G0-8783 
AX: L208) 385-90!6 
E-mail: 
Vice President, Power 
:daho Power Company 
PO Box 70 
Floise. Idaho 83707 
Email: 
Cogeneration and Small Power Production 
Idaho Power Company 
PO Rox 70 
3oise, Idaho 83707 
E-mail: DJJJlp_b.i!lliQi.Q.£h!:ms;~:r&Qill 
the contact person andior address information listed above. 
the Party. 
vvritten notice 






Forms of Liquid 
~ . I The or of any term or of this Agreement shall not affect the 
of any other tcnns or shall be construed in an 
_:3. l This may be executed in two or mme eounterparts, each of which shall be deemed an 
This or''"'""""''t constitutes the entire Agreement of the Parties concerning the subject matter hereof and 
mr••r·~~·tlr·~ ail prior or contemporaneous oral or written agreem:::n!s between the Parties concerning the 
matter hereof. 
IN WITNESS The Parties hereto have caused this to be executed in 
Idaho Power Company LLC 
Lisa A Grow Laura Knor!-:e, PH 
Sr. Vice President, Power Supply 
Dated Dated 
"ldaho Power" ·'Seller'' 
19/2010 
.\ 'vlONTI fLY PO\VER PRODUCTlON AND S W ITCHit,;G REPORT 
\t !he c:nd or each month the documentation will be submitted lo: 
t3oise. Idaho 83707 
n1eter required on this report will be the 
total ener);.'Y production and Station 
on the Idaho Power Meter Equipment measurmg 
delivered to Idaho Power and the maximum "'v''"'U"·" 
c:n~rgy energy measurements to 
administer rhis This document shall be the document to enable Idaho Power to the 
,~nergy payment c:Ilculation and paymem process. The meter'"~'""'"" on this report shall not be used to 
• .. :Jlcu!ate the actual but instead will be a check oithe automated meter information that will be 
as described in item A-2 bdow: 
-:9-
11)/20 1 (l 
Idaho Power Company 
Cogeneration and Small Power Production 




Fnd of :'V1ontb kWh Meter Re;Jding: 
of :\lonth kWh Meter: 
Oifference: 
fimes Meter Constant: 
kWh for the Month: 
:VJetcred Demand: 
Breaker Opening Rec01·d 
Brcakc1· Opening f{eason Codes 
Lack of Adequate Prime ,\lover 
forced Outa~e of Facility 
Disturbance of !PCo System 
Scheduled 'VIaintcnnnce 
Testing of Protection Systems 
Cause Ln!wown 











lJreaker Closing Record 
I hereby certify that the above meter n•adings are 
true and correct as of :Vfidnight on the last day of the 
.1bove month and that the switching record is accurate 
and complete as required by the Firm Energy Sales 




.\.:;, AUTOM;\TED METER READfNG COLLECTION I)ROC:LSS 
and and processes to collect the 
information from the Idaho Power that measures the 'Jet 
md ..:ner~s; delivered to Station Use for !he n:corded ar 12:00 ,\.:v1 of 
the month .. 
1he meter infcn-rnation cotlect,:d will include but not he limited to ~'nerb'Y Station the maximum 
pov;er and any other energy me:.tSurements ~o administer !his 
.\-3 ROUTINE REPORT10JG 
has achieved its ()ate :1nd has A~•>r•,tu" 
of~ime, the Parties may==="- this Routine 
information: 
• IJentification 0Jumber 
• Current Meter Reading 
• E,timated Generation for :he current 
• Estimated Generation for :he next 
information: 
• Project ldentitkation- Name and Project Number 
• Approximate time outage occurred 







i\ClLlTY AND POINT OF DELIVERY 
~ame: Double B 
Number: 3 16120 
DESCR!PTlON OF l:.t.nUlY 
"\JUst the _•_:;i!W!plate Ct:paciry and V.JR 
ro he included in the Facility) 
consists zJf Jn :maerobic gen scts and <.vaste n~e total 




>karest Idaho Power Substation: 
SGIEDULED FIRST E>lERGY AND OPERAflON DATE 
Date. 
Date. 




\L\X!\lUM CAPAC:! rY :\\lOUNT· 
value will be whicl1 is con:;istcnt with the vaiue the Seller to khho Power in 
.tCcordance with Sch.:dule 72. ! his value is ihe maxir:mm '~ncn~y Ct1Uld he 
Seller'~ to Ihe lda:m Power electrical wstem m1Jment time. 
OF' DEUVERY 
of mean:,, cJthcrwisc both uf where the 
c:nergy is Jelivered to l11e Idaho Power dectrical Schedule will Jetermine the 
this fhe Point of 1demit\ed Schedule 72 will 
L"l-6 LOSSES 
IS Sdler 
'o the Idaho Power ciectrical at the Point of no Losses will be c:Jiculated for this 
lf rhe Idaho Pmver '-mabie to measure the cxa~.;t deliveries the SC'lkr to 
.Le Idaho Power electrical at the Point of a Losses calculJtion will be esta~J!ished to 
neasure the enen,')' between the SeHer's and the Idaho Power Point 
loss calculation \Vi!! be set ar 2% of the kWh enerb'Y recorded on the 
At such time as Seller Idaho Power with the electrical 
loss conductor etc) of J.Jl ot ~he electrical 
and the Idaho Power electrical system. ldaho Power will 
teviscd loss calculation tormula to be to both and used to cakuiate the k\Vh fnr 
:he term the lf at any tince the term of this k!aho Power 
Jctermines that the loss calculation does not retlect the ,tctual kWh losses artri:)utcd to the 
,;lectrical equipment between the and the [daho Power e!e~.;trical system. ldaho Power r:my 
the calclllation and :he months kWh loss caiculatitms. 
il!l 0 
\!l.TERlNG AND l'ELE\1ETRY 
72 vvill determme :he :mJ for this the 
11mimum the must be able to J.mi record 
ddiveri;:s to the Point of and any nther .meq,ry measurements to 'h:mm;ster 
fhese \Vii! indude but not be limikd ro 
Seller and all ~osts 
with the and inst;1llation of ~he Idaho Power Sdk:r 
<viii mange i'CJr and make available at Seller's cost (ommunication circuit(s) 
?ower 5 communications 
of 
w;th wtal cost of 
. eimbursced to ldaho Power 
_ .tnd the lotal 
\faintenance 
and ckdicatcd to [daho Power's use tcrminat.ing at the Idaho Power 
Idaho Povver ?lith continuous instantaneous information on the Facilities 
will be o\vned 8.nd maintained Idaho Power, 
!he Seller . 
and maintenance. including administr:-~tive cost to be 
of these costs will be in :1ccordance with Schedule 
cost will be included in the calculation of the 
in Schedule 72. 
::u:d 
~ETWORK RESOliRCE DESIGNATION 
Li::tho Pnwer cannot accept or pay for from this until a hJetwork Resource 
ldaho Power's business unit. Federal 
Commission Rules Idaho Po'>vcr to prepare and submit the NRD. 
:>ec:mse much of the information Idaho Power needs to prepare rhe NRD is to tile SeUer's 
Idaho Power's to file the NRD in a manner is upon of 
inti:m11ation from :be Seller. Prior to Idaho Power 1he ;Jrocess to c:nabl.:: Idaho 
i'rlwer to submit a the Seller ;hall have 
in 5.7 of Seller's fnilnre to 
md accurate information in a manner can signincantly impact Idaho Power's and 
- 35-
lO 
cost to attain the NRD designation for !he Seiler's ]Ud the Seller §hall bear the costs of 







')PERA TIONS & :V!AlNTENANCE POLICY 
un bd:alf of himself J.nd 
referred to as states and certi fi-:s to rhe Sc!icr as !ollows: 
m the State of Idaho. 
l:as reviewed the Sales ,\ L;reement. hereinafter ·· it benveen Idaho 
?ower as and dated 
i:> identified as lPCo 
fhat the 
)t;;ction 
which is the 
known as the 




J\Jr ~he Project 1o fumish electrical energy to 
Power for a ____ year period. 
has substantial in the construction and 
the sar:1c type as this Project. 
That 
fhat 
: 'O&M" l ti:Jr this 
on 
has no economic to the of this 
:1as reviewed and/or the review of the 
and it is his 
adherence to ~aid O&M will result in 
and factor tor a Hfteen 
rhat hbho Power. in :cccordance vvith 




at or r.ear the 
5.2 of the lS 
19'2010 
hand and seal 
- 38-
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Sc:lkr as follows: 
f-,N(i!NEER'S CERTIFICATION 
OF 
ONGOING OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 
un behalf 
referred 10 as 
himsdf :md 
and certifies to 
lh:n is a Licensed Professional in the State of [Jaho. 
[hat has reviewed the herdnafter .. 
and dated 
<X small power which is the 
~tatcment is idcmiJ1ed as IPCo md hereinafter referred to as the 
hal the known the ;s located in 
Meridian. Idaho. 
That for the to famish ekctrical energy !o 
daho Power ±iw riitcen ( 15) year 
ti. rhat has substantial the construction and e!eclrlc puwer 
of the same type as this 




la'>t h~lSCd 'H1 the 
mpearance, U:at O&M has been in :tccordn:~ce w1th said O&M rlut it in 
condition: 2nd rhat if 1dherence to ::aid O&M 
dcctrkal output, and t~tctor ror the 
ears 
that ldaho Power, in with 5.::! ofthe 15 
::md contained in this Statement. 
c:::rtilies that the above statemems are true and accurate to the of his 




DFSlGN & COl\iSTRUCTlON 
behalf 
referred to to 
1hnt Licensed Prnfessional in the State of Idaho. 
has reviewed the Firm hereinafter " 
~md StUer~ dated 
b the :he 
md :dcntitied as iPCo is i1ereinafter referred to 
·,vhich is 
Idaho. 
for the to 
co loaho Power for a fifteen ( l year 
That has substantial in the construction and c.:lcctric 
silme type ihis 
has no economic to rhe of this and 
th~ 
i'hat has revievv'Cd the and co;Jstruction of the 
work. dcc!ric::ll work. :nover ~~onveyance systern~ ScUer furnbhcd 
:illerconnection 1-':t~:llities and other t:lcilitics and 
- ..;. 1-
"''l')/:2010 
has accr;rdancc and 
:md consistent \Vith Prudent Electrical Practices as rhat term is described in the 
n. and construction the is .mch that \Vith reasonable and 
the is in accordance with the 
Mld with Prudent Electrical Practices a vcar ----
;hat [daho accordance with the 
with its system, un and contained in 
·IJis Statement. 
That certitles Jut the above statements arc true and accurate to the best of 





Seller ~hall ldaho PDwer reasonable 
Guarantee or Letter of Credit as those terms are Jcfin~:d below vr other 
?in::mcial th:n would provide avaibble cash ~o Idaho Power to the 
vvithin this 
fur the purpose ofthis Appendix D, the term ·'Credit financial 
c:rc'l1it worthiness of thc the 
of fdaho Power, 
instrument in rclation to the tenn of the 
the thai any guar:mtee and/or letter oi credit 
with a short-te1m or investment grade credit Standard & Poor's 
l nvestor Servkes. Inc. shall be deemed to financial 
- Seller shall funds in an escrow account established the Seller in 
<.1 institution to both Parties equal to the 
C!uarantce or Lertcr of Credit Security- ScHer shall post and maintain in an .1mmmt 
the Delay Security: a guaranty trom a party that satistles the Credit Requirements. in 
a r~'rm acceptable to Idaho Povver at its discretion, or (b) a Letter of Credit in a form 
to Idaho Power. in tl1vor of Idaho Power. The Letter ofCr·..:dit ill be issncd 
financial institution acceptable to both pm1ies. 
! ':J/20 l () 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 2 
The New Energy Company, LLC 
cJctober 2009 
Rowena Bishop 
fdaho Power Company 
221 W. State Street 
iD 83702 
Small Generator Interconnection Applications tor 2 Locations 
Dear Rowena: 
Please find enclosed Small Generator Intcrcormection Request Applica-
tton Forms tor two locations: 
l. Double B Dairy 
i250 West ll 00 South 
,'v1urtaugh, lD 83344 
2. Swager Farms 
1707E3800N 
Buhl, ID 83316 
~ew plans to complete anaerobic at both facilities in 
20 l 0. Please find enclosed the $1000 deposit tor each project for a to-
tal of$2000. Please call me at 208.890.8783 with questions or if more 
information is required. 
Thank you, 
Lmra Knothe, PE 
The New Energy Company, LLC 
3710 Vic Lane 





SMALL GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION REQUEST 
(Application l'orm) 










. .>.u !ntercall!lection Request is considered complete when it provides ail Jpp!icable and contx:t 
iltonr.ation required below. 
Preamble and I.nstructlons 
An lntcrconnection Customers who request interconnection must submit this lntercoJmection Request by 
hand delivery, mall, e-1uail, or fax to the I ransm1sston Provider. 
I~rocessing Fee OJ' Deposit: 
;f the Interconnection Request passes ALL screens of SGIP Section 2.2.1, the application may be 
submitted under the Fast Track Process, and !he non-refundable processing fee is $500. l'le:1se contact 
ldaho Power if you have any qw~stJLons. 
submitted under the Study Process, whether a new submission or an 
i.ntcrconneo:,tion shall submit to the Transmission 
Provider a deposit not to exceed $1,000 towards the cost of the reasibility study. 
Tuterconnection Castomer Information 
Name of the Interconnection Customer if au individual, mdivic.!ual's name) 
State: 
Location (if different from above):-----
(Day}:-·--------- Tckphone (Evening):~----~~-·-·--····------
Frtx: -··--~·······-·-·-------- E-Mail Address: 
E-Mail 
Small Generating Facility 
·---'-·"P•'I.i'''Y addition to Existing Small Generating Facility 
~"·"'"'"·'rv addition to existing facility, please describe: __ t JA~~--.~--------
Will the Small Generating FacHity be· used for any of the following? 
fo 
To 
Pe>wer to the lnteroonnecrion Customer? Yes 
Power to Others? Yes·-- No .....:~,__ 
for installations at locations wtth existmg electric service to which the proposed Small GeneratinJ:l 




:'::!ephone (Day):-------------- r.ote•oh<me (Evening): -----------
E-Mail Adclress: 
2 
.}mall Generating Fadlitv Information 
Data :~pply only to the Small Generating FacilJtv, Jot the lnrerconnectlon Facilities. 
'2nergy Soun;:::: Solar ;1ydro Type Wind 
Gas ~ Cit\:er (state type) lM.!.tsille""_,G,_,a,s,__ __ 
?rime Mover: Cell 
~-:vhcroturbine 
Engine __ Gas Turb _SteamTurb 
__ Other 
of Gmerator: l2]_ Synchronous Inverter 
(]enerator Nameplate Rating: ~'~2~00 ___ .... Generator Nameplate kVAR: __ _ 
:r:tcrconnect1on CuBtomer or Customer-Site Load: 









Is rhe priu;.e mover compatible with the certified protective relay package? __ Yes 
so state} 
:Jenerator (or solar colleGior) 
:,1anufacturer, ~>'lode! Name & Number: _;._;.._:::~~·~'~_l'~'-r(_; .. 3_5~1-2_G_a_s_r-_.::;_e_n_s_e_ts.-""'--6-'0_0_k_W ______ _ 
V;;rsion Number:-----------
>hmeplate Output Puwer Rating in kW: (Summer) _.:<:gg --··--(Winter) .... ~EO::.:o:...... __ _ 
~jameplate Output Power Rating in kV A: (Summer) _ _Lii\J,uO __ _ 
Individual Generator P(Jwer factor 
:\ated Power factor: Leading: ------·'"''"'u""'' .... n .... a········-~-····-···----
T'otal Number M'Generators in wind furm to be intercoru:ectcd pursuant to this NA 
:merconnection R<!quest: ____ Elevation: -····- __ Single phase Three phase 
[nvener :Vfanufacturer, Model Name & Numbor 
List of adjustable r,et point~ for the protective equipment or sortware: . _ _:_:::_:_ ________ _ 
Small Generating Facility Characteristic Data (fur inverter-based machines) 
>!:lx design tau!t com:ribution current: _,_,tle::A~_ _ I:astamaneous __ or RMS? __ 
l.1:armouics Characteristics: 
Smail Gcncrarlng Facility Charal..'teristic Data (for nnating machines) 
?.PM Frequency: 1?'1G/60Hz 
Neutral Gmm1ding Resistor 
Direct A.xis Synch.ronous Reacrance, Xd: ----
Direct Axis Transient Reactance, X',: --~~~---' 
Direct Axis Subt.rrms1ent Reactance, 
:·.Je•>attve Sequence Reactance, X1: ? U. 





or K (Heating rime ;;:;;::;:::::::;~====~·-­
:{otor Resistance, Rr: 
Stator Resistance, Its:··-· ____ _ 
Stator Reactance, Xs; -------
Rotor Reactance, Xr: 
\i agnetizing Reactance, Xm: . -





Reactive Power G'lo Load): 
Rea.::tive Power Rt:quired In Vars (Full 
:ne1tia, B: 
:-1mr1m-nna'" IEEE model block of excitation system. governor system and power system 
m accordance WJ!lt the wuncil cr:teria. A PSS may be detennmed to 
''Y!"'"A"''" studies. A copy uf the Tnanufactt:rer's block may aot be substituted. 
the 
WUI :he transformer be provideed by tne lnteroonnection Customer? 
the tr&nstormer: __ ,iogle phase ___ ,q .. 
Tr:msfonmer Impedance: Base 
If Three Phase: 
Transformer Primary: Vntts Delta Wye ____ Wye Grounded 
fnnstonner Secondary: ___ ?o!ts ··--- Ddta __ Wye __ 'Nye Grounded 
fransfurmer Tertiary: Volts Delta Wye __ \1/ye Grounded 
(Attach copy of iilae manufacturers Minimum Mdt and Total Clearing Time-Current Curves) 
'vl:anufacturer: 
Manu:fucturer: 
Load Rating (A~·· =·l;l~upnng Rating ____ frip Speed 
List of Functions ond Adjustable"-~'""'""'< tor the '"'"'P•rti"'"' equipment or software: 
Setpoint Function Minimum Maximum 
1. See artached SEL-547 Sheet 
2. 
5. 






Type: ___ "ty1e/Cttalog No.: ___ Proposed Setting: --~~-~-
rype: _ No.:---- Proposed Setting;, ----
Ty1Jc: ___ Style/Catalog No.:·----- Proposed Setting: -·~----
Type: ____ Style/Catalog No.:----- Proposed .Setting: ___ ... 
T;-pe: No.: Proposed Setting: ----~------
\Enciose of ).1anufacturcr's Excit:ltion and Ratio Correction Curves) 
N'~utacturer: _________________________________________________ _ 
Accuracy Class: _ Pmposed Ratiu Connection: __ 
'vfanufacllJrer: -----------------------------
··ype: ·------- ... ·-··------- Accuracy Class: _ Proposed Ratio Coll!lection: __ _ 
:\1anufucturer: -----------------------------
,\.;;curacy Class; _ Proposed Ratio Connection: __ 
fype: --·-------- AccJJr<.~cy Class: _ Connection: 
: 1nclose copy of site electrical one-line showing the conr1guratiou of all Small G~::nerating 
:'Jctlity euuipment, current and potential circuits, ami protection and control schemes. This one-line 
must be :o:gned and ;tamped by a hccnsed Proi~onal En~eer if :he Small Utme:ratmg 
;s larger than 50 kW. Ls One-Line Diagram Enclosed? II I Yes 
:enerntin~?; 
site documentation that :ndicates the precise physical location of the pro{X'seri Small 
(~. l JSGS topllgraphic map or other diagram or documentation). 
Proposed location ofvrotective interface equipment on property (include address if different from the 
interconneetion Customers address) -'-""=..cw="'-'-'-'==="""'-'"'='-""=:..:.c"'-''"""""'"'"------
']nc!ose cony of any stte documentation !hal clescribes and details the operation of the protection and 
'"vntrol schemes. L; Available Documentatwn Enclosed? X ~o 
2nc!ose :::opies of schematic drawings for all protecl!on and control circuits. relay cu."'!'eut circuits, relay 
ootenhal circuits, and alarm/monitoring circuits (if applicable). 
}\.re Schematic Drav,ings Enclosed? . ..::<~_No 
.\pplicant Signature 
certify that, to the best of my knowledge, aU LI-re information provided in this lntercmmection 
Request is tme and correct. 







EZ Settings (use SHOE and SET E commands) 
General Settings 
Retay Idenri fier (30 chnrac.tets) 
ferminal Identifier (30 charJcters) 
':crrem Transfmmer Ratio (1- i 000) 
Nominal Input Voltage, line-to-line (2.08-480 Vue} 
lm:e-P!mse Voltage Connection (WYE); fued setting 
\Jominal System Frequency (50, 60 Hz) 
Phase Rotation (ABC. ACB) 
Date Pormat (MDY, YrvfD} 
LED Flash Interval (OFF, 5, 10, 15, 30,60 sec.) 
Voltage Element Settings (device 27/59; 4 elements} 
Undervol!age l Pickup (OFF, 50-100%); see Now I 
C11dervo!tage i Time Delay (0.00-16000 eye) 
!Jnderv<Jlt:lge 2 Pickup (OFF, 50-lOD%); see Nnte I 
Cndervoltage 2 Time Deiay (0.00--J 60GO eye) 
·Jvervoltage I Pickup(OFF, 50-144%); see Note J 
Overvoltage ! Time Del:ty (0.00-i 6000 eye} 
Overvoitage 2 Pickuu (OFF, 50-!44%); see Note f 
?Jvervo!tage 2 Time Oclay (0,00-ltiOOO eye) 
Frequency Element Settings (device 81; 4 elements} 
Undervoi!age Rlock Pickup (50-100%): :;<;~.>Nato· J 
'>vcr· and !Jnderfreqnency 1 ?ir.k11p (OFF, 4f),J-Q9.9 Hz) 
JWr- 'md Undel'frequeocy l Time Del:.ty (5.00-l :l.iOO eye) 
























SEL-547 Relay EZ Settings Sheet l of 4 
Re1a•1 
lver· and Underfr>...quency 2 rime Delay (5,00-lMOO eye) 
•)ver~ anu Un<lerfrequency 3 Pickup (OFF. 40.1-69.9 Hz) 
Over- and Underfrequency 3 T'IJile Delay (5 .00-J tJZIOO eye) 
Over- ~nd Underfrequt:ncy 4 Pickup rOPE ~0.1-69.9 Hz.} 






r•u-ee-Phase Power Pickup (CFF, 40-900 Watts, secondary) 32.P 
:'c.wer Element, Forward or Reverse (F, R} 
Power Element Time De:ay (0.00•-!6000 eye) 
32FR 
22D 
Synchronism Check Element Settings (device 25; 1 eiement) 
Difference Volrnge Pickup (OFF, l-50%); see Nme J 
;,!aximum Slip Frequency (0.1-0.5 Hz.) 
>Iaximum Angle (2-60 degrees) 
::sDrFP 
25ANG 
~te ___ _ 
;ale Cod~ 20:130922 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 3 
~720 Vic Lme 
"'-"~"-'"· ID 83644 
;Ze; Double 13 
Dear Laura: 
19,2009 
fhan!:: you for your Generator intercmmection t~1r the Rock Creek 
,~nnr"cected to the Idaho Power system at Lvin Falls Idaho fsee attached Since we 
have receivcd all of the required matcnals, this application is now considered As you 
:nay be aware, we are required to certain to our OASIS (Open Access Same 
rime [nformation) website. Please refer to the website to view a list of current 
at under GENERJ\TOR 
TNTERCO'Nl'rECTION INFORMATION folder, on the left side of the screen. 
enclosed is a copy of=~"="---"~-'-"''-"'-"-"~=~'-==-"'-'-'~"'"-'=-"-"'-'-'~'-'='-'="-""" 
"-'-'-'~""'-"'-"'"'-"'-"''-""•-"' 'Nhich :-nay may not 
this Idaho Power will 
cLmtact you in the near future to schedule a 
ccJpy of the standard Interconnection that needs 
;ou soon after our Please feel free to contact me with your 





IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 4 
Small Gen Feasibility 
Double B 
Feasibility Study Agreement 
THIS AGREEMENT is made ::md entered into thisJ_Lday 
,~,rgamzed and existing under 
and 
("fnterconnection Customer,") and Idaho Power Company a Corporation existing under the laws 
of the State ofidaho ("Transmission Provider"). Interconnection Customer and Transmission 
flrovider each may be referred to as a "Party," or collectively as the "Parties." 
RECITALS 
WHEREAS, interconnection Customer is proposing to develop a Small Generating Facility or 
generating capacity addition to an existing Small Generating Facility consistent with the 
Interconnection Request completed by Interconnection Customer on October 12, 2009, also 
:cnown as Project# 308; and 
WHEREAS, [nterconnection Customer desires to intercor.nect the Small Generating Facility 
with the Transmission Provider's Transmission System; and 
'<rVHEREAS, Interconnection Customer has requested the Transmission Provider to perfonn a 
feasibility study w assess the feasibility of interconnecting the proposed Small Generating 
Facility with the Transmission Providers Transmission System, and of any Affected 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to :he mutual covenants contained herein 
the Parties agreed as fbltows: 
:.0 When used in this Agreement, with initial capitalization, the terms specified shall have 
~he me<mings indicated or the meanings specified in the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures. 
2.0 The Interconnection Customer elects and the Transmission Provider shall cause to be 
performed an interconnection feasibility study consistent the standard Small Generator 
interconnection Procedures in accordance with the Open Access Transmission Tarift~ 
3.0 The scope of the feasibility study shall be subject to the assumptions set forth in 
Attachment A to tllis Agreement. 
+.0 The feasibility study shall be based on the tec!mical information provided by the 
Interconnection Customer in the Interconnection Request, as may be modi fled as the 
result ofthe scoping meeting. The Transmission Provider reserves the right to request 
acklilional technical information from the Interconnection Customer as may reasonably 
!:::xome necessary consistent 'Nith Good 'Utility Practice during the cnurse of the 
~easibility study 'md as designated in accordance with the standard Small Generator 
Interconnection Procedures. If the Interconnection Customer modifies its Interconnection 
Recuest, the time to complete the teasibility study may be extended by agreerncnt of the 
Parties. 
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5.0 !n pcrformmg the study, the Transmission Provider shall rely, to the extent reasonably 
practicable, on existing studies of recent vintage. The Interconnection Customer shall not 
be charged for such existing studies; however, the Interconnection Customer shaH be 
fur assocmted with any new study or modifications to existing 
that are reasonably necessary to perform the feasibility study. 
6.0 rhe feasibility study report shall provide the following analyses for the purpose of 
:dentifying any potential adverse system impacts that would result from 'he 
interconnection of the Small Generating Facility as proposed: 
fnitial identit1cation of any circuit breaker short circuit capability limits 
:rs a result of the interconnection; 
6.2 Initial identit!cution of any thermal overload or voitage limit violations resulting 
from the interconnection; 
6.3 Initial review of grounding requirements and electric system protection; and 
6.4 Description and non-bonding estimated cost of facilities required to interconnect 
the proposed Small Generating Facility and to address the identified short circuit 
and power flow issues. 
J) The feasibility study shall model the impact of the Small Generating Facility 
of purpose in order to avoid the further expense and interruption of operation 
reexamination of feasibility and impacts ifthc Interconm;ction Customer later changes 
the purpose for which the Small Generating Facility is being installed. 
fLO T!1e study shall include the feasibility of :my interconnection at a proposed project site 
<.vhere L~en: could be multiple potential Points of Intercortnection, -ts requested by the 
Interconnection Customer and at the fnterconnection Customer's cost. 
9.0 In lieu of Feasibility Study deposit, interconnection Customer agrees that study funds 
will be drawn from the application fee for the performance ofthe fntercormection 
Feasibility Study. 
Trnnsmission Provider shall aad !nterconnectwn Customer shall pay the actual 
costs the Interconnection Feasibility Study. Any difference between the deposit and 
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0.0 is completed, a feasibility study report shall be prepared and 
to the Interconnection Customer. tmusual circumstances, the 
must be compieted and the study report !ransmitted 
custc•ml;f'S agreement to conduct a :·casibility 
1 1 .0 study fees be based on the Transmission Provider's actual costs and will 
to the Interconnection the study is and delivered and 
professional time. 
12.0 'The Interconnection Customer must pay :my study costs that exceed the deposit without 
:nterest within 30 calendar days on receipt of the invoice or resolution of any dispute. ff 
ihe deposit exceeds the invoiced fees, the Transmission Provider shall refund such excess 
within 30 ccdendar days of the invoice 'Nithout interest. 
lN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be duly executed by their 
authorized officers or agents on the and year r1rst above written. 
Transmission Provider: [ntet·connection Customer: 
Idaho Power Company- Delivery 
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,\ttachment A to Feasibility Study AlGreement 
Assumptions Used in Conduc:ing the Feasibility Study 
The feasibility study will be bused upon the iuformation ::;et forth in :he Interconnection Request 
and agreed upon in the scoping meeting held on -~+--"'"-'-..l-'-"""-+----· 
! ) Designation of Point of Interconnection and configuration to be stutlied. 
2) Designation of alternative Points of Inten.:onnection and configuration. 
l) and 2) are to be completed by the Interconnection Customer. Other assumptions (listed 
are to be provided by the Interconnection Customer and the Transmission Provider. 
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l.O Introduction 
The Generation Interconnection C'ustomer has contracted \V ith [daho Power Company (!PCo) LO 
~;ertorm a Generator Interconnection Feasibility Study tor the integration of a proposed 1.2 Y1 W 
digester project # 308). The location of the is in ldaho Power's Southern 
service territory in Cassia County. Idaho. 
report documents the basis for ::md the results this feasibility Study lor the Generation 
Interconnection Customer. It describes the proposed project, the study cases used, the impact uf 
Jssociated projects, and results all in the areas of c<Jncern. 
2.0 Summary 
The proposed small generation project is a 1.2 MW generation project The proposed 
Pz)int of Interconnection {POI) for the generating facility with the lPCo system is in Cassia 
County, Idaho at the 12.5 kV distribution level near the generating facility. 
This teaslbility study indicates the existing local transmission system does currently have the 
c:apacity tlll' the 1.2 MW output of the digester project 
The installation of a generation interconnection and protection package is the only upgrade 
:Jeeded. The estimated cost to interconnect this generation project to Idaho Po\ver's is 
:5225,000. 
3.0 Scope of httcrconnection Feasibility Study 
:·he Interconnection Feasibility Study was done and prepared in accordance vvith Idaho Power 
Curnpany Standard Generator Interconnection Procedures, to provide a preliminary evaluation of 
the feasibility of the interconnection of the proposed generating project to ihe Idaho Power 
,ystem. As listed in the Interconnection Feasibility Study agreement, the [nterconnection 
Feasibility Study report provides the following information: 
preliminary identitkation of any circuit breaker short circuit capability 
limits exceeded as a result of the interconnection; 
preliminary identifkation of any thermal overload or voltage limit 
violations resulting li·om rhe interconnection; ::md 
preliminary description and non-binding esrimatcd cost offadlities 
r-:quired to interconnect the Small Generating facility to the Distribution 
System and to address the identitied short circuit and power tlow issues. 
,\H other proposed to in the Generator Interconnect queue 
\Vere considered in this study. A. cmrent list can lbund on the Idnho Power 
web site as 
http://www.oatioasis.com/ipco/index.html. 
.to Description of Proposed Generating Project 
#308 proposes to connect to rhe IPCo distribution thr an injection of 1.2 M W 
(maximum project 
5.0 Description of Existing Substation Facilities 
The distribution substation that serves this area is located approximately two and a half miles 
south and east of the POL The existing substation transtormer is a 69:34.5 kV transformer that 
has adequate capacity for this project. 
The associated tb . .:der breaker at the substation is rated tor use ar 34.5 k V. This breaker's 
interrupting capabilities are not exceeded with the added generation. 
6.0 Description of Existing Distrihution Facilities 
The distribution feeder serving this area is grounded wye and at both 34.5 k V and 12.5 
kV. :\t the location of generation the reeder is atthe 12.5 kV level. fhere is adequate 
on this distribution line to serve this project. The project will be required to nm at unity 
power factor full output. This facility cannot have a leading power factor !produce 
V/\Rs) during periods of light loading (full through spring) or n power tact or during 
summer 
Since the biogas generation is served by a feeder that serves other Idaho PO\'-'Cr 
customers, ;:md to minimize the risk of islanding the generator with local load, a generation 
and will be required at the POI. This package includes a 12.5 
controls, CTs, and communications per Idaho Power's standard tor gcnerawrs 
connected to the distribution system. 
7.0 Description of Existing Transmission Facilities 
fhe transmission line that serves this area is a 69 kV radial tap. With the addition of this 
generation no related problems occur on this tap. no 








S.O Description and Cost Estimate of Required Facility Upgrades 
The estimated costs to interconnect the !.2 Y1W generation project in Twin Falls 
l:bho is $225,000. upgrades are listed in the following T::tble. 
i Description Estimated Cost 
l Generation fmerconnection Protection I (Includes 12.5 kV controls, 
communications 
r oral Estimated Cost 5225,000 
T.1blc 1: Cost Estimates 
rhese cost estimates include direct equipment and installation labor costs, indirect labor costs 
,,nd overheads. (Tax Uross Up has not been included presuming construction of interconnection 
~acilities will not qualify under !RS rules as a taxable event. Allowance tor funds used during 
construction (AFUDC) has not been included in the cost estimates since it is assumed that !PC 
will be provided up-front limding by the Project). These are cost estimates only and final 
to the customer will he hased on the actual construction costs incurred. 
9.0 Descriptiou of Operating Requirements 
In addition to the listed in section 9.0 report, the proposed project must meet 
;everal operating requirements. The project must be controlled to operate at a power factor 
,Jr meet the voltage schedule provided Idaho Power. If this requirement cannot be met, 
timber voltage studies will be necessary. Voltage llicker at startup and during operation will be 
timited to less than 5% as measured at the point of interconnection. For this to occur, the current 
cannot exceed 65 start up at the 12.5 kV voltage level. The project is required to 
c._,mply with the app!icab!e Voltage and Cum::nt Distortion Limits found in IEEE Standard 5 J 9-
1 ~'92 /El:E Recommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in Elearical 
Power ,\):stems. The project must also limit the ground fault cun-ent at the point of 
interccmnection to 20 Amps. See Appendix A lor more details 
10.0 Conclusions 
ihe requested interconnection of project #308 to IPCo's system was studied. The results of this 
otudy indicate that it is feasible to connect this project to lhe existing lPCo systt!m with the 
upgrades outlined above. 
APPENDIX A 
~ \-1.0 :Vfethod of Study 
! l,e Feasibility Study up to the maximum requested injection the 
Council (WECC) power t1ow case and then, Power 
World Simulator V crsion 12, examines the impacts of the n;;w resource on idaho Power's 
system transformers, within the study area under various 
t)perating/outage scenarios. The WECC and Idaho Power reliability aiteria and Idaho Power 
1'perating procedures 1.vcre used to detennine the acceptability of the configurations considered. 
fhe case is a recent case modified to simulate stressed but reasonable pre-contingency 
energy transfers utilizing the IPC system. For distribution teeder analysis, fdaho Power utilizes 
, \dvantica 's SynerGEE Software. 
A-2.0 Acceptability Criteria 
rhe following criteria were used in the power tlow analysis to determine under 
\Vhich system configuration moditications may be required: 
The continuous rating of equipment is assumed to be the normal thermal rating of the 
equipment. This rating will be as detennined by the manufacturer of the equipment or as 
determined by fdaho Power. Less than or equal to l 00% of continuous raring is 
acceptable. 
Idaho Power's Voltage Operating Guidelines were used to determine 
requirements on the system. This states, in part, that distribution voltages, under normal 
c'perating conditions, are to be maintained within plus or minus 5% (0.05 per unit) of 
nominal everywhere on the reeder. voltages greater than or 10 0.95 pu 
voltage and less than or equal to J .05 pu voltage are acceptable. 
nicker during starting or stopping the generator is limited to 5% as measured at 
the point of interconnection, per Idaho Power's T &D Advisory fnformation Manual. 
Idaho Power's Reliability Criteria lor System Planning was used to determine proper 
:ransmission system operation. 
, \ll customer generation must meet lEEE 519 and ANSI C84. i Standards. 
All other applicable national and Idaho Power standards and prudent utility 
were used to determine the acceptability of the configurations considered. 
The st.:1blc operation of the requires an adequate supply of volt-amperes 
( V ARs) to mllintain a stable protl!e under both steady-state and dynamic 
cc•nditions. An inadequate supply ofVARs Will result in voltage decay or even 
under the worst conditions. 
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ipmcnt/linc/path ratings used wiil be those that are in use at the time of the study or that arc 
IPC upgrade that are either cunently under construction or whose 
have been approved tor construction in the near future. All uther potential future 
ue omside the scope of this Future transmission chJnges may, however, affect current 
used in the 
\-3.0 Grounding Guidance 
:daho Power Company (!PC) requires interconnected transformers to limit their ground fault 
.:wTent to 20 amps at the point of interconnection. 
:\~·tO Electrical System Protection Guidance 
!PC requires electrical system protection per .~::J.!:!.!.!..!:;.!!.L\::ll!;;~"L::L>::;!.!~C£':.~LU~~:!l!..!~~!.!d 
:cund un the Idaho Power Web 
A-5.0 WECC Coordinated Off-Nominal Frequency Load Shedding and Restoration 
Requirements 
!PC requires frequency 
Limits per the -'-'-"-'-"'··""-~-==-=="-'=-·=.,"-"-=.:·='=··.::..:..===..;--"'==-'-=="'=:c,:;:;= 
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'::Jecember 15, 2G09 
\fr. ! ,aura Klwthe 
Nevv 
0720 Vic Lane 
\1iddleton. !D 8}644 
HE: 
Dear Ms. Knothe: 
;>n !DACORP comcnnv 
308. and 309 
Enclosed are the Draft Feasibility Study (DFeSR) for the above-referenced 
indicates that moditic:llion/addition some facilities will be required to 
resource capacity addition of your projects imo the fdaho Power system. 
Please schedule a technical meeting with Candace Gentry at 208.388.2276 if you wish to discuss the 
DFeSR. Cndcr the generator interconnection process, you must schedule a technical 
your comments about the DFeSR within 0 business upon of the DFeSR. After 
notified you of your intemion to withdraw your project} we will issu~ the Final 
and offer a fmpact Study t;Jr execution. 
you have any contact me. 
'\!arc Patterson 
Leader, T&D Planning 
208.38lU712 
Enclosure: Draft Report- December 15. 2009 
C: Rowena Bishop/IPC 
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I:OAHO PO\VER COMPA1~Y ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 
iNTERCONNECTION ClJSTOMER 
FINAL REPORT 
JANUARY 13, 2010 
CP 
.0 lntrnduction 
"he Generation Intcrconnectivn Customer has contracted with Idaho Power Company (lPCu) to 
''''1'' 1"""' a Generator Interconnection Feasibility Study for the integration a proposed 1.2 t\1 W 
(project location of the project is in [daho Power's Southern 
Iz.i::JJ10 service territory in Cmnty, Idaho. 
report documents the for and the results of this feasibility Study tor the Generation 
fnterconnection Customer. lt describes the proposed the study cases used, the nf 
:.1ssociatcd projects. and resuits of all work in che areas of concern. 
2.0 Summary 
generation project consisting ol • 
The proposed Point of [nterconnection 
for the g.::nerating facility with the lPCo system is in Cassia County, fdaho at the 12.5 kV 
Jistribution level near the facility. 
This teasibility study indicates the existing local transmission system does currently have the 
1(1r the 1.2 :vtW output of the digester project 
:·he of a generation interconnection and protection package is the upgrade 
:1cctkd. The estimated cost to interconnect this generation project to Idaho Power's system is 
)215,000. 
3.0 Scope of Interconneclion :Feasibility Study 
The fntcrwnnection Feasibility Study v ... as done and prepared in accorJance with Idaho Power 
CJmpany Standard Generator Interconnection Procedures, to provide a preliminary evaluation 
.he t}fthc interconnection ofthe proposed generating project to the Idaho Power 
;ystern. As listed in the Interconnection Feasibility Study agreement, the Interconnection 
report provides the following infonnation: 
iminary idcntiikation of any circuit breaker short circuit capability 
limits exceeded as a result of the interconnection: 
iminary identification of any thennal overload or voltage limit 
violations resulting from the interconnection; and 
preliminary description and non-binding estimated cost of 
required to interconnect the Small Generating Facility to the Distribution 
and to address the identified short circuit and power !low issues. 
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c\ll other Generation in the Generator Interconnect yucue 
sere consHlcrcd in can tound on th..: Power 
•xeb site as 
h ttp:J!www .na tioasis.com/i pco/i ndex.h tmi. 
-LO Description of Proposed Generating Project 
#308 proposes to conned to the !PCo distribution 
i maximum project output) 
5.0 Description of Existing Substation Facilities 
distribution substation that serves this area is located approximately two and a half miles 
:'Outh and east of the POL The existing substation transformer is a 69:34.5 k V transformer that 
has adequate capacity tor this project. 
rhe associated feeder breaker at the substation is rated !or use at 34.5 kV. This breaker's 
!ntem1pting capabilities are not exceeded with the added generation. 
6.0 Description of Existing Distribution Facilities 
he distribution feeder this area is grounded wye and operates at !loth 34.5 kV and 12.5 
k V. At the location of generation the feeder is at the 12.5 k V leveL There is adequate 
on this distribution line to serve rhis project. The project w!!l he required to nm at unity 
power factor during full output This cannot have a leading power t~lctor (produce 
V ARs) during periods of light loading (tall through spring) or a power factor during 
.mmmer peak. 
Since the generation project ls served a feeder that also serves other Idaho Power 
:ustomers, and to minimiLc the risk of the generator with lcc:1lload, a gcncnnion 
Interconnection and protection package will be required at the POI. This package includes a 12.5 
kV controls. CTs. PTs. and communications per idaho Power's standard tor gener::nors 
'.'onnccted to the distribution system. 
','.0 Description of Existing Transmission Facilities 
l he transmission line that serves this area is a 69 k V radial tap. With the addition of this 
project no capacity occur on this tap. no 
:1ced to be made on the immediate system. 
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S.O Description and Cost Estimate Hf Required Facility Upgrades 
The estimated costs to interconnect the 1.2 MW generation project in Twin Falls C 
lJaho is S225,000. These upgrades are listed in the toUowing Table. 
Description Estimated Cost 
Clencration Interconnection Prorection Package 
(tndudes 12.5 kV controls, CTs, PTs, .md 
communications 
fotal Estimated c.)st 
hese cost estimates include direct equipment and installation labor costs, indirect labor costs 
mJ Gross Up has not been included presuming construction of interconnection 
will not qualify under IRS rules as a taxable event. Allowance for funds used during 
construction IAFUDC) has not been included in the cost estimates since it is assumed that !PC 
''ill he provided up-fi·ont fimding by tht: Project). These are cost <:stimates only and final 
to the customer wHI be based on the actual construction costs incurred. 
9.0 Description of Operating Requirements 
addition to the listed in section 9.0 of this report, the proposed project must meet 
;cvcra! requirements. The project must be controlled to 
'·'r meet the voltage schedule provided by Idaho Power. If this 
'iirther studies will be necessary. Voltage tlicker at startup and operation will be 
limited to less ihan 5% as measured at the point of interconnection. For this to occur. the current 
•:,mnot exceed 65 Amps during start up at the 12.5 kV voltage level. The project is retJuired to 
with the .applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Limits found in !EEE St:mdard 519~ 
1992 IEEE Recommended Practices and Rc:quirementstor Harmonic Control in Electrical 
?ower The project must also limit the ground fhult current at the point of 
interconnection to 20 Amps. See Appendix A for more details 
10.0 C undusions 
interconnection of #308 to !PCo's 
indicate that it is feasible to connect this project to the 
outlined above. 
was ~tuclicd. The results of this 
lPCo system with the 
\PPENDIX A 
\-l.U ;\Icthod of Study 
The plan 
,;elected Western Electric 
\Vorld Simulator Version 12, examines the 
::1rea under various 
and Idaho Power 
were used to determine rhe vf the configurations considered, 
The \VECC case is a recent case modified to simulate stressed but reasonable pre-contingency 
~nergy transfers utilizing the IPC system. For distribution feeder Idaho Power 
\Jvantica's SynerGEE Sofu:vare . 
. \-2.0 :\cccptability Criteria 
The following acceptability criteria were used in the power t1ow analysis to determine under 
'vhich contiguration modifications may be 
rhe continuous rating of equipment is assumed to be the normal thermal rating of the 
rating will as determined the manufacturer ofthe or as 
ictermined Idaho Power. Less than or to l 00% of .... v,, .. .,, ... ,J ... , 
hiaho Power's Voltage Operating Guidelines were used to 
cequirements on the system. This states, in part, that distribution under nonnal 
conditions, are to be maintained within or minus 5% (0.05 per unit) of 
nominal everywhere on the teeder. Therefore, than or equal to 0.95 pu 
and less than or equal to l .05 pu :1re acceptable. 
Hicker during starting or stopping the generator is limited to 5% as measured at 
d1e point of interconnection, per [daho Power's T &D Information :\1amwl. 
Jdaho Power's Reliability Criteria tor 
:ransmission system operation. 
Planning was used to Jetermine proper 
:\ll customer generation must meet IEEE 5l9 and ANSI CS·U Standards. 
"\ll other applicable national and fdaho Power standards and prudent utility 
·,vere used to determine the acceptability of the considered. 
rbe stable operation the system requires an :1dequate 
ARs) to maintain a stable prot11e under both 
conditions. i\n inadequate supply of V ARs will result in 
under the worst conditions. 
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those that ::tre in use at the time of the study or that are 
that a.rc ehher currently under construction or whose 
All other potential future 
Future transmission may, allcct current 
\-J.O (;rounding Guidance 
Idaho Pow•cr (!PC) requires interconnected t:-ansformers to limit their ground thult 
~urrent to 20 amps at the point of interconnection. 
,\-4.0 Electrical System Protection Guidance 
fPC requires electrical system protection per 
found on the Idaho Power Web site, 
.\-5.0 WECC Coordinated Off-Nominal Fre<}!H.mcy Load Shedding and Restoration 
Requirements 
lPC rh.-:quency operational limits to adhere to WElT Under-frequency and Over-
ircq uency Lim its per !he c--"-''-~==--~oc c "'·'"-"''-'·=;:c • ...:C;-'..:~-"--'-''·;;.;:_;,;_;.;,•,,;_;_~.:4C.C.c:=~..;_..;c:~.C~~" -=~o..:=C-'0--"== 
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IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 8 
Laura Knmhe 
The New Energy Company 
:~ 720 Vic Lme 
\1iddlcton, ID 83644 
Jmmary 13, 2010 
zjj) 
.~n IDACORP Company 
RE: Swager Farms, Double B Dairy and Rock Creek Dairy- Project #s 307, 308, 309 
Dear Ms. 
Enclosed are the Final Feasibility Study Reports for the above-retcrenced projeds. The feasibility 
.mnlysis indicates that the system is capable of integrating your generator at the proposed location. 
However, the study does not provide any transmission 1ights which may be required for the sale of 
energy trom this project. lt is recommended that you contact Idaho Power's Power Supply Department 
to begin the study process for delivery of energy from this project. Additional network upgrades 
may be required which could have a significant financial impact. If you have any comments to the draft 
report, please contact me as soon as possible. 
Since no System Impact Study is required, I have enclosed two (2) copies of the Facility Study 
,\greement (FSA) for the above-referenced projects. In order to proceed with these applications, idaho 
Power must receive your agreement to proceed with a Facility Study by executing both copies each 
FSA and submitting completed Attachments, along with the required deposit in order to remain in the 
CJenerator Intercormection queue. The deposit tmder the FSA is based on the estimated engineering 
costs provided to you in the Feasibility Study Reports. The required deposits are: 
#307 $11,740.00 #308 S11,250.00 #309 $17,760.00 
you wish to proceed, please both copies of each FSA and submit them along with the deposit(s) 
to hl..\lho Power Company, attn: Rowena Bishop by March L?.OlO, otherwise your application will 
deemed withdrawn. Please contact me if you have any questions. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Patterson 
Engineering Leader, T &D Platming 
Ph. 208.388.2712 
End: Final Feasibility Study Reports- #307, #308, #309 
2 copies - Facility Study Agreement t~307 
2 copies- Facility Study Agreement #308 
2 copies -Facility Study Agreement #309 
~-·< Punt!iPC 
Ed Kosydar/IPC 
: n1 W. !daho St. \83/02) 
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An iDACORP ccmpanv 
'viarch 2, 0 
Randy C Allphin 
Contract Coordinator 
T~l: (208} 388-2614 
rhe New Company LLC 
. \.ttn: Laura Knotl1e 
8720 Vic Lane 
r....1iddleton fD 83644 
E-mail Copy: 
RE: Double B Dairy - Proposed Anaerobic 
Summarized below ts a brief outline of the purchase power agreement, in.terconnection process 
and transmission capacity requirements for your proposed generation project. 
Purchase Power Agreement 
The project you have described appears to be eligible for a purchase power agreement under the 
guidelines for a Qualifying Facility as defined by the Public Utilities Re!:,rtllatory Policies Act of 1978 
?URPA). At the time you are ready to proceed with a power agreement tor tlus project, 
Idaho Power will prepare a power agreement :hat with the current rules and 
regulations that govern these PURPA agreements, <lfiY draft purchase power agreements 
;;rov1ded to you for review must be updated to include current mles and regulations. 
Prior to Idaho Power executing a purchase power abrreement it will be required that you have: 
l.) Provided documentatiOn that substzmliates that rhe has tiled for interconnection 
:md is in compliance wilh any payments and/cr other requirements specitled in the 
:nterconncction process for this proJect and; 
? 0 Box 70 Boise, Idaho 83707 l2:21 W !dill10 St Boise, idnilo 33702 
Received and accepted an Interconnection study tor this project and; 
Rctumcd a copy of t:1is ;,~tter of 
nformation to enable [daho Power to r!!e 
and all of the required 
requesting transmission 
for this project. 
Results of the initial transmission application are known and the 
these results and mtends to continue with the development of the project. 
Your wiH be responsible for all costs of physically [ntcrconnecting the project to the 
Idaho Power elt:ctrical system and any costs assomated with acquiring t1rm transmission 
on 1he Idaho Po,Ner transmission system co enable the project's energy to be delivered to 
\daho Power customers. 
Your project will be required to complete the intercomJection process and execute a 
Generation Interconnection ("GIA''). 
to sell your energy to Jdaho Power, it will be that 
be desil:f.lated as a Network Resource ("DNR"). 
In order for tl1is to uc11ieve DNR status, ldaho Power is required to make a 
request and file :m application) and be granted finn transmission capacity 
:earn the Idaho P0wer business unit to move your project's energy 
;'com '.he interconnection point to Idaho Power customers. Jn accordance wiih 
'- arious rules and the ;nust be granted DNR sratus no later than 
days prior to the project delivering any energy to Idaho Power. 
Idaho Power will begin this finn tmnsmis~ion capacity application process only after 
•he l1tlS retumed a signed copy of this letter of understnnding and all of the 
information required rbr Idaho Power to file this application lsee attached list oi 
required information), 
0 BoK 70 Boise, idHho R3707 '221 W idnho St Boise, idaho 83702 
After filing the finn transmission capacity :1pplication with Delivery, Idaho Power 
·vrll :-eceive notifkauon back from Deliver; that: a) adequate transmission is 
ZLVailable for this project, b) a t~;:msmission capacity system impact study is required lo 
Jetermine the available fnmsmission capacity and/or rcqmred or c) of the 
·'~'·!"''""' transiJ'ission and the associated costs. Idaho Power will notify the 
of lrJs response to the transmission capacity appiication in a timely rr:atmer after 
:he response is received from Delivery. 
:f the resoonse from Delivery is as specified in :tern a (transrdssion cupacity is 
Jvailabte), the project '>Ifill be required to execute a r;urchase power agreement wtth 
Idaho Power within JO days in order to retain this transmission capacity reservation. 
If the response from Delivery is as specified in items b or c (studies required and/or 
1:ogrades ceqwred), the project will be required to execute a Newark Resource 
I.ntegration Study Agreement (sample copy attached for your information) in order for 
Idaho Power to continue the transmission capacity request. This Network Resource 
Integration Study Agreement will specify that the project will be respons1ble for costs 
incurred by fdaho Power to perform any required studies. if, after the studies are 
c'oncluderi the proJect wishes to continue the pursuit of transmission capacity, the project 
w1ll also be responsible for all transmission system upgrade costs identified within the 
3tudies. The fees and costs will be in the form of both initial. deposits as well as actual 
costs. If at any time after executing the Network Resource bte~;;ration Study Agreement 
·.he prOJeCt does not pay any required or elects to stop the transmission study or 
process, the project shall be responsible for atl costs incurred by Idaho Power in 
performing the studies or up to the point of termination of the Network 
Resource Integration Study Agreement. 
'Jpon successful completion of the transmission capacity upgrade process, a 
transmission capacity reservation will exist for this ;Jroject. However, in order to 
finalize this transmission capacity reservation, a pt:rchase power agreement with 
:daho Power must be executed no later than 30 days after the transmission capacity 
upgrades are completed. If the purchase power agreement is not executed this 
the transmission capacity resentation will be released and this process will 
have to be repeated if the proJect later requests transmission capacity . 
. \s noted eariier, this transmission capacity acquisition and associated Network 
Resource dcsi6'11ation must be completed, at rhe minimum, 60 days prior to the project 
delivering any energy to Idaho Power. In addition, che project must provide routine 
to Idaho Power of the expected online date of the generation project to ensure 
[daho Power is capable of accepting the energy from the project on the actual date the 
proJect comes online. 
0 Box 70 Boise, [dnho 83707 :221 \V !duho St. Boise, ldabo 837(]2 
Please rctum all required ir..formaticn to: 
Idaho Power Company 
Attn: Randy C Allphill 
P 0 Box 70 
ID 83707 
E-mail: raliphin(?iJldahopower.com 
Randy C Allphin 
Idaho Power Company 
Unde-rstood and accepted this __ 
Print Natne 
ritle 
0 Box 70 Boise, 1daho 83707 :22! W idaho Sl Boise, 
Transmission Capacity Application Questionnaire 
list the known information mauiremAnts as of the date of tlu: fetter transmitting this request. If additional infcrmat:on 
required. idalia Power notify the project aeveloper of the sddtlional information requirements. 







I State I Zip 
Phone Number 
E-rnafl 
D. :daho Power Delivery Business unit Interconnection "Que'' reference number (if not 
contact the Idaho Power !nterconnectton group) 
E. Evidence of the Project's good standing status ln the Idaho Pmver Interconnection Process 
G. 
of the Idaho Power interconnection feasibility study and a statement from the project that 
'he project has accepted the results of the interconnection feasibility study and is continuing 
1he of interconnecting and developing the gene;ation project 
Y. Beginning day and time of energy deliveries 
•Jay {mm/dcr/yyyy) ____________ _ 
day and time of energy deliveries 
Jsy (mmlddlyyyy) _________ _ 
Tine--------- ____ _ 
J. '//\R capability (both leading and iaggmg) of all generators 
identification of the control area(s) from which the energy will originate 
L List any periods of restricted operations throughout the year 
-------------------
~A. ~~1aintenance schedule 
(>J. :V1inimum loading level of each generation unit----~-------------
0. ~~crmal operating !eve! of each generation unit _ 
p must-run generation un1t designations required for system reliability or contractual reason 
Approximate variable generation cost Note - will iJe estimated energy pricing from a potenliaf 
purchase power agreement thai this project may be eligible for, 
R. f the generation resource is to be located in the Idaho Power Balancing Authority Area and if 
a ponfon of the resource output is to be designated as a Network Resource, tl~en exolain 
arrangements governing sale and delivery of additional output to third parties. 
S. If the project is not directly interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system, provide 
the transmission provider(s) name, Point of Receipt, Point of Delivery and the transmission 
reservation number for all of the transmission providers required to deliver the project's energy 
to Idaho Power. 
7ransmission Provlder(s) Name-----------------------·------
Point of Receipt--------------------------------
Tr:msm1ssion Resetvation Number{s) 
------------------~· ··~······-
T. the project .is directly interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system, 
Point of Receipt, ;:;hysical location and voltage. 
"'oint ot Recgiot 
U. ls the project committed to execute a purchase power agreement with idaho Power upon a 
favorable resolution of the identified interconnection and transmission costs? 
'("s 0 No 0 
lhe 
V. is any portion of the maximum capacity identified for this project committed to any other party? 
res 0 ~Jo 0 
fJate 
NETWORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT 
THIS Agreement is made and entered into this __ of ,-----·--
between Idaho Power Company ("'daho Power" or "Company'') through its Power 
Suoply business unit ('Power Supply'') and 
("Developer"). Power Supply and Developer may hereinafter be referred to individually 
as "Party" or collectively as "Parties." 
RECITALS: 
A. Developer has advised Power Supply that it intends to develop a 
9enerating facility that would meet the criteria far a Qualifying Facility ("OF") as that 
to sell the energy to be 
designated network resource f'DNR"). 
B. In order for the to be 
the QF to Idaho as a non-internJptible 
as a DNR and for Idaho Power to 
the QF on a firm basis. a network resource 
ntegraUon system impact must be performed by Idaho Power's delivery 
business unit The SIS will identify the need and associated costs for 
Delivery to install inG!uding "upgrades" (as that term is defined in Idaho Power 
to the Company's load centers. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's rules 
require that Power Supply make the request to Delivery to perform the SIS. Delivery 
will bill Power Supply for the costs incurred to perform the SIS. 
>lET\fv'ORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT -1 
AGREEMENTS: 
Developer hereby that Power Supply initiate 
Delivery to conduct a for determining the cost the becoming a DNR for the 
Company. Developer agrees to pay all charges associated with any analyses that 
Delivery determines are reasonably necessar1 to evaluate the impact of the QF on 
Idaho Power's transmission system. 
Developer must submit the 
estimated SIS cost of _______ 'Nithin fourteen (1 of date of this 
i\greement This amount is based on estimate the actual cost of 
performing the SlS, Including appropriate and administrative and ·~eneral 
overheads. Should the scope be by Developer or further study be 
due to reasons beyond Power Supply will advise 
3. Upon of this /\greement executed by Developer, payment of the 
amount in paragraph 2, and all required to enable Power Supply to 
necessary request Power Supply will submit the necessary request ard 
to Delivery to cornrnence the Subject to Developer's providing 
:equested information and any requested supplemental payments in a timely 
:11anner, Deiivery 'Nil! perform the SIS v;~ith due dtligence. Power Supply will respond to 
Developer's reasonable requests for information regarding an estimated completion 
date for the and, if necessary, with an explanation of vvhy additional time is required 
'lETWORK RESOURCE lNTEGRATlON STUDY AGREEMENT- 2 
~. Following completion of the SIS, a copy the completed SIS shall 
orovided to Developer. Power Supply and Developer shall then reconcile the payments 
:nade for the SIS and "true-up" any over or under payments made by Developer. The 
"otal charge to Developer for the SIS will not exceed the actual cost of the SIS as bll!ed 
Delivery to Power Supply. 
!f\J 'NlTNESS WHEREOF, the Parties caused this Agreement to 
:;xecuted effective on the first day written above. 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
DEVELOPER 
;'JETWORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT~ 3 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 10 
:V1arch 3, 2010 
The New Energy Company LLC 
4,ttn: Laura K."lothe 
8720 Vic Lane 
Middleton ID 83644 
E-mail Copy: laura@thenewenergycompa..TJ.y.com 
;:2£: Letter ofU nderstanding 
IDACORP Company 
Randy C. Allphin 
Sr. Energy Contract Coordinator 
Tel: (208) 388-2614 
rr~llpniq@idahopower. CQJ.!l 
Double B Dairy -Proposed Anaerobic '--'"'"'""'""'' Project 
Summarized below is a brief outline of the purchase power :1grecment, interconileotion process 
.>ad transmission capacity requirements for your proposed generation proje.ct. 
The project you have described appears to be for a power agreement under the 
n., .• .,, ... , for a Qualifying Facility as defined by the Public Utilities flo!icies of 1978 
!PL'RPA). At the time you are ready to proceed with a power agreement fhr this project, 
Tdaho Power wtll prepare a purchase power agreement that w1th the current rules and 
<::uMt•v••" that govern these PTJRPA agreements, any drait power agreements previously 
provided to you for review must be updated to include CLtrrent rules and regulations. 
Prior to Idaho Power executing a purchase power 
1.) Provided documentation that substantiates that the project has filed for interco::mection 
md is in compliance with any and/or ether requirements in the 
Interconnection process tor tl:us project and; 
;> 0 Box 70 Boise, Idaho 83707 ,221 W !daho St. Boise, ldaho ~3702 
Returned a copy of t!1is letter of un,de!·statn<J 
:nfunnation to enable ~daho Power to me an d[liJU\.dl.tVH 
capacrty for ;his of rhe Transmi:;sion 
.\pplicatlon the rnajority of this intbmmrion and: 
4.) Confirmation that the results of the initial transnussion capacity application are kr:own 
rhe proJect a-.:ccpts these results and intends to continue with the development of 
if applicable, execution of a Network Resource Integration 
A~:rc,;mlent in the form enclosed herein. 
Your will be responsible for ail costs of physically interconnecting the project to the 
Idaho Power electrical system and any costs associated w·ith acquiring adequate firm transmission 
capac1ty on the Idaho Power transmission system to enable the project's energy to be delivered to 
fciaho Power customers. 
Your project will be required to complete the interconnection process and execute a 
Generation Interconnection Agreement {"GIA"). 
To sell your project's energy to Idaho Power, your project must be designated as a 
~etwork Resource ("DN~"). 
to achieve Dl\IR Htatus, Idaho Power 
me 4fl 
'.fom !he ldaho Power i;usincss unit to move your 
to make a 
fi·om rhe interconnection point to 1daho Power customers. In accordance with 
vc11ious rules and the project must be granted DNR status no later than 
,,o pnor to lhe delivering any energy to Idaho Power. 
Idaho Power will begin this tirm transwission capacity application process only after 
~he project has returned a signed copy of this letter of understanding and all of the 
infom1ation required for Idaho Power to file frJs applicatiott (see attached Transmission 
Capacity Application Questionnaire). 
After filing a complete flrm transmission capacity application with Delivery, :daho 
Power will receive notification back from Delivery wtthin 30 days that: adequate 
:r:msmission capacity is available for this project without the need to construct upgrades; 
Jr (b) a transmission capacity system impact study is required to determine the available 
':-ansmission capacity and/or n:quired upgrades; or (c) a statement of the required 
transmrssion upgrades and the associated costs. Idaho Power will notify the of 
:his response to the transmission capacity application in a timely marmer after the 
is received from 
? 0 Box 70 Boise, !daho 83707 1221 W Idaho St. Boise, idaho 83702 
If the response from Delivery is as specified in item (a) (transmission capacity is 
.;vallable), the project will be required to execute a purchase power agreement with 
LJaho Power within 30 in order to retain this transmission reservation. 
the response from Delivery is as specified in items (b) or (c) {studies required 
and/or required), the project will be required to execute a Network Resource 
"''''"r''""'" Study Agreement (sample copy attached for your information) and submit all 
deposits or fees within 15 days after receiving notification of this requirement 
in order tor Idaho Power to continue the transmission capacity request. This Network 
Resource Study Agreement will specifY that the project will be responsible 
~or costs :incu..7ed by Idaho Power to pertorm any required studies. If. after the studies 
tre concluded rhe project w1shes to continue the pursuit of transmission capacity, the 
project wlll also be responsible for all trat1smission system upgrade costs identifled 
wtthin the studies. The fees and costs will be in the form of both initial deposits as well 
1s actual costs. If at any time after executing the Network Resource fntegration Study 
A.greement the project does not pay any required fees, or elects to stop the transmission 
or upgrade process, the project shall be responsible for all costs incurred by Idaho 
Pawer in performing the studies or upgrades up to the point of termination of the 
Network Resource Integration Study Agreement. 
Upon successful completion of the above described transmission capacity upgrade 
process, a transmission capacity reservation will exist for this project However, in 
order to finalize this transmission capacity reservation, a purchase power agreement 
·vith Idaho Power must be executed no later than 30 days after the transmission capacity 
are completed. If the purchase power agreement is not executed by this 
Jeadlbe, the transmission capacity reservation will be released and this process will 
have to be repeated if the project later requests transmission capacity. 
As noted earlier, this transmission capacity acquisition and associated Network 
1<csource designation must be completed, at the minimum, 60 days prior to the project 
any energy to Idaho Power. ln addition, the must provide routine 
to Idaho Power of the expected online date of the generation project to ensure 
tdaho Power is capable of accepting the energy from the project on the actual date the 
_:Jroject comes online. 
0 Box 70 Boise, Idaho 83707 :22'1 W ldaho St. Soise, Idaho 83702 
?lease return ail required infom1ation to: 
Print Name 
Title 
Idaho Power Company 
Attn: Randy C. Allphin 





Idaho Power Company 
f' 0 Box 70 Boise, ldaho 83707 \221 \V ldaho SL Boise, idaho H3702 
8. 
c. 
Transmission Capacity Application Questionnaire 
iist is the known information requirements as of the ctate of the fetter transmitting rhis request. if additional informa1ion 






City I State I Zip 
Phone Number 
E-mail 
D. Idaho Power Delivery Business unit Interconnection ''Que" reference number (if not known, 
contact the idaho Power Interconnection group) 
:::: 
F Copy of the Idaho Power Interconnection feasibility study and a statement from the project that 
the project has accepted the results of the interconnection feasibility study and fs continuing 
:r1e process of interconnecting and developing the generation project. 
G. Maximum Capacity (MW) 
H. Beginning day and time of energy deliveries 
day and time of energy deliveries 
VAR capability (both leadlng and lagging) of ail generators , '1~ lt'a.d..\g l c g I c\Si1<-t'J 
K. Identification of the control area(s) from which the energy vvill originate 
L List any periods of restricted operations throughout the year 
M. Maintenance schedule 
P. ?\ny must-run generation unit designations required for system reliabt!ity or con!ractual reason 
1\ 
Q. generation cost Note -this w:il be estimated energy pricing from a potential 
,curchase power agreement that this project may be elig1ble for. 
R. If the generation resource is to be located in the ldaho Power Balancing Authority Area and if 
a portion of the resource output is to be designated as a Netvvork Resource, then 
::1rrangements governing sale and delivery of addit!onal output to third parties. 
S. If the project is not directly interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system. prcvide 
the transmission provider(s) name, Point of Receipt, Point of Delivery and the transmission 
reservation number for all of the transmission providers required to deliver the project's energy 
to Idaho Power. 
Transmission Provlder(s} Name ~---~f-.~'L~"-----·~---------~"-----,-------·-' -·-~-
?oin! of Recelpl ____ _ 
Paint of Delivery ~- ..... . 
T.-ansmiss!on Reservalion Number{s) --------,,~-------~---,--,---·--"'--,-·-,--~-~-___ _ 
T. the project is directlY. interconnected to the Idaho Power transmission system, provide the 
Point of Receipt, physical location and voltage. 
U. Is the project committed to execute a purchase power agreement with idaho Power upon a 
favorab~ resolution of the identified interconnection and transmission costs? 
ves~ NoD 
V. ls any portion of the maximum capacity identified for this project committed to any other party? 
Yes 0 
0 
NETWORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT 
THIS Agreement is made and entered into this __ day of ~--,~-- 20_ 
0etween Idaho Power Company ("ldaho Power" or "Company") through its Power 
Suoply business ("Power Supply") nnd 
{"Developer"). Power Supply and Developer may hereinafter be referred to individually 
3S "Party" or collectively as ''Parties." 
RECITALS:· 
A. Developer has advised Supply that it to develop a 
:;Jenerating facility that would meet the criteria for a Qualifying F:1cility ("QF") as that 
term is defined in the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. Developer desires 
to sell the energy to be by to as a non-interruptible 
I• 
designated 11fJt\vork resource ("DNR"). 
B. In order for to classified as a DNR and for Idaho Power to 
the energy to be by ClF on a firm basis, a net\vork resource 
impact study ("SIS") must be performed by Idaho Powers delivery 
business unit ("Delivery"). The SIS will identify the need and associated costs for 
Delivery to install facilities, including "upgrades" (as that term is defined in Idaho Power 
Company's Schedule 72), to allow the QF to operate as a DNR and deliver firm energy 
to the Company's load centers. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission's 
that Power Supply make the request to Delivery to perform the SlS. Oellvery 
bi!! Povver Supply for the costs incurred to perform the SIS. 
~JETWORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT- 1 
(\GREEMENTS: 
1. Developer hereby requests that Power Supply initiate the 
to conduct a SIS for determining the cost of the QF's becoming a DNR 
Company. Deveioper agrees to pay all charges associated with any analyses that 
Delivery determines are reasonably necessary to evaluate the impact of the QF on 
idaho Power's transmission system. 
2. ln order for Power Supply to initiate a Developer must submit the 
"'lstimated SIS cost of -----,~--- '.vi thin fourteen { 14) days of the date of this 
.4.greement. This amount is based on Delivery's estimate of the actual cost of 
;:;erformlng the SIS, including 3ppropriate :oading and and general 
Should the scope of changed by Developer or further study 
due to beyond- the control of Delivery, Power Supply will advise 
the revised charges. if any, 
3. Upon of 
amount specified in paragraph and 
. executed by Developer, payment of 
information required to enable Power Supply to 
rr~nilr:>to the necessary. request, Power Supply will submit the necessary request 
documentation to Delivery to commence the SIS. Subject to Developer's providing 
requested information and making any requested supplemental payments In a 
manner, Delivery will perform the SIS with due diligence. Power Supply will respond to 
Developer's reasonable requests for information regarding an estimated completion 
for the SIS and, if necessary, with an explanation of why additional time is required 
to complete the SIS. 
\lEl'NORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEr-.1ENT- 2 
4. Foilowing completion the SIS, a copy of the completed SIS shall be 
provided to Developer. Power Supply and Developer shall then reconcile the payments 
for the SIS and any over or under payments made by Developer. 
total charge to Developer for the SIS will not exceed the actual cost of the SIS as billed 
Delivery to Power Supply. 
!N VVITNESS WHEREOF, lhe Parties 
executed effective on the first day written above. 
caused this Agreement to be 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
DEVELOPER 
'lETVv'ORK RESOURCE INTEGRATION STUDY AGREEMENT - 3 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 11 
he New Energy 
2, 2010 
Rowena Bishop 
Idaho Power Company 
221 W Idaho Street 
Boise ID 83702 
ompany, LLC 
Re: Facility Study Agreements for Projects 307 and 308 and Interconnec-
~ion Application for additional capacity for Project 309 
Oear Ms. Bishop: 
?!ease find enclosed the following applications and applicable depostts: 
Facility Study Agreement and deposit in the amount of 
$11,740 for Project 307, Swager Dairy Digester 
Facility Study Agreement and deposit in the amount of 
1,250 for Project 308, Double B Dairy Digester 
Interconnection Application and deposit in the amount of 
:nooo for additional capacity of 1.6 MW (for a total of 4.0 
MW) for Project 309, Rock Creek Dairy Digester. 
Please conta<.i: me at 208.890.8783 if additional information is required. 
Thank you, 
Laura Knothe, PE 
The New Energy Company, LLC 
3720 V.c Lane 
>1iddleton, ID 8366 
Phone:: :20R390.8783 
Fax: 2!lR585. 90 16 
E·matl: 
i>ul-a(fYtheneweneoil)'company.com 
Facilities Study Agreement 
fHIS AGREEMEI'Ii1 is made and entered into this 2nd Jay of Apnl 2010 by :md between The 
~'k:w Company, a Limited Liability Company organized and existing under the laws of 
:he State idaho, ("Interconnection Customer,") and Idaho Power Company, a Corporation 
under the laws uf the State of t"Transmission Provider"). Interconnection 
Customer and Transmission Provider each may be reterred to as a "Party," or collectively as the ,, 
RECITALS 
VV.HEREAS, Interconnection Customer is proposing to develop a Small Generating Facility 
• .~r generating capacity addition to an existing Small Generating Faciiity consistent \'.ith the 
:nterconnection Request completed the Interconnection Customer on Octob~J_2.,_'fOQ2.. and 
'NHEREAS, the fnterconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small Generating Facility 
with the Transmission Provider's Transmission System; 
\VHEREAS, the Transmission Provider has completed a system impact study and provided the 
of said study to the mterconnection Customer; and 
WHEREAS, the Interconnection Customer has requested the Transmission Provider to perform 
t~tcilities study to specify and estimate the cost of the equipment, engineering, procurement and 
-:onstruction work needed to implement the conclusions of the system impact study in 
accordance ';vith Good Practice to physically and electrically connect 
"'"'nt>r<•t•r•a Facility with the Tnmsmission Provider's fr.msmission System. 
'fOW. THEREFORE, in consideration of and subject to the mutual covenants contained 
'.be Parties agreed as fbllows: 
.0 When used in this Agreement, vvith initial capitalization, the terms shall have 
the meanings .indicated or the memrings specified in the standard Small Generator 
fmerconnection Procedures. 
2.0 rhe Interconnection Customer dects and the Transmission Provider shaH cause a 
facilities study consistent with the standard Small Generator Intercormec1ion Procedures 
to be performed in accordance with the Open Access Transmission Tarift: 
; . 0 The scope of the fad lities study shaH be subject to data provided in Attachment A to 'his 
~\greement. 
,1.0 The f1u:ilities stndy shall and the cost of the 
procurement and construction work (including overheads) nectkd to 
c:ondusions of the system impact studyt:>). 
The tacilities study shall n.lso (l) the electrical switching configuration 
equipment, including, without limitation, trm1stom1er, meters, and other 
equipment, (2) the nature and estimated cost of the Provider's 
;1tC:fC(imieCtlon Facilities and 
Jn estimate of the time 
facilities. 
'"...,.~~--v necessary to the mten:ormecuon, 
to complete the construction and instaHation 
5.0 The Transmission Provider may propose to group facilities required for more than one 
;nterconnection Customer in to minimize facilities costs through u f 
but any Interconnection Customer may require the installation of facilities 
:~)f its own Small if it is willing to pay the costs of those facilities. 
6.0 
-:ustorner. 
7.0 In cases where Upgrades are required, the facilities study must be completed 45 
:3usiness Days the receipt oi this Agreement. In ..:i:lSeS where no Upgrades :u:e 
'1ecessary, md the required are limited to Interconnection Facilities, the 
laci!ities study must be completed within 30 Business Days. 
'5.0 Once 1he study is completed. a facilities study report shall be prepared and 
transmitted to the Interconnection Customer. Barring unusual circumstances, the 
study must be completed and the facilities study report transrnitted wiihm 30 
Business Days ofthe Interconnection Customer's agreement to conduct a ta.cilities 
9.0 ,-\ny siudy fees shall be based on 1he Transmission Provider's actual costs and will be 
"'"'""''n to the Interconnection after the study is completed and delivered and 
will include a summary ;lf ~-'"-""""<vu.r.u 
~0.0 The Interconnection Customer must pay <my costs that exceed the 
interest v.ithin 30 calendar days on of the invoice or resolution of any '" 0 ,."''"' 
'he deposit exceeds the invoiced tees, the Transmission Provider sbaU refund such excess 
Nithin JO calendar of the invoice without interest. 
IN WITNESS 'WHEREOF, the Parties 
July authorized officers or uo the day and year 
to be duly executed 
above written. 
Transmission Provider: interconnection Customer: 
hllho Power Company- Delivery 
Printed :-lame: 
their 
\ttachmcnt A to 
Facilities Study Agreement 
Data to Be Provided by the Interconnection Customer 
With the FacHities Study Agreement 
I. Provide location plan <md simplified one-line diagram 1)fthe plant and station 
4. 
For projects, please indicate future generation. transmission circuits, etc. 
On the diagram. indicate the generation capacity attached at each 
location. (Maximum load on CT/PT) 
On the one-line diagnun, indicate the location of auxiliary power. (Minimum load on 
CT /PT) /unps 
One set metering is required for each generation cormection to Ltte new ring bus or 
·~·"'·'«"'"- Transmission Provider station. Number of generation connections: 
an alternate source of auxiliary power be available during CT/PT maintenance? 
~J 0 ·~~-·~-~·-
a transfer bus on the generation side of tl:le metering require that each meter set be 
u'"''""'"'v'-' for the total plant generation? Yes ~o __ x __ 
indicate on the one-line diagram). 
What type of control system or PLC will be located at the Small Generating 
6. What protocol does the control system or PLC use? 
8. 
?lea.se prov1Je a 7.5-rninute 4undrangle map of the site. indicate the plant, 
rransmission line, and property lines. 
dimensions of the proposed interconnection station: 
Bus from to interconnection station: 
• less than 250' anticipated····--·····--~·········~·--
10. from interconnection station to Iransrnission Transmission 
TBD 
11. rower number observed in rhe (Painted on tower leg)*: 
2. ~umber of third party easements required for transmission lines•: 
* To be completed in coordination with Transmission Provider. 
fs the Smail Generating Facility located in Transmission Provider's service area? 
Yes _y,__ __ 'Jo ___ ffNo. please provide name oflocal provider: 
l-t Please 
Construction Date: 
Generator Transt{mncrs Date: 
Receive Back Feed Power 
(}enerat]on Date: 
Curnmercial Operation Date: 
Project #308 Double 8 Dairy 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 
IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 12 
7, 2010 
Tiu~ ~ew Energy LLC 
iHtn: Laura Knothe 
:j720 Vic Lme 
ID 83644 
and Att.uchments: Scheduled for Pick up at Idaho Power on May 7, 2010 
Cover letter E-mail copy: 
Laure K.nothe 
Dean J. (Joe) Miller 
laura@thenewenergycompany.com 
joe. mcdevitt-miller .com 
ite: Double B Dairy, Project #21615150 
:'vfs. Knothe, 
/\s you are aware on March 16, 2010, Idaho Public Utilities Commission (IPUC) Order 
l 025 which revised the Published Avoided Cost rates. These rates are the energy prices Idaho 
.Power is required to include in PlJRP A purchase power agreements tor projects less than 10 
average ivfW. This Order was very specific in that any contracts executed after 
::o lO, must have the new energy pricing. 
in reo-"'rr'" to the Double B Dairy Digester 
.\.larch 16, 2010: 
our records indicate that prior to 
interconnection feasibility study had been completed and the project \Vas continuing to 
;xogress throug..i-} the interconnection process. 
Information from the project required to :md ii!e 
:1oplication had been provided. Subsequcutly the transmi~Ril)fl 
Power received confirmation that upon 
Lntercnnnection Agreement (GIA) and purchase power 
,wailable for project. 
A PURPA purchase power agreement v.ras materially complete and ex.cept fi1r routine final 
;Jn;cesslm~. an agreement would have been executed prior to March 16, 2010, 
-" o_ :o t_S3707) 
At this time Idaho Power is willing to execute the attached PlJRP A purchase power agreement that 
contains the energy that were in etfect prior to 1PUC order 31025 issued on March 16, 20 l 0 
::orit1n:geJI1t upon the project returrung executed agreements to idaho Power prior to 5 
on May 24,2010. 
Upon receipt from you of the three signed copies of the PURPA purchase power agreement 
with this tetter by the above due date, I will arrange for and present the agreement to 
Idaho Power Company management tor their signature. I will return to you one fully executed 
copy for your records, and Idaho Power will prepare and file a copy with the Idaho Public UtHities 
Commission (IPUC) requesting approval of the agreement. Idaho Power ;;viU keep the third CDPY 
:or our records. 
If ail three copies of the Pt.JRP A purchase power agreement are not executed and received by Idaho 
Power by the time and date specified above, this specific agreement (which includes the pre March 
2010 PL'RPA energy prices) will no longer be available for this project. Idaho Power will 
any future proposed PtJRPA agreements for this project to be in accordance with all current 
:md applicable rules, regulations and energy pricing. 
use one of the following addresses to return the executed agreements to Idaho Power: 
fdaho Power Company 
.\ttn: Randy Allphin 
PO Box 70 
Boise, ID 83707 
Idaho Power Company 
Attn: Randy Allphin 
1221 W Idaho 
ID 83702 
Ihis as with all PURP A purchase power agreement will 
Commission (IPUC) approval. Only after both parties have executed 
';as approved the agreement, as specified \Nithin the agreement, shaH the agreement be considered 
•o be effective and a binding commitment shall exist between the parties. 
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Randy C. Allphin 
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:~7:0 Vic Lane 
ID 83644 
Re: Double B Fac1lity Report- Prn 
Dear Ms. Knorhe: 
idaho Power 
lnterconnectio:J. project. 




estimate for your Generator 
I ;lm 
fn order to proceed with this yonr comment<; to the 
me !7, 2010 and indicate ,-vhether you wi'>h to pro.:ecd with t!nal 
construction. fhe tlnal will be u';cd to prepare a draft Interconnection 
with you to tinalize 
Before \VC can 
Po,.ver' s credit 
Construction or order materials. yt'm 
'"'ontact 
::1e credit :Tqu ir,:ment 
The actual construction and 
Eric Hackett 
Leader 






al your e:Ir!it'st conv.:mt,nce. Once we receive .,_""""."' 
cnn'>trucriun of the project. 
will be finalized approxitmtely 90 








Double B Dairy Digester Project - Project #308 
The New Group 
fwin Fal.ls County, Idaho 
.\ugust 17. 2010 
DY 
Double B Dairy Digester 
Pr~ject #308 
\ugust 17, 2010 
1 ~ General Facility Description 
RT 
\Viii ·:::onsi.st nf Idaho Power'' :.tandard 1>vcrhead interC\lnl1ccti1m 
an overhead local service po\ver 
.iiscunne..:t switcbes. and :1 one 1:500 kVA 277/:~BO 10 l_.-1-7 kV 
f ;rounded tr:m~former wiil be including the associated 
located in Cassia Idaho and connects to :he 
i 2.5 J... V .system on idaho s Buckhorn ( BKHN-041) Jisrrihuti(m line. The total 




f720 Vic L:me 
\liddleton. lD 83644 
Standard Generator Imerconne..:tion Idaho Power s 
Transmission Tariff OAT[) or Schedule 72 be!.ween Interconnection (~ustomer and Idaho PO\ver 
>mpanv ~ fTnmsmiss1un t\Jr the Double !3 
lntercnnnectiun will be 
1roducc:d in the timdine :>hown below in :VHLESTONES, 
'he lntcrconnection Point for the Double B will be the !ow--.;ide tm 
'h.: paumounted transformer tDBIL The in Tl2S R2lE Section 18 
tdalto, A drawmg idcmifying chc Poim of Interconnection is attached, 
3. Point of Change of Ownership 
The Point \)f d for the Double B 
nn the padmounted rransformer 1 DB l l. 
-l. Interconnection Details 
mterconncdion but is not limited to. 
ion and controL and 
<lwned and maintained 
side ut" che Point uf 
rhe Generator. ,\Jl interconnecion eqUipment 
.,ide of the Point of <;hall be 
Power. 
\V ill he 
<md maintained ld;t!JO 
4.1 
:\:1 Idaho Power 
md cost estimates and 
the in:,..:rconnectioa. The 
:Sc:nior 
& C.)lnmunic;1!ions L::ader 
rechnical Advisor 
1.2 Customer's Interconnection 
itches, .tll 
measures, and ;tssw.:iated 
:,uild underground facilities to lhe Point t.if 
fhe !ow--;ide clisconnect :..witch ,huuld he the 
rranskmners. and access1ble w hJaho 
4.3.1 
fhe Interconnection Customer will twn ct>mHmnicatmn cin:llits the 
imen.:~>nncction sire and a or locations. Idaho Power. 
One of the will be a dcdic~ned 4-wire leased 
ht.~ mher will be a POTS 
Customer is 
lmcs and 
communication circuits \\·ill 111:eJ tn 
imo the l(hdm Power 
4.3.2 Ground Fault Equipment 
customer will install bult that wdllimit zero 
\cqnence fault (~urrent to 20 amps at the Interconnection Point. 
4.3.3 Monitoring Information 
!f the Interconnection l~ustomer to rnoniter informmion rciatcd to 
idaho Pov,er redoser in the interconnection 
·o :.heir ovvn communication,; circuit to rhe control hox. 
·+.3.4 Easements 
The lntercon:1ection Customer will secure and O\erhead 
Double H once a lie n1ute L' d>..:terrnin~:d. klahu Power \vili 
1iocumcntation, 
4.4 Idaho Interconnection 
Idaho Power will ifl.'W!l a 
,fisuibmion feede:r ( l1KHN 
>uth and ll 00 i:t Ctssia 
:_ 328097. 'heet I of I) :i}r dcL1ils. 
!he new :nterconnection 
ri,cr necessary for Lhc 
: >t iJlCCt!Ol1 
on ti:e 
nt>rl.hwc:~t of the intersection of 1200 
See the :tttached work t1rder maps ( WO 
to mount a local ;;erv~ce 
n:do~er. fuses ;md 
SEL.lll C line 
mounted enclosure and will also cont:lin 
DC converter. control 
daho Power \\ill iy and mainuinl one L'iOO kV.'\ 277/480 to 
padmounted transformer un of a vault. 
cubics will be installed from rhe interconnection ro 
tr:msr(Jrmcr. i'rolet.:tive pusts ·vm be installed to protect the ground mounted 
:qu1pmem from 
A:::·· ~>onduit will be installed the to !acliitate i;lltirrnation 
to the cuswmer ::tbout the redoser. ( rhe fmercmm.~ctiun l:uz.,tomer 
and the c;lble.) 
Operational Limitations 
ntcrconnection facilities on generator sille 
,)t he Interconnection Point wnh no upon t.he of the tr:m~mission system 
hcnever the 1'acilitics are electrically isolated from the trar1S!mssion svstem, 
must I~ ,~:umrulk:d to npc~rme :Jt power factor. 
,md during will be linuted to it:ss than 
mlen:onnection. hJr lhis to nccur. curre:nt cannot exceed 65 
!eve!. This t\;rces to ~tart the 
is required to 
ound in IEEE Standard 
Honmmic Cmtrol in Electricul Power 
and Current Diston1un Limits 












Com:rruction Funds Received fP(' 
( Jrder Jfaterial,f 
Constrm:tion Documents 
5/11 f*on,\tl"llctian ("'1 "'"'""'".'i '"'""'''"'" 




rest 11flt[ CommissimE Equipment 
Commercial Operatiofl 
Construction Bwlgt't Timc!ine: 
" (;/?AND TOTAL $2-45.0!)0 

BEFORE THE 
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\'lestem States Equipmem Company 
D<erland Rc<Jd 
i"ri;iBn. ID 335it2 
:nffir.cl 
.CB BllPJI]Ij I fax) 
LETTER OF GUARANTEE 
Reference: Double B Dairy 
Subject: Financial guarantee for the payment of liquidated Damages payable under tile Firm 
Energy Sales Agreement for Double B Dairy, Project Number 31616120. 
1\/e, !he 'Jr.dersigned, Western States Equipment Company, an Idaho corporation (Guarantor') hereby 
.:feclare that we irrevocably ::md unconditionally guarantee as primary guarantor on tehalf of New 
Three, LLC (''Customer") with its place of busiress at 8720 Vic Lane, Middleton !D, the full and prompt 
;Jayment •.vhen due of the oayment obligations of Customer to Jdaho Power Company ("idaho Power") ,n the 
amount of eighty-cne thousand dollars ($81 Th1s Guarantee Is provided to cover Customer's 
;;ayment obligations to Idaho Power under paragraph 5.3 and 5.4 of the Firm Energy Sales Agreement for 
t.he Double B Oalry, Project Number 31616120 (hereafter referred to as 'the Agreement"). 
~·~u"'"'n shall be made by Guarantor to idaho Power hereunder when cemand for such payment is made 
Power upon the failure of Customer to meet its obligations under 5.8 of the llm·ecrr"'"' 
the failure to meet the scheduied d3te as defined in Appendix '·8", Payment shall be 
"~"""'"''""'n"t and absoiu!e and without objection or legal and, without limiting the generality of 
:re foregoing, snail not be released, discharged or otherw1se '3ffected by any moa;fic-.ation, amendment, 
Naiver, axtens1on of or supplement to the Agreement any change 'n the r~orporate ex;stence of rhe 
Customer or Guarantor, or any bankruptcy, reorganization or other sirmlar affecting 
:he Customer or its assets, or the Guarantor. . This Guarantee is a payment and of 
:cilection and Guarantor agrees that its obligations hereunder r.Jre cf a primary and not merely a 
•;urety. fhe Guarantor agrees that Idaho Power may resort to the Guarantor for payment of the obligation 
Nhether or not Idaho Power has resorted to any collateral security, or shall have proceeded 
Customer or :'lny other obligor principally or secondanly obiigate<l with to t11e obligation. AU 
payments hereunder by Guarantor shall be mad;~ ·NHhout set-off or coun!erciaim in U.S. dollars in 
available funds. 
,.':is Guarantee shall :-emain in force until New Energy has, to the satisfaction of Idaho Power, under the 
:erms of paragraph 5.2 of the Arjreement, achieved the Operation Date or until Guarantor is retease<l from 
this Guarantee pursuant to paragraph 5.8.2 of the Agreement 
Meridian, 10 
Pasco, WA 
Ct! &!7 S541 











This Guarantee s ;he ?,greement The courts having jurisdiction for 
Tarters to 'n respect of matters relating to ':his 
~;-h1s G..:arantee may not be amended, 'Jf modified, nor any of the terms and conmtions 
0ereof waived, except by a written instrument executed by the Guarantor and idaho Power. 
''h!s Guaran•ee is effective as of the date executed below. 
Done at Meridian, ID on August 30, 2010 
Tom Harris 
President 
':Vestern States Equipment Company 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC-E-12-26 




The 'Jew Company 
X720 Vic Lane 
\liddkton, ID R3644 
!~e: Double B 
Dear Ms. Knothe: 
\n •Di\CORP C0mpan-; 
Project Final Facility Study Rcpmt - Project #308 
Idaho Power Company (lPC) has completed the Facility Study cost estimate for your Generator 
Interconnection project. Attached please tind a Final Facility Study Report !FSR). I am 
available to Jiscuss the FSR, and begin Cunstruction arrangements for the project. 
This repntt will be used to prepare a draft Generator Interconnection Agreement in preparation 
for Construction. Rowena Bishop wiH be working with you to finalize the intcrcormection 
Before we czm begin Construction or order materials, you are responsible for contacting Idaho 
Power's credit department to discuss credit requirements for consu-uction funding. Please 
,.:;ontact Kelley Noe (208-388-5736) at your earliest convenience. Once we receive funding, or 
;he credit requirement is met, we can proceed with construction of the project. 
rhe actual construction and labor charges will be finalized approximately 90 days -;ubsequem to 
project completion. We will reconcile any over- or underpayment at that time. 











Facility Study Report 
fbr the 
B Dairy Digester Project-
The New Energy Group 
lfi 






Double B Dairy Digester 
Project #308 
September t 6, 2010 
General Facility Description 
\lf Idaho Power's standard overhead interconnection 
::m <Wt?rhead rec!oser, local ·;ervke power 
and a box. Additionally, one 1500 kVA 277/c~80 to l2A7 kV 
padmounted transformer will be installed. the associated 
and vJults. The project is located in Cassia County, Idaho and connects to rhe 
12.5 kV ;ystcm on Idaho Power Company's Buckhorn IBKHN-041) line. rhe total 
is 1.2 MW. 
'ntcrconnection Customer: 
I cmra Knothe 
C)[npany 
~720 Vic I .ane 
D 83644 
lntcrcormecrion under Idaho Pow~~r C ;\CCCSS 
or Schedule 72 henveen fnterconnecticn Customer and 
Owner) for the Double B Dairy 
Ccnerator Interconnection tt30H. will be for this 
in the time!ine sho\\ll below in ~vl!LESTOl\ES. 
Interconnection Point 
he Interconnection Point t!)f the Double B will be the low-side on 
l ). The project's location is in Tl2S R21 E Section Ui or' Ci:lssia 
the Point of tnterconnection is ::tttachcd. 
Point of Change of Ownership 
Point •)f of t;x the Double B 
Interconnection Details 
interconnection 
.;ide of rhe Point of 
cvvneJ and maintained the Generator. All interconnection 
side of the Point ,,f Ownership ';hall be owned. 
PuvJer .. 
4.1 Team 





& Communications Leader 
\ictering Technical 
of 
4.2 Customer's Interconnection Facilities 
.!.3 
fhe Interconnection Customer will install low-side Jisconnect 
and conduit between the generators and the padmountcd 
Interconnedion Customer will 
build underground of Ownership fix the 
fhe knv-s1de disconnect switch should lockable, within ten (I 0) teet 11f the 
p;.H.lmounted and to 
Facilities Provided by Interconnection Customer 
4.3.1 Telecommunications 
rhe Customer '"ill two communicatiun circuits between the 
generrrtion interconnection site and a location, or locations, Power. 
One of the circuits will h:: a dedicated 4-wire leased circuit c,mnectcd to the 
SEL 3 !1 C ~md the other will be a POTS dial-up circuit to lhe revenue meta. 
l'he [nterconnection Customer is responsible tbr the 
installation of the lines and paying the 
communication circuits will need to be installed and 
into the Idaho Power 
4.3.2 Ground Fault Equipment 
rhe customer vvill instal! ground tllult equipment that will :imit the zero 
sequence !~mlt current to 20 amps at the Interconnection Point. 
4.3.3 Monitoring Information 
lf the [nterconnection Customer the ability to monitor intormation related to 
to ;upply their own 
4.3.4 Easements 
Che Interconnection Customer 
Double B Dairy once a 
documentation. 
interconnection 
secure underground and overhead e:1sements n;ith 
route is Idaho Powt:r will the 
2 
4.4 ldaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities 
:daho Power ·viH install a standard 
iistribution tceder ~BKHN-041} on 
·)outh and ll 00 West in Cassia 
"hcct l vf!) details. 
~he new :ntcrconnection package will include tour distribution 
blade disconnects. 
riser necessary tor the packa-se. rhe inten.:onncdion will be controlh:d 
The will he located in a mounted enclosure and will d!so contain 
test switch (TS4), modems. power supply, DC cDnvencr. control 
~witch ;:md surge protector. 
fdaho Power will install {and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500 kVA 2771480 to 
!_.4 7 k V tlrounded Wye I Grounded \\'ye pad mounted transformer on top a vault. 
Cmduit :.md cables will be installed trom the interconnection to 
translormer. Protective posts will be installed to protect the ground mounted 
.\ r conduit will be instalied alongside the underground to t':lcilitate information 
to the customer about the recloser. t Interconnection Customer is responsible 
fnr providing and installing the appropriate cable.) 
4.5 Operational Limitations 
[•lterconnection Customer will be able to modify power plant 
the lntercormection Point with no impact upon the 
henever the generation tacilities are isolated lrom the transmission system. 
project must be controlled to operate at power factor. V 
md Juring operation will be limited to less than 5% a.s measured at the of 
interconnection. For this to occur, the current cannot exceed 65 Amps start up at the 
12.5 kV level. This forces the facility to start the generators 
project is to comply with the and Distortion Limits 
t;mnd in lEEE Standard 519-!992 IEEE Recommended Practices and 
Harmo11ic Control in Electrical Power 
Budget 
estir.1ates are m 10 dollars: 
Estimated Cost & Ownership: 
(/crrerazirm Facilities: 
!merconnection Facilities: 
Gen;;m!lon interconnecuon iPC 
\tiles tmu.:s: 
~ Oil7/l 0 
10 
I 





Construction Fund> Received IPC 
Order ;'rlateria!-; 
lPCO Construction Completion 
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2010 4J)1 PM 
'Laura 
Hackett. Bauer, Rich; Sprenger, Ailphin, Randy 
Gi 307 ,St 308 
cover offer 307 draft G!A 307.doc; draft GIA 308.doc 
review the attached draft GIA & cover letter for Svvager Farms & Double B projects. Note that 
project owner information needs to be included in the GIA. Please contact me or if you have 
questions. 
forvvard to hearing from you soon! 
Rowena Bishop 
'*n !I:'ACORP ccmpanv 
10 
Project #307 Double B Dairy Project #308 
Dear Laura: 
Attached please find a copy of the final facility Study Report (FSR) :md a draft Generator 
l11terconnection Agreement (GIA) tor your Generator Interconnection projects. This GIA is part 
of Idaho Power Company's Rate Schedule 72 tariff approved by the Idaho Public Utilities 
OPUC). fPUC the authority to review and modify schedules 
periodically. You may view the most current tariti at Idaho Power's website at: 
=-'"''-~-'-'-~~-,2~~-~~~~2-~~'-""'-'::c="~-"-=~:::::=='"'~-'-~-'-'-'-'''-"''"~'-~-'-''-':''-"~. If you would like to schedule a 
meeting or conference call to discuss the GIA please contact me as soon as possible. 
Generator Interconnection process, the following items must be provided to me on or 
....... , .. vu of the GIA: 
Site Control for project 
f nsurance certification 
"'"'""'"'' .... arrangements/construction funding 
the preferred method of funding is fuH deposit upfront; payment arrangements may be 
requested. you have not already done so. olease contact Jill Sprenger !208-388-6424), Finance 
~~C'::!:!......!:::~!322J:......::~~~~~ to Idaho Power's credit requirements 
Once we receive funding, or the credit requirement is met, we can proceed with 
the project. The actu:ll construction and labor charges will be reconciled 
approximately 90 days subsequent to project completion. 
NOTE- While the Generator Interconnection process (Feasibility, System Impact, and 
Fac1Hty studies) we are going through identifies any necessary Network Upgrades that may have 
to be made to move your Project to load, it does not secure the transmission rights to do 
;o. GiA only provides tor the physical connection of the project output to the generator side 
the point of interconnection with Idaho Power's ft does not cover the transmission 
to transfer your project output across the conne<..iion point or to the ultimate load. 
An additional providing tc1r transmission the energy is required to be secured to 
your energy from rhe point of interconnection with your project to Idaho Power load. 
or energy purchaser must fu"Tange transmission, and provide the necessary 
documentation prior to commercial operation. This would include either a Transmission Service 
Sox 1Q (33707) 
; 221 '!/. idaho St 
2 2 
Request (TSR) or a Network Designation from the energy purchaser. Yiy records show that this 
already been done. 
may have noticed we have drafted the GIA Attachments based on the Facility Study 
Report provided to you on September 16, 10. Attachments to make sure 
are comprehensive and accurate and advise me of any changes as soon as possible. 
t.:omp!eted Attachments must be sent to me by ofbusiness on November 19, to, so that 
">Ve may prepare the GIA execution. 
:md we will consider your Generator Interconnection request to have been withdra\vn and 
terminated. If you have any furtht.'f questions, please don't hesitate to contact me. 
Facility Study - # 307 & #308 
GIA for Swager Farms Project# 307 
GIA for Double B Dairy Project# 308 
Cc: (via email) 





0 ;foa!m f( , 




idaho Power Company Generator lnterconne m Agreement # 308 
October 25, 2010 
GENERATOR INTERCONNECTION AGREEI\t1ENT 
Schedule "72 
DOUBLE 8 DAIRY D ESTER ROJECT 
1 MW 
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idaho Power Company Generator lnterconn£ :m Agreement# 308 
This Generator Agreement ("Agreemenf') under Idaho Power Company's 
Schedule 72 is effective as of the day of 2010 between 
---~------------' ("Seller" or ''The Project") and Idaho Power Company - Delivery 
, or 'Transmission Owner"). 
A. Seller will own or operate a Generation Facility that for service under Idaho 
Power's Commission-approved Schedule 72 and any successor 
B. The Generation Facility covered by this Agreement is more particularly described in 
Attachment 1. 
AGREEMENTS 
1. Capitalized Terms 
Capitalized terms used herein shall have the same meanings as def1ned in Schedule 72 or in the body 
of Agreement. 
2. 
This Agreement and Schedule 72 provide the. rates, charges, terms and conditions under which the 
Generation Facility will interconnect. with, and operate in parallel with, the Company's 
transmission/distribution system. Terms deflhlf)d in 72 will have the same defined meaning in 
lhis Agreement. If there is any conflict terms of and 
Schedule 72 shall prevail. 
3. 
Purchase of Seller's 
:1greements. Nothlng fn 
Company and Seller. 
4. 
may require will be covered under ""0 '""r"''"" 
.tlf1,rt:>t:uTr.::.nr is intended to affect any other agreement between the 
Attached to this .tln.rAt:•m•"'nr and included by reference are the following: 
:.2Cc=~=-"'--'" - Description and Costs of the Generation Facility, Interconnection 
Fc>cilities, and Metering Equipment~. 
One-line Diagram Depicting the Generation Facility, Interconnection 
and Upgrades . 
. o,~~-:.=.:.=.=...:~~-. .::. - Additional Operating Requirements for the Company's Transmission 
System Needed to Support the Seller's Generation Facility. 
.~ttachment 6- Description of Upgrades required to integrate the Generation Facility and 
Best Estimate of Upgrade Costs. 
5. Effective Date, Term, Termination _g_r7d Disconnection. 
Idaho Power Company Generator Inter · :mection Agreement # 308 
LP.U.C. No. 29 Tariff No. 101 Page 2 of 9 
5.1 Term of Agreement. Unless terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions 
of this Agreement, this Agreement shall become effective on the date specified above and 
remain effective as long as Seller's Generation Facility is eligible for service under Schedule 72. 
5.2 Termination. 
5. 2. 1 Seller may voluntarily terminate this Agreement upon expiration or 
termination of an agreement to sell power to the Company. 
5. 2. 2 After a Default, either Party may terminate this Agreement pursuant to 
Section 6. 5. 
5.2.3 Upon termination or expiration of this Agreement, the Seller's Generation 
Facility will be disconnected from the transmission/distribution system. The 
termination or expiration of this not relieve either Party of its liabilities 
and obligations, owed or continuing at of the termination. The provisions of this 
Section shall survive termination or I'J of this Agreement. 
5.3 Temporary Disconnection. shall continue only for so 
long as reasonably necessary under "Good Utility Practice means any of 
the practices, methods and acts engaged in or a significant portion of the electric 
industry during the relevant time period, or any of rnethods and acts which, in the 
exercise of reasonable judgment in light of the facts the time the decision was made, 
could have been expected to accomplish the desired reasonable cost consistent with 
good business practices, reliability, safety and expedition. Practice is not intended 
to be limited to the op(' practice, method, or act to the of all others, but rather to 
be acceptable pra ods, or acts generally accepted in the region. Good Utility 
Practice include ·th WECC or NERC requirements. Payment of lost revenue 
resulting from t · ction shall be governed by the power purchase agreement. 
~~,~~~n~d~·t,~·o~nls.Q "Emergency Condition'' means a condition or 
!Q the Parly making the claim is imminently likely to 
J~-.,._rty; or (2 . he case of the Company, is imminently likely (as 
-discriminatory mannet1 to cause a material adverse effect on the 
e to the Company's transmission/distribution system, the 
· n Facilities or the equipment of the Company's customers; or 
case e Sefler, is imminently likely (as determined in a non-
ner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and security 
e Generation Facility or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under 
· ns, either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend 
ervice and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility. The 
notify the Seiler promptly when it becomes aware of an Emergency 
t may reasonably be expected to affect the Seller's operation of the 
Generati Facility. The Seller shall notify the Company promptly when it becomes 
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the 
Company's equipment or service to the Company's customers. To the extent 
information is known, the notification shall describe the Emergency Condition, the extent 
of the damage or deficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties' 
facilities and operations, its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action. 
5.3.2 Routine Maintenance, Construction, and Repair. The Company may 
interrupt interconnection service or curtail the output of the Seller's Generation Facility 
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Eind temporarily disconnect ihe Generation Facility from the Company's 
transmission/distribution system when necessary for routine maintenance, construction, 
and repairs on the Company's transmission/distribution system. The Company will 
make a reasonable attempt to contact the Seller prior to exercising its rights to interrupt 
interconnection or curtail deliveries from the Seller's Facility. Seller understands that in 
rhe case of emergency circumstances, real time operations of the electrical system, 
and/or unplanned events, the Company may not be able to provide notice to the Seller 
pnor to interruption, curtaiiment or reduction of electrical energy deliveries to the 
Company. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to coordinate such reduction or 
temporary disconnection with the Seller. 
5.3.3 Scheduled Maintenance. On or before 
Seller shall submit a written proposed mamten,CJJ. ~~-
maintenance for that calendar year and the Com.n..cu~~lll"'. 
to the acceptability of the proposed schedule. eterminHtion as to the 
acceptability of the Seifer's timetable for scheduled ma. t 
consideration Good Utility Practices, Idaho Power system requir ~ 
preferred schedule. Neither Party shall unreasonably withhold of the 
proposed maintenance schedule. 
5.3.4. Maintenance Coordination. The Seller and the Company shall, to the 
9Xtent practical, coordina e their respective transmission/distribution system and 
Generation Facility maint schedules such that they occur simultaneously. Seller 
shall provtde and maintai tective equipment sufficient to prevent damage 
to the Generation Facility ar ed Interconnection Facilities. In some cases, 
some of Seller's protective , back-up protection for Idaho Power's 
facilities. In that event, Idaho f ays annually and Seller will pay the 
actual cost of such annual te:;tin 
5. 3. 5 Forced Outaaes. D any forced outage, the Company may suspend 
interconnection service to eft immediate repairs on the Company's 
transmission/distribution system. Thv 1pany shall use reasonable efforts to provide 
the Seller with prior notice. If prior noti. s not given, the Company shall, upon request, 
the Seller written documentation after the fact explaining the circumstances of 
The Company shall notify the Seller as soon 
llr:;tcticalflM, . .IIt. based on Good Utility Practice, operation of the Seiler's Generation 
disruption or deterioration of service to other customers served from 
~l.:.ortri"Mio • or if operating the Generation Facility could cause damage to 
system or other affected systems. Supporling 
to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provided to the Seller 
after notice, the Seifer fails to remedy the adverse operating effect 
time, the Company may disconnect the Generation Facility. The 
rnrt;c]rJU r<<n o;w provide the Seller with reasonable notice of such disconnection, unless 
the provisions of Article 5. 3. 1 apply. 
5.3. 7 Modification of the Generation Facility. The Seller must receive written 
authorization from the Company before making any change to the Generation Facility 
that may have a material impact on the safety or reliability of the Company's 
transmission/distribution system. Such authorization shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
Modifications shall be done in accordance with Good Utiiity Practice. If the Seller makes 
such modification without the Company's prior written authorization, the latter shall have 
the right to temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility. 
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5. 3. 8 Reconnect/on. The Parties shalf cooperate with each other to restore the 
Generation Facility, Interconnection Facilities, and the Company's 
transmission/distribution system to their normal operating state as soon as reasonably 
practicable following a temporary disconnection. 
5.3.9 Voltage Levels. Seller, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, shall 
minimize voltage fluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to Idaho Power. 
idaho Power may, in accordance with Good utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty 
(180) days' notice to the Seller, change its nominal operating level by more than 
ten percent {10%) at the Point of Delivery, in which case Seller shall modify, at Idaho 
Power's expense, Seller's equipment as necessary to ;::~ccommodate the modified 
nominal operating voltage level. 
5. 4 Land Rights. 
5. 4. 1 Seller hereby grants to Idaho Power for the 
:erm of this Agreement all necessary rights-of-way and easements to install, operate, 
maintain, replace, and remove Idaho Power's Metenng Equipment, 
Equipment, Disconnection Equipment, Protection Equipment and other Facilities 
necessary or useful to this Agreement, including adequate and continuing access rights 
an property of Seller. warrants that it procured sufficient easements and 
rights-of-way from third parties so as to provide lda/10 Power with the access described 
above. All documents granting sue!] easements or rights-of-way shall be subject to 
Idaho Power's approval and ln form. 
5.4.2 Parties agree that it is necessary to 
avoid the adverse environmental and. operating impacts that would occur as a result of 
uolicate electric lines being in close proximity. Therefore, subject to Idaho 
Power's compliance with Paragraph 5.4.4, Seller agrees that should Seller seek and 
recei'le from any local, state or federal governmental body the right to erect, construct 
and maintain Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities upon, along and over any and all 
public and then the use by Seller of such public right-of-way 
shall be subordinate to any future use by Idaho Power of such public right-of-way for 
construction and/or maintenance of Hfectric distribution and transmission facilities and 
Idaho Power may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time. 
Except as required by Paragraph 5.4.4, idaho Power shall not be required to 
compensate Seller for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4.2. 
5.4.3 Joint Use of Facilities. Subject to Idaho Power's compliance with 
Paragraph 15. 4.4, Idaho Power may use and attach its distribution and/or transmission 
facilities to Interconnection Facilities, may reconstruct Seller's Interconnection 
Facilities to accommodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct its own 
,fistrfbution or transmission facilities along, over and above any public right-of-way 
;cquired from Seifer pursuant to Paragraph 5.4.2, attaching Seller's Interconnection 
F-3Cifities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 5.4.4, 
Idaho Power shall not be required to compensate Seller for exercising its rights under 
this Paragraph 5.4.3. 
5.4.4 Conditions of U$e. It is the intention of the Parties that the Seller be left in 
substantially the same condition, both financially and electrically, as Seller existed prior 
to Idaho Power's exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5. 4. Therefore, the Parties 
agree that the exercise by Idaho Power of any of the rights enumerated in Paragraphs 
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a. 
5.4.2 and 5.4.3 shall: (1) comply with afl applicable laws, codes and 
equitably share the costs of installing, owning and operating JOintly used 
facilities and rights-of-way. If the Parties are unable to agree on rhe method 
apportioning these costs, the dispute will be submitted to the Commission for resolution 
the decision of the Commission will be binding on the Parties, and (3) shalf provide 
Seller with an interconnection to Idaho Powe(s system of equal capacity and durability 
as existed prior to Idaho Power exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4. 
,:;_ 1 Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned by Party upon twenty-one 
(21) calendar days prior written notice and opportunity to by the other Party; provided 
that: 
6. 1. 1 Either Party may assign this Agreement without the consent of the other 
P3rty to any affiliate of the assigning Party with an equal or credit rating and with 
the legal authority and operational ability to satisfy the oMgations of the assigning Party 
under this Agreement. 
6.1.2 shall have the right to contingently this Agreement, 
without the consent of the Company, forcollateraf purposes to aid in providing 
financing for the Generation Facility, provided that the Seller will promptly notify the 
Company of any such contingent A"''"""'n 
6. 1. 3 Any attempted assignment that violates this article is void and ineffective. 
Assignment shall not relieve a Party obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be 
enlarged, in whole or in part, by reason An is responsible for meeting 
lhe same financial, credit, and insurance obligations as the Seller. Where required, 
consent to will not be unreasom•bly withheld, conditioned or delayed. 
6. 2 Each Party's liability to the other Party for .<Jny cost, 
daim, injury, or including reasonable attorney's fees, relating to or t:msing from 
any act or omission in its of this Agreement, shall be limited to the amount of direct 
damage actually incurred~ no event shall either Party be liable to the other Party for any 
special, consequential, or punitive damages, except as authorized by this Agreement. 
6.3 
6. 3. 1 This provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parties as 
a result of carrying out the prov;sions of this Agreement. Liability under this provision is 
ryxempt from genera/limitations on liability found in Article 6. 2. 
6. 3. 2 The Parlies shall at all times indemnify, defend, and hold the other Parly 
harmless from, any and all damages, losses, claims, including ciaims and actions 
injury to or death of any person or damage to property, demand. suits, 
costs and expenses, court costs, attorney fees, and all other obligations by 
or to third parties, arising out of or resulting from the other Party's action or failure to 
meet its obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the indemnifying Party, except in 
cases of gross negligence or intentionai wrongdoing by the indemmfied Party. 
6.3.3 If an indemnified person is entitled to indemnification under this article as 
a result of a claim by a third party, and the indemnifying Party fails, after notice and 
reasonable opportunity to proceed under this article, to assume the defense of such 
claim, such indemn:fied pen:;on may at the expense of the indemnifying Party contest, 
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::;ett!e or consent to the entry of any judgment with respect to, or pay in full, such claim. 
Failure to defend is a Material Breach. 
6.3.4 ff an indemnifying party is obligated to indemnify and hold any 
mdemnified person harmless under this article, the amount owing to the indemnified 
person snail be the amount of such indemnified person's actual loss, net of any 
insurance or other recovery. 
6. 3. 5 Promptly after receipt by an indemnified person of any claim or notice of 
the commencement of any action or administrative or proceeding or investigation 
::1s to which the indemnity provided for in this article may apply, the indemmfied person 
3hail notify the indemnifying party of such fact. Any failure of or delay in such notification 
shall be a Material Breach and shall not affect a Party's it1demmfication obligation unless 
such failure or delay is materially prejudicial to indemnifying party. 
6. 4 Force ~~1aieure. As used in this "Force or ''an event of 
Force Majeure" means any cause beyond the control of the Seller or of .the Company which, 
despite the exercise of due diligence, such Pany is unable to prevent or overcome. Force 
t\1ajeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, fire, flood, storms, vvars, hostilities, civil 
strife, strikes and other labor disturbances, earthquakes, tires, lightning, epidemics, or 
;;hanges in law or regulation occurring after the Operation Date, which, by the exercise of 
reasonable foresight such party could not reasonably have been expected to avoid and by the 
exercise of due diligence, it shall be unable to overcome. If either Party is rendered wholly or in 
part unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force 
A1ajeure, both Parties shall be excused from performance is affected by the event of 
Force Majeure, provided that: 
( 1) The non-performing Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after 
the occurrence of tlie lt1ajeure, give the other Party written notice describing the 
of the occurrence. 
The suspension of performance shalf be of no greater scope and of no 
longer duration than is required the eYent of Force Majeure. 
(:3) No obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing 
the of performance and which could and should have been fully performed 
before such occurrence shall be excused as a result of such occurrence. 
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6.5 
1 Defaults. If either Party fails to perform any of the terms or conditions of 
:his Agreement (a 'Default" or an ''Event of Default'}, the nondefaulting Party shall cau.se 
notice m writing to be given to the defaulting Party, specifying the manner in which such 
:;efault occurred. If the defaulting Party shall fail to cure such Default within the sixty 
(60) days after service of such notice, or if the defaulting Party reasonably demonstrates 
to the other Party that the Default can be cured within a commercially reasonable time 
but not within such sixty (60) day period and then fails to diligently pursue such cure, 
then, the nondefaulting Party may, at its option, terminate this Agreement and/or pursue 
ds or equitable remedies. 
6.5.2 ;'v1aterial Breaches. The notice and cure provisions in Paragraph 6.6. 1 do 
not aoply to Defaults identified in this Agreement as Breaches. Material 
Breaches must be cured as expeditiously <Js kJffowing occurrence of 
breach. 
Seller shall secure and continuously c::1rry the fol!owing 
insurance coverage: 
7. 1 Comprehensive Liability Insurance for both bodily ;njury and property 
damage with limits equal to $1, each occurrence, combined single limit. The deductible 
such insurance shall be consistent with current Insurance Industry Utility practices for similar 
oroperty. 
7. 2 The above insurance coverage shall be placed with an insurance company with 
an A.M. Best Company rating of A- or better and shall includi:J: 
An endorsem£mt naming Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss 
payee as applicable; and· 
{b) A TliTI!Ff<:!fJll 
liability reduced without sixty 
that such policy shall not be canceled or the 
prior written notice to Idaho Power. 
of 
,==~:.....:....~::..=.:::..-:~~=~~~~~= As required in Paragraph 7 herein und 
o:mnw:1ily the Company a certificate of insurance, together with the 
c;ndorsements required therein, evidencing the coverage as set forth above. 
7.4 - If the 
Paragraph 7, 1 shall for any reason, Seller will immediately notify 
notice will advise Idaho Power of the spec1fic reason for the lapse and the steps 
to reinstate the coverage. Failure to provide rhis notice and to expeditiously 
reinstate or rer:tt:u:.:e the coverage will constitute grounds for a temporary disconnection under 
Section 5.3 and will be a Material Breach. 
3. ~~!laneous. 
8. 1 Goveminq taw. Tt1e validity, interpretation and enforcement of Agreement 
:md each of its provisions shall be governed by the laws of the state of Idaho without to 
its conflicts of law principles . 
.9. 2 Salvage. No later than sixty (60) days after the termination or of this 
"lgreement, Idaho Power wtll prepare fonvard to Seller an estimate of the remaining value 
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those idaho Power furnished Interconnection Facilities as required under Schedule 72 and/or 
described in this Agreement. less the cost of removal and transfer to Idaho Power's nearest 
warehouse, if the Interconnection Facilities will be removed. If Seller elects not to obtain 
awnership of the Interconnection Facilities but instead wishes that Idaho Power reimburse the 
for said Facilities the Seller may invoice Idaho Power for the net salvage value as 
::stimated by Idaho Power and Idaho Power shall pay such amount to Seller within thirty (30) 
Jays after receipt of the invoice. Sefler shall have the right to offset the invoice amount against 
:my present or future payments due Idaho Power. 
9. ~lotices. 
9. 1 General. Unless otherwise provided in any 'Nritten notice, 
demand, or request required or autnorized in connection with Agreement ("Notice") shaH be 
deemed properly given rf delivered in person, delivered by recognized national currier service, 
or sent by first class mail, postage prepaid, to the person specified below: 




If to the Company: 
idaho Power Company - Delivery 
,\ttention: Operations Manager 
221 W. Idaho Street 
Boise: Jdaho 83702 
Phone: 208-388-5669 Fax: 208-388-!5504 
9.2 
out below: 





PO Box 447 
Salt Lake City 84110-0447 
Phone: 208-388-5697 email: asloan@idahopower.com 
9.3 Designated Operating Reoresentative. The Parties may also designate 
0perating representatives to conduct the communications which may be necessary or 
,;onvenlent for the administration of this Agreement. This person will also serve as the point of 
contact with respect to operations and maintenance of the Party's facilities. 









Power Company 1 Delivery 
Attention: Regional Outage Coordinator- Regional Dispatch 
221 W. Idaho Street 
Idaho 83702 
Phone: 208-388-2633, 388-5125, or 388-5175 during 
(after hours Southern Region 208-388-5190). 
Either Party may 
hours 
the effective date of the 
10. 
1N WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties have this Agreement to be executed by their 
duly authOrized r.c>r\FA<<::.:>r1t:::lt 
For the Seller 
For the Company 
- idaho Power Delivery 
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Attachment 1 
':quipment 
In this attachment the Generation Facility and Interconnection Facilities, including Special 
Facilities and upgrades, are itemized and identified as being owned by the Seifer or the Company. As 
provided in Schedule 12, Payment For Interconnection Pacilitfes, the Company will provide a best 
estimate Itemized cost of its Interconnection Factlities, including Special Facilities, upgrades and 
,\4etering Equipment. 
General Facility Description 
proposed project will connect to Idaho Power's 12.5kV on Idaho Power Company's 
Buckhorn (BKHN-041) distribution line. The total project output is 1.2 NWV. 
Interconnection Point 
The Interconnection Point for the Double B Dairy Digester Project will be the !ow-side bushings on the 
padmounted transformer {081). The project's location is in T12S R21E Section !8 of Cassia County, 
Idaho. A drawing identifying the Point of Interconnection is included as Attachment 2. The Point of 
of Ownership will be the low-side bushings on the padmountod transformer ). 
Seller's Interconnection Facilities 
The Seller will install generators, low-side disconnect all wiring and conduit between the 
generators and the padmounted transformer, appropriate grounding measures, and associated 
auxiliary equipment The Seller will build underground facilities to the Point of Change of Ownership for 
the generator facility. The low-side disconnect ::>w1tch should be lockable, within ten (1 feet of 
che padmounted transformers, and to Idaho Power personnel. 
The Seller will provide 
Tafecommunications 
to interconnect package as described in 
i\i! interconnection electrically located on the generator side of the Point of Change 
Ownership shall be owned and maintained by the Seller. 
Other F aciiities Provided by Seller 
Telecommunications 
The Interconnection wm provide two communication circuits between the generation 
intert:';f.mnection site and a location, or 'ocations, specified by Idaho Power. One of the circuits will be a 
dedicated 4~wire leased circuit connected to the SEL 311 C relay and the other will be a POTS 
dial-up circuit to the revenue meter. The Interconnection Customer is responsible for supplying and 
coordinating the instailation the phone lines and paying the monthly service charges. The 
c:ommunir:r~tion r:irr.uits will need to be installed and operational prior to generating into the Idaho Power 
sy·stem. 
The Seller will install ground fault limiting equipment that will limit the zero sequence fault current to 20 
:Jmps at the interconnection Point. 
Monitoring Information 
if the Interconnection Customer requires the ability to monitor information related to the Idaho Power 
rec!oser in the generation interconnection package they are required to supply their own 
communications circUit to the control box. 
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Easements 
Seller will secure underground and overhead easements with Double B Dairy once a specific route 
is determined. Idaho Power will provide the documentation. 
Idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities 
Idaho Power will install a standard generation interconnection package on the existing distribution 
too,r~nr(BKHN-041) on private property southwest of !he intersection of 1200 South and 1100 West in 
Cassia County, Idaho. fhe new interconnection package will include four distribution poles to mount a 
local service transformer, solid blade disconnects, primary metering recloser, relays, fuses 
and riser necessary for the package. The interconnection will ba controlled by a SEL-311C :tne 
protection reiay. The relay will be located in a pole mounted and will also contain a test 
switch (TS4), SLSS, modems, isolation interface, power supply, converter, control switch and surge 
protector. 
Idaho Power 'Nill install (and subsequently own and maintain) one 1500 !<VA 277/480 to 12.47 kV 
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye padmounted transformer on top of a vault. and underground 
cables will be installed from the interconnection package to padmounted transformer. posts 
will be installed to protect the ground mounted equipment from damage. 
A 2" conduit will be installed alongside the underground primary .fo facilitate information exchange to the 
customer about the rec!oser. (The Interconnection Customer is responsible for providing and installing 
the appropriate cable). 
All interconnection equipment electrically located on tJtility side of the Point of Change Ownership 
shall be owned, operated, and maintained by Power. 
Estimated Cost & Owners hi : The following od faith estimates are provided in 2010 dollars 
Generation Facilities: 





Full payment is required up front in accordance with Section 9, un!ess payment arrangements are 
made in advance 'Nith Idaho Power Delivery Finance. 
Billing and Payment during Construction 
Transmission Provider will prepare monthly invoices for services performed in accordance with this 
Agreement and deliver the invoices to Seller. Seifer will transmit payment to Transmission Provider no 
!ater than 30 days after receiving the invoice. In the event any monthly payment is missed, Idaho 
Power Company may revoke the unsecured nature of the construction funding and will require security 
for the remaining funds. In the event of payment default construction will cease until remediation is 
made by the Seller. 
Agreement # :308 
to as 
event of a Seller must pay invoices 
invoices must be ':irr•nn-u'"' by "'"''"'',."''"''"'"''""' 
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Interconnection Metering 






be provided by Seller at a later date] 
Agreed to by: 
For the Seller: 
For the Transmission Provider 
Power Company, Delivery 
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Attachment 3 
- --
Construction Funds received by IPCO 
Order Materials 
IPCO Construction Complete 
IPCO Testing & Commissioning Complete 
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Attachment 4 
Company shall also provide requirements that must be met by the 
operation with the Company's Transmission System. 
Operating Requirements 
to imtiating 
project Is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and Distortion found In 
IEEE Standard 519-1992 i?ecommended Practices and Requirements for Harmonic Control in 
Electrical Power Systems or any subsequent standards as they may be updated from time to time. 
Seller will be able to modify power plant facilities on the side Interconnection Point with 
no impact upon the operation of the transmission system whenever the 
electrically isolated from the transmission system and a terminal clearance is 
Company's Grid Operator. 
facilities are 
by Idaho Power 
Voltage flicker at startup and during operation will limited to less than 5% as at the 
Interconnection Point. For !his to occur, the current cannot exceed fl5 Amps during start up at the 12.5 
kV voltage level. This forces the generating facility to start separately. 
Low Voltage Ride Through 
The Project shall remain interconnected upon the occurrence a three phase or single phase to 
ground fauit down to a voltage of zero at locations on Idaho '-''"''""''" system as close to Seller's 
facilities as Idaho Power Company's Clover Substation prior to the fault being cleared for the 
minimum times stated below tripping r.rr .... n.,· 
• Three phase fault: .. Normal clearing that up to 9 cycles. 
• Single to ground fault: Delayed dearing that takes up to 50 cycles. 
Ground Fault Equipment 
Seller will install transformer configurations 
system. 
Commercial Operation Requirements 
provide a ground source to the transmission 
The will be granted a requested Commercial Operation date only when all requirements have 
been met under this GIA and Idaho Power Company's Power Sales Agreement A transmission 
service request ("TSR") for !.his generation has been submitted to Idaho Power Company's Grid 
Operations \:JfOUp under TSR 7 4117864. 
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Attachment 5 
r<eactive Power Requirements 
Idaho Power will determine the reactive power required to be suppiied by the Company to the 
based upon information provided by the Seiler. The Company will specify the equipment 
required on the Company's system to meet the Facility's reactive power requirements. 
specifications will include but not be limited to equipment specifications, equipment location, Company-
,orovided equipment, Seller provided equipment, and a!/ costs associated with the equipment, design 
and installation of the Company-provided equipment. The equipment and requirements 
will become an integral part of this Agreement. The Company-owned equipment will be maintained by 
the Company, with total cost of purchase, installation, operation, and maintenance, including 
administrative cost to be reimbursed to the Company by the Seifer. Payment of these costs will be 1n 
Jccordance with Schedule 72 and the total reactive power cost will be included in the calculation of the 
Monthly Operation and Maintenance Charges specified in Schedule 72. 
The project must be controlled to operate at unity power factor. 
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As prov1ded in Schedule 72 this Attachment descnbes Upgrades, Special including 
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~~.1onday, January 03, 2011 9 53 AM 
laura Knothe 
Bishop, Rowena 
RE: Gl307 & 308- Swager Farms and Double 8 Dairy 
Great to hear from you Laura. As you can see if the FSR for both, it is approximately 6 months from the time we receive 
construction funding to the time we can have the project in-service on our end. We are still in good shape for meeting a 
!ate summer or early fall date. However, as you mentioned, the sooner funding is received and i can order materials and 
the going on final design the better. I would anticipate material orders being placed within a couple weeks 
Gf payment and design to start a month or so after that based on current workload and resource availability. I think 
payment in the next 4-6 weeks would be best so we can schedule construction resources as well for this summer. 
Thanks again. 
Eric Hackett, P.E. 
Project Leader 
Idaho Power Company 
PO Box 70, 83707 
221 West Idaho St. 
Boise, lD 83702 
Phone: (208) 388-5712 
Cell Phone: (208) 283-2720 
From: Laura Knothe l,.l.Li~~~'-"'-"~~~~~U-""ILL'.'~~~~!.ll.l. 
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2011 9:43 AM 
To: Hackett, Eric 
Cc: Bishop, Rowena 
Subject: GI 307 & 308 - Swager Farms and Double B Dairy 
Good morning Eric and Happy New Year! I just wanted to check in with you regarding the above referenced projects. 
We have an investor on board and will proceed with the GIA in the next week or so. We have several meetings this 
week, so I should know more by the end of the week. How is your work load at this point? We are looking at 
construction this spring/summer and an operation date in September or October. I'm sure vve need to this 
proceeding right away. Please advise! 
Thank you. 
Laura Knothe, PE, tEED liP 
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is considered when it Jnd correct 
l'reamble amJ Instructions 
.\n lnterconnection Customers who r~quest intercnnnedion must submit this lr:tcrcmmeclion 
bmd delivery, mail, e-mail, or fax to the Transmission ProV1der . 
•he Idercmmection 
wbmittcd nnJcr :he Fast 
. \LL :;creens of SGIP Section 2.2.1, the '""JH'"'""" 
Process, ami the non-rdundabic nn•c~:'''"'"" contact 
Precess, whe~her :1. new >ubmission or Jn 
-~"-'-~'"'""'""---IC"'--'="""'-l )hall mbmit ((l the r:ansmiSSlQfl 
Interconnection Customer information 
Name .1f the fnterconnection Customer ihn individual'; name) 
di fferenr ffoni 
Address: 




Small Generating Facllity 
fo Power to the [nterconnection Customer' Yes _x_ 
To Supply Po\ver to Others'! Yes No -~L __ 
For inst~llations ut locations with 
w1ll interconnect, proVlde: 
e!ec:ric service to which the proposed Small 
Electric Service Provider*) ( Accc)tmt 
he provuled by the lnierconncction Customer if the local electric St.n'ice nrc'"''"" 




\Day): ____ _ 
Fax: ···----·~~· .. E-\fai! Address: 
:nterconnectmn Cuswmcr's 
DOUBLE B DAIRY PROJECT 
not the Trltcrcoinh~Ct1on F:1c1 i ~ties. 
Run-of-Riven: ·~-······· 
Prime Mover: rnrb )t.;am furb 
of Cicnemtor: :nverter 
<J~r;erntor 
!n:erconncction C:Jstomt:r or Customer-Site Lond: 50 
:: iax:::1um '-i.\V (total for both 800kW 
. \dditL.mai torthis npplicanon) 
components of the SmaH that are eerti!icd: 
:he with :he certified Yes 
C~;ncral or (or •;olar 
:V!cdd :"!ame S; ~umber: -'-.;..;..:.'-'-"-'" 
V<-Tiion Number: 
hJdivHlt:al Generator Pnwtr F:1etor 
Rated Power Paetor: 
>lnmber of Generators in \Vr:Hl farm to be interconnected pursuant to this 
bten::onnection []cvation: 
l:Jverter :vtamtfactun::r. Model Narne & :\~Ember 
DOC:BLE B DAJRY 
Small Generating Characteristic Data 
\:fax tault coarcbution current: 
Small Facility Characteristic Data 
:v!ntoring PQwer tkW): 
or K TiH1e 
l{ntor Rt'si~tancc, Rr: 
''tator Rs: 
Stator Heactance, Xs: --··-··--·-· 
Rotor Reactance. Xr: 
Reactive Powc:r 
!n Vars (:Jo 




t''C3r Umt on k VA Lldse 
DOUBLE B DAIRY 
RMS'! 






c;encrdtor and the 






(Attach copy fuse manutacturer's !\fi:1imhm Melt and Tof:J! 
List uf FunctiOns and or sotlwnrc: 




DOUBLE B DAIRY 
'Enclose 









1 En dose of 'Vbn·~fa.::turer's Ex.::itatinn :md Ratio Correction Curves) 
\ bnnfacturer: 
:\cc'1lracy Class:_ 
\fanufacrurer: _____ _ 
'·--~---····· ·--·-· .. ,~ .. ~,-··-~,------····· 
Class: Prrm.n.<:<'d Ratio Cunnectwn: 
DOUBLE B DAIRY 
'rc,nc'~".-~ :c}cation protect1ve intc~::bce 
:merconnection Custclmcr's address) 
copy of ilJlY site documentation 1IJat describes and det:"i!s the nnM•>hnn of the and 
::Jntrol schemes. Available Documentation Enclosed? 
current circuits~ 
that, to the l:!esr .1!l the information in :his fntcrconnect.ion 
Interconnection Customer: 
Princed 
DOUBLE B DArRY PROJECT 
4QOKW 
,~EN ERA TOR 
:JOOKW 
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' 2:COKVA 1 
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via email and 
# l1 157 
nrc'""''' output to Idaho Power (as a 
tor moving this energy to the load or a 
the Generator Interconnection "tudics. If you 
your Sales contract under a 
a planning engineer fbr this 
'''~'·"'"'~ Meeting. (f your 
output can be act:cnilmoaat 
I am attadring a copy of the standard Interconnection feasibility For your 
that to be executed you soon after our Meeting. free to contact me 
your ue:m(ms about the Generator tnterconnection Process anytime. 
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IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 20 
Feasibility Study Agreement 
RECITALS 
under the bws 
Customer and Transmisswn 
as the "Parties." 
WHEREAB, Intercom1ection Customer is proposing to a Small Generating or 
addition to .1n Small Generating with the 
completed Interconnection Customer on 14, 20 ll; ctlso 
·and 
\VHEREAS, Interconnection Customer desires to interconnect the Small Generating 
vith the Transmission Provider's System; and 
::;tudy to assess the 
'Nith the Transmission 
requested the Transmission Provider to 
of the Smail 
Transmission S;,'Stem, and of any Affected 
'iOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of :md to the mutual covenants contained herein 
[he Parties as follows: 
1.0 'l./hen used in this Agreement, \Vith initial 
the meanings indicated or the ,,.,,,w.uu;" 
Interconnection Procedures. 
uv'"''"""'"'vu, the terms specified shall have 
:;pecified in the standard Small Gencrator 
2.0 The Intercoru1ection Customer elects and the Provider shall cause be 
performed an interconnection feasibility :study consistent the standard Small Generator 
3.0 
4.0 
Interconnection Procedures in :1ccordance with the Open Access Tantl 
The scope the 
Attachment A to tr.J.s 
shall be to the 
lhe teasibllity study shall be based on the techrtical 
set forth 
the 
Interconnection Customer in 1ntcrccnnection as may he modified as the 
result of the seeping Tl;e Tnnsmission reserves 
:tdditiona! technical infomution the Customer as may 
become necessary consistent with Good P::actice during lhe cuun;e 
fca.mbility study and as desif;nated in accordance With standard Small Generator 
SmaH Generator 
(z 8 
'nterconnection Procedures. ff the Interconnection Customer modifi.;s its 
the t:me to the may be extended agreement of the 
Pames. 
5.0 ln pertonning the Transmission Provider shall to the extent 
6.0 
nnlct.!cam•:;. on existbg smdies of recent The Interconnection Customer shall not 
for su-.:h the Interconnection 
:-esponsible for associated with any new study or 
'hat are reasonably necessary to the feasibility study. 
study report shall provide :he following 
dentifying any potential ,u.iverse impacts that 
mterconnection ofthe Small Generating facility as proposed: 
for rhe purpose 
\Vould result ti:om the 
6.1 rnitial identification of any circuit breaker short circuit capability limits exceeded 
1s a result of the interconnection; 
fnitial identification of rmy thcm1al overload or voltage limit violations 
the mterconnection; 
6.3 Initial review of grounding requirements and electric system protection; :.tnd 
6.4 Description and non-bondi.:1g estimated cost of facilities required to interconnect 
t.he Small Getlerating and to address the identified short circuit 
and power t1ow 
7.0 I'he feasibility study shall model the impact of the Small Generating Facility 
of purpose in order to avoid the further expense and interruption of operation for 
reexamination of teasibility and impacts if the Interconnection Customer later ~"'~"f'~~ 
the purpose fi.;r which the Small Generating Facility is installed. 
8.0 The smdy shall include the feasibility of any interconnection at a proposed project site 
\vhere there could be multiple potentia! Points of Interconnection, as cClfUested the 
Interconnection Customer and at the fnterconnection Customer's cost. 
9.0 In lieu of Feasibility Study deposit, Interconnection Customer agrees that study 
will be drawn from the application fee tor the performance of chc Interconnection 
feasibility Study, 
Transrmssion Provider shall charge and lnterconnection Customer pay 
costs of the Interconnection Feas1bility Study. Any difference between the 





l 0.0 Once the feasibllity is completed, a feasibility study and 
·rar1smitted to the fnterconnection Customer. Barring 'musual the 
fc3sibility must be completed and the feasibility study report transmitted wnbin 30 
llf the Interconnection Customer's ugTeement to conduct a study. 
l i .0 study fees shaH be hased on the Transmission Provider's costs and 'Nil! be 
invoiced to the Interconnection Customer atl:er the !S and 
will include a ;:;ummary of protessional time. 
12.0 The Interconnection Customer must pay any study costs that exceed the deposit without 
interest w·ithin 30 calendar days on receipt of the invoice or resolution of any [f 
the deposit exceeds the invoiced fees, the Transmission Provider shall refund such excess 
\vithin 30 calendar days ofthe invoke without interest 
~~ WlTNESS WHEREOF, the Pmties have caused this Agreement to he 
duly authorized officers or agents on the day and year first ::tbove written. 
executed by their 
Transmission Provider: Interconnection Customer: 
Idaho Power Company- Deiivcry 
Primed: Marc Patterson 
Title: Engineering Leader, T &D Planning 
f?J-olA~- L~J~ 
--d \ 
j\A(li\uLFt l~\t rv~w 
l/2/ZD tl 
I LLC._; 
Attachment;\ to Feasibility Study Agreement 
_\ssumptions lJsed in Conducting the Feasibility Study 
m the Interconnection 
md 





2) of altemative Points of Interconnection and 
') :md are to be completed hy the fntercmmection Customer. Other 
below) are to be provH.ied the Interconnection Customer and the 
Page 1 
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DOUlLE B DAIRY rHGESTER K'\P,\~SION PRO,JECT 
In 
C\SSIA COt:NTY, JDAHO 
ro the 






:VIARCH 16, 2011 
LLC 
Generator Interconnection lity Study 
General Interconnection Information 
Short Circuit Analysis Results 
''Y~)tc:rn Cf:unges HequireJ: 
Power Flow Analysis Results 
upf?rades are to the Idaho Power subst:nhm Jnd Jistribution sysr.?m to 
,,maconnect the 2 :VlW dairy gen.:ration at DouiJle B rhcse urc 'hown 
r,tblc 1 bdtnv: 
Estimated L n~t 
Ttltlll Estimated Cost 
Good Faith Cost Estimate 
Interconnection cost estimate t\Jr 2 M W gcncr::ttor 
System Impact Study Required? No 
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OOCBLE B DAIRY DIGESTER EXPA~SION PRO.JECT 
CASSIA COUNTY, IDAHO 
ro the 




Generator Interconnection Feasibility Study 
General Interconnection information 
Short Circuit Analysis Results 
?ower Flow Analysis Results 
Required: 
generation 
Good Faith Cost Estimate 
System Impact Study Required? 
, queue order). 
r:rnver 
the 




base load, CT. fuel 
system to 
are shtnv n in 
BEFORE THE 
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Middleton, lD 33694 
Farms (Gl364) and 
u'"''v""'u. is the Feasibility Study Report for each of the above-referenced projects. 
indicates that modification/addition of some facilities will not be required to 
nerwork resource addition of your project into the Idaho Power system. 
Since no System Impact Study is required. I have enclosed two copies of 
,\greement (FSA) for each project. In order to proceed, Idaho Power must receive your to 
proceed with the project(s) by executing both copies of the and submitting completed Attachments, 
along with the deposit in order to remain in the Generator Interconnection queue. under 
each FSA is based on the estimated engineering costs. 
For GI 364- Farms, the deposit is $30,000; 
GI 365- Double B Dairy, deposit is $18,800.00. 
order for your application to remain in Generator Interconnection study queue, 
receive · othenvise the ::1pplication will deemed 
I. the executed Facility Sh1dy Agreement, 
2. the completed Attachment A, and 
3. the corresponding deposit. 
submit to: Idaho Power Company, Attention: 
63702. Please contact me if you have questions. 
Sincerely, 
tvlarc Patterson 
Engineering Leader, T &D Planning 
208.388.2712 
Bishop, 1221 West Idaho 
Final Feasibility Study Report (2) Gt 364 & 365 







WHEREAS, the impact :>tudy and the 
results said 
to mutual covenants 
LO When used in capitalization, terms 
1he specifit:d in the 
interconnection Procedures. 
_.0 Interconnection :1nd Provider cause a 
f:1cdities consistent the standard Generator Interconnection Procedures 
1.0 
to pcliormcd accordance with the Open Access Transmission 
scope of the 
Agreement. 
shall be subject to data 
+.0 facilities study shall and estimate the cost nf the equipment, 
and construction wnrk I including to 
the system study(s). 
fhe tacilities study shall also identify ( l) the electrical 
;;quipment, including, without limitation, transformer. 





':ccessnry, .md lhe 




facilities study report 
Barring 
facilities 
10.0 Customer must pay any stw..ly costs 
:merest within 30 cakndar the 
officers or on the 
Transmission Provider: Interconnection Customer; 






Attachment \ to 
Data to Be Provided by rhe Interconnection Customer 
\Vith the Facilities Study A.grcement 
Jiagr:un of the and 
generation, transmission circuits, etc. 
attacht:d at 
the one-line diagram, indicate the locaLion auxilbry power. \Minimum on 
'T/PT) Amps 
One set metering is required for generation connection to the new 
existing l'ransmission Provider station. Number generation com1ections: 
Will :111 alternate source of 
Yes···-~··-
power be avrulable during CT/PT 
or 
a transfer bus on 
for the total 
the that each meter set ~"'e 
i Please indicate on the une-line diagram). 










T ovver observed in tidd. \ 
easements 
" To ..:ompl;;;ted in coordination 
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Lwra Knothc 






VIA email & 
t\:rtitied mail# 70090820000123019190 
#3o5 FINAL ~JOTICE 
Idaho Power you with a Facility Study 
Double B expansion to be interconnected in 
Interconnection Customer was to execute <md return to me the Facility Study "'""'·""''" w1th the 
required $1 by June 9, 201 L That period has now Your 
f()r Generation Intcn:onnccuon has now deemed \Vithdrawn. 
to ·oubmit the 
fntcrconnection 
'.o contact me. 
cc email): 
Orlando 
\1arc Patterso;V fPC 
::ric Hackett'IPC 
Aubrac Sloaru'!PC 
Jtt.'l11S to me June 24, 2011 will cause your Uenerator 
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is being mailed today. 
proof of Site Control for 
can be a deed, !ease, 









email & C::rtilicd :VIall 
-10900800001S2635485 
\~tachcd find a draft (Jcr~erator Interconnection tOr JOUr Cfeneraror 
:ntercoP.nection This :\greement uf !daho Power Rate Schedule 72 
:he Idaho Public GlllitJC:> Commission The JPUC has the to review 
these schedules may ·view rhe mo:>t current tariff at Idaho Power's webslte at: 
'.>t,!'!:~.\>.'2' .. '·'"·""''""-""'"·L!.!.r.'"'·""'""-'-~='« , If you would like to schedule a 
I:1:der the Gmerator Interccmn.:ctiun process, the 
.:xecution :;fthe GIA: 
Site Control for the 
You may have noticed that we clr·aftcd '.he GlA Attachments based on t:1e 
-l:Jr.ed 16. 20!0. Please review rhe G!A Attachments to make sure 
.my 
failure to this letter '·'"'-"-'""-'C:"''==.-='"'--'=-~ vvi!l cause your Generawr Ir:tcrconnecuon 
have been deemed withdrmvn :.tnd tcnninated. If you have any further don't hesnarc 
'"'contact me at 208-388-2658. 
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idaho Pov,;er Company Generator lnterconm. on Agreement# 308 
Generator l~lterconnectlon Agreement ('Agreement") under Idaho Power 
72 is effective as of the of 2011 between 
"~--~--~~~' 
or 'The Project") and Idaho Power Company - Deli•Jery ('i \ 
, or Transmission Owner"). 
A Seller will own or operate a Facility that for service Idaho 
Power's Commission-approved Schedule 72 and any succHssor schedule. 
£J The Generation Facility covered by this Agreement is more particularly described in 
Attachment 1. 
1. 
terms used herem shall have the same meanings as defined in Schedule 72 or in the body 
of this Agreement. 
2. 
!his Agreement and Schedule 72 provide the rates, charges, terms and conditions under which the 
Generation Facility will interconnect with, and operate in parallel the Company's 
transmission/distribution system. Terms defined in Schedule 72 will have the same defined 
this Agreement If there is any conflict between the terms of this Agreement and Schedule 
Schedule 72 shall prevail. 
3. !his Agreement is not an agreement to purchase Sellerfs power. 
Purchase of Seller's power and other services that Seller may require will be covered under 
'igreements. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to affect any other agreement between the 
Company and Seifer. 
4. Attachments 
rr-:;,~nr-•rr to this Agreement and included by reference are the following: 
Attachment 1 - Description and Costs of the Generation Facility, Interconnection 
Facilities, and Metering Equipment. 
'-==.:...:.:_:.:..=.::....::::. - One-line Diagram Depicting the Generation 
Facilities, ,vtetering Equipment and Upgrades. 
Interconnection 
Attachment 4 - Additional Operating Requirements for the Company's Transmission 
System Needed to Support the Seller's Generation Facility. 
,.1,tfachment 6- Description of Upgrades required to integrate the 
Best Estimate of Upgrade Costs. 
5. 
and 
Idaho Power Company Generator lnten ru~ction Agreement# 308 
5.1 [erm of Agreement. Unless terminated earlier in accordance with the provisions 
of this Agreement, this Agreement shall become effective on the date specified above and 
remain effective as long as Seller's Generation Facility is eligible for service under Schedule 72. 
5. 2. 1 Seller may voluntarily terminate this Agreement upon expiration or 
termination of an agreement to sell power to the Company. 
5. 2.2 After a Default, either Party may for••-rur~:~ Agreement pursuant to 
Section 6. 5. 
5. 2. 3 Upon termination or expiration of · (If, the Seller's Generation 
Facility wlff be aisconnected from the Company's ' 'tribution system. The 
termmation or expiration of this Agreement shall not relieve 1:11 Party of its .liabilities 
and obligations, owed or continuing at the time of the termination. provisions of this 
Section shall survive termination or expiration of this Agreement. 
5.3 Temporary Disconnection. Temporary disconnection shall wnttmJlJ only for so 
long as reasonably necessary under "Good Utifity Practice." Good Utility Practice means any of 
/he practices, methods and acts in or approved by a significant portion of the electric 
Industry during the relevant time ' any of the practices, methods and acts which, in the 
exercise of reasonable judgment if facts known at the time the decision was made, 
could have been expected to accom · ed result at a reasonable cost consistent with 
qood business practices, refiabtlity, and ·1J diUon. Good Utility Practice is not intended 
to be limited to the optimum practice,, hod, oF!··· ' ctto)~~.excfusion of all others, but rather to 
be a~ceptable practices: methods, or J~~t,;fi erally t1c~7Jted in the region. Good Utility 
Practice mcludes compliance w1th WECc.. ERG reqwrements. Payment of lost revenue 
resulting from temporary disconnection shall ~ governed by the power purchase agreement. 
5.3. 1 Emergency Conditions. . mergency Condition" means a condition or 
situation: (f) that in the judgment of I rty making the claim is imminently likely to 
fife or property; or (2) that, in the case of the Company, is imminently likely (as 
wat6J·rriirlo,i in a non-discriminatory manner) to cause a material adverse effect on the 
secunty or damage to the Company's transmission/distribution system, the 
Company's connection Facilities or the equipment of the Company's customers; or 
(3) that, in case of the Seller, is imminently likely (as determined in a non-
discriminatory ner) to cause a material adverse effect on the reliability and security 
or damage e Generation Facility or the Seller's Interconnection Facilities. Under 
gency C< s. either the Company or the Seller may immediately suspend 
int!':m:';Q[Inecfio e and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility. The 
Cam~raflry,- :~I1~JPnotify the Seller promptly when it becomes aware of an Emergency 
Condttio tpiit may reasonably be expected to affect the Seller's operation of the 
C1eneratioh Facility. The Seifer shall notify the Company promptly when it becomes 
aware of an Emergency Condition that may reasonably be expected to affect the 
Company's equipment or service to the Company's customers. To the extent 
mformation is known, the notification shall describe the Emergency Condition, the extent 
of the damage or deficiency, the expected effect on the operation of both Parties' 
facilities and operations, its anticipated duration, and the necessary corrective action. 
5.3.2 l=?outine Maintenance, Construction, and .Reeair. The Company may 
interrupt interconnection service or curtail the output of the Seller's Generation Facility 
Idaho Power Company Generator lnterconnE- ,m Agreement# 308 
and temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility from the Company's 
transmission/distribution system when necessary for routine maintenance, construction, 
and repairs on the Company's transmission/distribution system. The Company will 
make a reasonable attempt to contact the Seller prior to exercising its rights to interrupt 
mterconnection or curtail deliveries from the Seifer's Factlity. Seller understands that in 
the case of emergency circumstances, real time operations of the electrical system, 
and/or unplanned events, the Company may not be able to provide notice to the Seller 
prior to interruption, curtatlment or reduction of electrical energy deliveries to the 
Company. The Company shall use reasonable efforts to coordinate such reduction or 
temporary disconnection with the Seller. 
5.3.3 ,'S_cheduled f<i[aint~oance. On or before January 31 of each calendar year, 
Seller shall submit a written proposed maintenance schedule of significant Facility 
maintenance for that calendar year and the Company and Seller shall mutuaf/y agree as 
to the acceptability of the proposed The Parties determination as :o the 
acceptability of the Seller's timetable ro heduled maintenance will take into 
consideration Good Utility Practices, /datu.-, wer system requirements and the Sellers 
preferred schedule. Neither Party silal unreasonably withhold acceptance of the 
proposed maintenance schedule. · 
5.3.4. . . TQ~ .. $eiJ r and the Company shall, to the 
extent practical, coordinate thelf respL'Ictivo: nsmissionldistrrbulion system and 
Generation Facility maintenance schedules sticfiJhal they occur simultaneously. Seller 
shall provide and maintain adequate protective ~;qtJifJ.ment sufficient to prevent damage 
to the Generation Facility and Seller-furnished lnterc' tion Facilities. In some cases, 
'Some of Seifer's protective relays will provide ·tection for Idaho Power's 
facilities. In lh~£," ~~:t, ld~ho Power wilt test such relays nnually and Seifer will pay the 
actual cost such al1f1yaJ testmg. 
<-.:::.:..:;:..:::.:::...,,:o:c.':.:ta=, e:::.;'S=. During any forced outage, the Company may suspend 
to effect immediate repairs on the Company's 
The Company shall use reasonable efforts to provide 
ice is not given, the Company shall. upon request, 
after the fact explaining the circumstances of 
5.3.6 rating f.ffects. The Company shalf notify the Seller as soon 
as practicable if, ood Utility Practice, operation of the Seller's Generation 
Facility may cause disruption or deterioration of service to other customers served from 
the same electric system, or if operating the Generation Facility could cause damage to 
the Company's transmission/distribution system or other affected systems. .Supporting 
documentation used to reach the decision to disconnect shall be provided to the Seller 
upon request. If, after notice, the Seller fails to remedy the adverse operating effect 
within a reasonable time, the Company may disconnect the Generation Facility. The 
Company shall provide the Seller with reasonable notice of such disconnection, unless 
the provisions of Article 5. 3. 1 apply. 
5. 3. 7 Modification of the Generation Facility. The Seller must receive written 
authorization from the Company before making any change to the Generation Facility 
that may have a material impact on the safety or reliability of the Company's 
transmission/distribution system. Such authorization shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
Modifications shall be done in accordance with Good Utility Practice. If the Seller makes 
such modification without the Company's prior written authorization, the latter shaft have 
rhe right to temporarily disconnect the Generation Facility. 
idaho Power Company Generator Inter · mection Agreement # 308 
5.3.8 Reconnection. The Parties shalf cooperate with each other to restore the 
Generation Facility, Interconnection Facilities, and the Company's 
transmission/distribution system to their normal operating state as soon as reasonably 
practicable following a temporary disconnection. 
5.3.9 Voltage Levels. .Seller. in accordance with Good Utility Practices, shail 
minimize voltage rluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to Idaho Power. 
Idaho Power may, in accordance with Good Utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty 
(180) days' notice to the Seller, change its nominal operating voltage level by more than 
ten percent (10%) at the Point of Delivery, in which case Seller shall modify, at Idaho 
Power's expense, Seifer's equipment as necessary to accommodate the modified 
nominal operating voltage level. 
5. 4 Land Riqhts. 
5, 4. 1 Sef!er to Provide Access. SeHer hereby grants to Idaho Power for the 
term of this Agreement all necessary rights-of-way and easements to install, operate, 
maintain, replace, and remove Idaho Power's Metering Equipment, Interconnection 
Equipment, Disconnection Equipment, Protection Equipment and other Special Facilities 
necessary or useful to this Agreement, including adequate and continuing access rights 
on property of Seller. Seller warrants that it has procured sufficient easements and 
rights-of-way from third parties so as to provide fdaho Power with the access described 
above. All documents granting such easements or rights-of-way shall be subject to 
Idaho Power's approval and in recordable form. 
5.4.2 Use of Public F~iqhts-of-Way. The Parties agree that it is necessary to 
avoid the adverse environmental and operating impacts that would occur as a result of 
duplicate electric lines being constructed in close proximity. Therefore, subject to Idaho 
Power's compliance with Paragraph 5.4.4, Seller agrees that should Seller seek and 
receive from any local, state or federal governmental body the right to erect, construct 
and maintain Seller-furnished Interconnection Facilities upon, along and over any and all 
public roads, streets and highways, then the use by Seller of such public right-of-way 
shall be subordinate to any future use by Idaho Power of such public right-of-way for 
construction and/or maintenance of electric distribution and transmission facilities and 
Idaho Power may claim use of such public right-of-way for such purposes at any time. 
Except as required by Paragraph 5.4.4, Idaho Power shall not be required to 
compensate Seifer for exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5.4,2. 
5.4.3 Joint Use of Facilities. Subject to Idaho Power's compliance with 
Paragraph 15.4.4, Idaho Power may use and attach its distribution and/or transmission 
t'3.cilitfes to Seller's Interconnection Facilities, may reconstruct Seller's Interconnection 
Facilities to accommodate Idaho Power's usage or Idaho Power may construct its own 
distribution or transmission factlities along, over and above any public right-of-way 
acquired from Sefler pursuant to Paragraph SA. 2, attaching Seller's Interconnection 
Facilities to such newly constructed facilities. Except as required by Paragraph 5.4A 
idaho Power shail not be required to compensate Seller for exercising its rights under 
this Paragraph 5.4.3. 
5.4.4 {;onditions of Use. It is the intention of the Parties that the Seller be left in 
substantially the same condition, both financially and electrically, as Seller existed prior 
to Idaho Power's exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5. 4. Therefore, Parties 
agree that the exercise by Idaho Power of any of the rights enumerated in Paragraphs 
Idaho Power Company Generator lnterconne Jn Agreement# 308 
6. 
5.4.2 and 5.4.3 shall: (1) comply with all applicabfe laws, codes and Good Utility 
Practices, (2) equitably share the costs of installing, owning and operating jointly used 
facilities and rights-of-way. If the Parties are unable to agree on tire method 
apportioning these costs, the dispute will be submitted to the Comm1ssion for resolution 
and the decision of the Commission will be binding on the Parties, and (3) shall provide 
Seifer with an interconnection to Idaho Power's system of equal capacity and durability 
as existed prior to Idaho Power exercising its rights under this Paragraph 5. 4. 
6. 1 Assignment. This Agreement may be assigned 
(21) calendar days prior written notice and opportunity to olJjfjc 
er Party upon twenty-one 
y the other Party; provided 
that: 
6. 1. 1 Either Party may assign this Agr. t wi h u.t the consent of the other 
Party to any affiliate of the assigning Party with an ual or ate credit rating and with 
the legal authority and operational ability to satisfy the obligati the assigning Party 
under this Agreement. 
6. 1. 2 The Seller shall have the right to contingently · Agreement, 
without the consent of the Company, tor collateral security purposes to . in providing 
financing for the Generation Facility, provided that the Seiler will promptly notify the 
Company of any such contingent assignment. 
6. 1. 3 Any attempt n ent that violates this article is void and ineffective. 
Assignment shall not relieve · ariyQ[cft obligations, nor shall a Party's obligations be 
enlarged, in whole or in part, b. eason fhrf~t An assignee is responsible for meeting 
the same financial, credit, and. ' surance)'bblig> tians as the Sefler. Where required, 
consent to assignment will not be nr~a ·· !!ably with. d, conditioned or delayed. 
6. 2 I imitation of Liabifitv. Eactl rty's if ability to the other Party for any loss, cost. 
ciaim, injury, liability, or expense, including r able attorney's fees, relating to or arising from 
any act or omission in its performance of this A ment, shall be limited to the amount of direct 
damage actually incurred. In no event shall r Party be liable to the other Party for any 
indirect, special, consequential, or punitive damages, except as authorized by this Agreement. 
6.3 Indemnity. 
6_3. 1 This provision protects each Party from liability incurred to third parties as 
a result of carrying out the provisions of this Agreement. Liability under this provision is 
exempt from the general limitations on liability found in Article 6. 2. 
6. 3. 2 The Parties shall at all times indemntfy, defend. and hold the other Party 
harmless from, any and all damages, losses, claims, including claims and actions 
relating to injury to or death of any person or damage to property, demand, suits, 
recoveries, costs and expenses, court costs, attorney fees, and all other obligations by 
or to third parties, arising out of or resulting from the other Party's action or faHure to 
meet its obligations under this Agreement on behalf of the indemnifying Party, except in 
cases of gross negligence or intentional wrongdoing by the indemnified Party. 
6.3.3 If an indemnified person is entitled to indemmfication under this article as 
a result of a claim by a third party, and the indemnifying Party fails, after notice and 
reasonable opportunity to proceed under this article, to assume the defense of such 
claim, such indemmfied person rnay at the expense of the indemmfying Party contest, 
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settle or consent to the entry of any judgment with respect or pay in full, 
to is a Material 
t5. 3.4 If an indemnifying party is obligated to indemnify and hold any 
,ndemmffed person harmless under this article, lhe amount awing to the indemnified 
;Jerson shall be the amount of such indemnified person's actual net of any 
insurance or other recovery. 
6.3.5 Promptly after receipt by an mdemnified person of any cla1m or notice of 
the commencement of any action or administrative or legal proceeding or 
'iS to which the fndemmty provided for in this article may apply, the indemnified person 
:;hall notify the indemmfying party of such fact. Any fadure of or delay in such notification 
shall be a ilv1aterial Breach and shall not affect a Party's indemnification obligation unless 
such failure or delay ts materially prejudicial to the indemmfying party. 
6. 4 Force Maieure. As used in this Agreement, ·'Force Majeure" or dan event of 
Force Majeure' means any cause beyond the control of the Seiler or of the Company which, 
despite the exercise of due diligence, such Party is unable to prevent or overcome. Force 
.'vfajeure includes, but is not limited to, acts of God, fire, flood, storms, wars, hostilities, civil 
strikes and other faber disturbances, earthquakes, fires, lightning, epidemics, sabotage, or 
changes in iaw or regulation occwTing after the Operation Date. which, by the exercise of 
reasonable foresight such party could not reasonably have been expected to avoid and by the 
exercise of due diligence, it shall be unable to overcome. If either Party is rendered wholly or in 
part unable to perform its obligations under this Agreement because of an event of Force 
Majeure, both Parties shall be excused from whatever performance is affectad by the event of 
Force Majeure, provided that: 
( 1) The non-performing Party shall, as soon as is reasonably possible after 
the occurrence of the Force Majeure, give the other Party written notice descnbing the 
particulars of the occurrence. 
(2) The suspension of performance shalf be of no greater scope and of no 
longer duration than is required by the event of Force Majeure. 
(3) No obligations of either Party which arose before the occurrence causing 
the suspension of performance and which could and should have been fully performed 
before such occurrence shall be excused as a result of such occurrence. 
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6. 5 Default and Material Breaches. 
6. 5. 1 Defaults. If either Party fails to perform any of the terms or conditions of 
this Agreement (a "Default' or an ··Event of Default'}, the nondefaulting Party shalf cause 
notice in writing to be given to the defaulting Party, spectfying the manner in which such 
default occurred. If the defaulting Party shail fail to cure such Default within the sixty 
(60) days after service of such notice, or if the defaulting Party reasonably dmnonstrates 
to the other Party that the Default can be cured within a commercially reasonable time 
but not within such Sixty (60) day period and then fails to diligently pursue such cure, 
then, the nondefaulting Party may, at its option, terminate tJ greement and/or pursue 
its legal or equitable remedies. 
6. 5. 2 iVfaterial Breaches. The notice and 
not appiy to Defaults identified in this 
sions in Paragraph 6. 6. 1 do 
ial Breaches. Material 
g occurrence of the Breaches must be cured as expeditiously as posstbfe 
breach. 
7. tn. .. sur@ngrz. 
During the term of this Agreement, Seller shall secure and continuously 
:nsurance coverage: 
following 
7. 1 Comprehensive Gaqeral Liability Insurance for both bodily injury and property 
damage w1th limits equal to $1,000,fJO each occurrence, combined single limit. The deductible 
ror such insurance shall be consistehh vith current Insurance Industry Utility practices for similar 
property. 
7 .. 2 The above insurance d with an insurance company with 
an A.M. Best Company rating of A- or be 
(a) An endorsement nam Idaho Power as an additional insured and loss 
payee as applicable; and 
{b) A provision stating that h policy shall not be canceled or the limits of 
without sixty (60) days' prior wntten notice to Idaho Power. 
:c::.::;~~to Provide Cortificale of Insurance. As required in Paragraph 7 herein and 
r shall furnish the Company a cerlificate of insurance, together with the 
rein, evidencing the coverage as set forth above. 
tif - If the insurance coverage 
aragnJph,.l. shall/apse for any reason, Seller will immediately notify Idaho Power 
· ·· advise Idaho Power of the specific reason for the lapse and the steps 
tate the coverage. Failure to provide this notice and to expeditiously 
reinstate or ro . . e coverage wHI constitute grounds for a temporary disconnection under 
Section 5.3 and v~tl be a Material Breach. 
8. ~Aisc~lfaneous. 
8.1 Govern;ng Law. The validity, interpretation and enforcement of this Agreement 
and each of its provisions shall be governed by the laws of t11e state of Idaho without regard to 
its conflicts of law principles. 
8 .. 2 Salvage. No later than sixty (60) days after the termination or expiration of this 
Agreement, Idaho Power will prepare and forvvard to Seller an estimate of the remaining value 
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Idaho Power furnished Interconnection Facilities as required under Schedule 72 and/or 
in this Agreement, the cost of removal and to Idaho nearest 
Narehouse, if the Interconnection Facilities will removed. If Seller elects not to obtain 
uwnership of the Interconnection Facilities but instead wishes that Idaho Power reimburse the 
Seifer for said Facilities the Seller may invoice Idaho Power for the net value as 
estimated by Idaho PoV'ler and Idaho Power shall pay such amount to Seller within thirty (30) 
after receipt of the invoice. Seller shall have the right to offset the invoice amount 
any present or future payments due Idaho Power. 
9. >Jotices. 
9.1 General. Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement. any written notice, 
demand, or request required or authorized in connection w1th this Agreement ("Notice") shall be 
,Jeemed properly given if delivered in person, delivered by recognized national currier service, 
or sent by first dass mail, postage prepaid, to the person specified below: 
If to the Seller: 
SeHer:--------------------------
Attention: 
Address: _________________________________ _ 
If to the Company: 
Idaho Power Company - Delivery 
Attention: Operations Manager 
1221 W. idaho Street 
Boise: ldaho 83702 
Phone: 208-388-5669 Fax: 208-388-5504 
9.2 
out below: 




Idaho Power Company - Delivery 
Attention: Corporate Cashier 
PO Box 447 
Salt Lake City Utah 8411 0-044 7 
Phone: 208-388-5697 email: asloan@idahopower.com 
9.3 Designated Ogerating Representative. The Parties may aiso designate 
operating representatives to conduct the communications which may be necessary or 
convenient for the administration of this Agreement. This person 'Ni!l also serve as the pomt of 
contact with respect to operations and maintenance of the Party's facilities. 
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Attention: 
Operating Representative: 
'daho Power Company - Delivery 
Coordinator - Dispatch 
?hone: 388-51 or 388-5175 during regular business hours 
hours Southern Region 208-388-5190 ). 
9.5 er Party may this information by 
he effective date of the change. 
10. Signatures. 
iN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties 
""''"'"·'"' duly authonzed representatives. 
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Attachment 1 
In this attachment the Generation Facility and Interconnection Facilities, including Special 
F:Jct!ities and upgrades, are itemized and identified as being owned the Seller or the Company. As 
provided in Schedule Payment For Interconnection Facilities. the Company will provide a best 
estimate itemized cost of ds Interconnection Fac;/ities, mcluding Special Facilities, upgrades and 
Equipment. 
General Facility Description 
The proposed will connect to Idaho Power's 12.5kV system :m Idaho Power Company's 
Buckhorn (BKHN-041) distribution line. The lotaf project output is 1.2 MW. 
Interconnection Point 
The Interconnection Point for the Double 8 Dairy Digester Project will be the low-side bushings on the 
padmounted transformer (081). The project's location is in T12S R21E Section 18 of Cassia County, 
Idaho. A drawing Identifying the Point of Interconnection is included as Attachment 2. The Point of 
Change of Ownership will be the low-side bushings on the pad mounted transformer (DB 1 ). 
Seiler's Interconnection Facilities 
The Seller •.vHI install generators, !ow-side disconnect switches, all wiring and conduit betvveen the 
generators and the padmounted transformer, appropriate grounding measures, and associated 
auxiliary equipment. The Seller will build underground facilities to the Point of Change of Ownership for 
1he generator facility. The low-side disconnect switch should be visible, lockable, w1thin ten (1 0) of 
the padmounted transformers, and accessible to Idaho Power personneL 
Seller will instail equipment to receive s[gnals from Idaho Power Company Grid Operations for 
Generator Output Limit Control ("GOLC")- see Attachment 4 Operating Requirements. 
The Seller will provide phone service to lPCo's generator interconnect package as described in 
Telecommunications below. 
Ail interconnection equipment electrically located on the generator side of the Point of Change 
Ownership shall be owned and maintained by the Seller. 
Other Facilities Provided by Seller 
Telecommunications 
In addition to communication circuits that may be needed by the Seller, the Seller shall provide the 
foltowing communication circuits for Idaho Power's use: 
1. One POTS (Plain Old Telephone Service) dial-up circuit for revenue metering at the generation 
interconnection s1te. 
2. One DDS (Digital Data Service) circuit guaranteed minimum data rate of 19.200 bits per second for 
SCADA between the generation interconnection site and a point designated by Idaho Power 
Company. 
The Se!!er is required to coordinate with the local communications provider to provide the 
communtcations circuits ana pay the associated monthly charges. The communication circuits will 
need to be installed and operational prior to generating into Idaho Power system. Note that instailation 
the local communications provider may take several months and should be ordered in advance to 
avo1d delaying the proJect. If the communication circu1t types listed above are not available at the site 
by the local communications provider, the Seller shall confer with Idaho Power. 
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high voltage protection is required by the local communications provider for the incoming 
voltage assembly shall be engineered and supplied by the Seller. are 
'or indoor or outdoor mounting. high voltage protection assembly shall be located !n a manner that 
Idaho Power 24-hour access to the assembly for communications trouble-shooting of Idaho 
;:>ower owned equipment. 
Ground Fault Equipment 
The 'Nil! instal! ground fault limiting equipment that will limit the zero sequence fault current to 20 
amps at the Interconnection Point 
J1onitoring Information 
Interconnection Customer requires the ability to monitor 
recloser in the qeneration interconnection package 
communications circuit to the control box. 
related to the Idaho Power 
ad to supply their own 
Easements 
The w1il secure underground and overhead easements with Double 8 Dairy route 
's determined. Seller w1ll provide to IPCO a surveyed (Metes & Bounds) legal along 
'Nith exhibit map for IPCO's facilities. After the legal description has been delivered to IPCO for review, 
IPCO will supply to the a completed !PCO easement for signature by the land owner of record. 
Once the signatures have been secured, the Seller will return the signed easement to !PCO for 
recording. IPCO construction will not proceed until the appropriate easements are secured. 
idaho Power Company's Interconnection Facilities 
Idaho Power 'Nill install a generation interconnection package on the existing distribution 
f;;eder (BKHN-041) on uthwest of the intersection of 1200 South and 1100 West in 
County, Idaho. nection package will include four distribution 
service transform connects, primary metering package, recloser, fuses 
::md riser necessary The interconnection will be controlled by a 1C line 
protection relay. The a mounted enclosure and will also contain a test 
switch (TS4), SLSS, mode supply, DC converter, control switch and 
protector. 
!rlaho Power 'Nill install (and su uently own and maintain) one 1500 kVA 277/480 to 12.47 kV 
Grounded Wye I Grounded Wye ' nted transformer on top of a vault. Conduit and underground 
cables will be installed from the tnrr-r""'..,.'".-t''"'n package to padmounted transformer. Protective posts 
Nil! be installed to protect the ground equipment from damage. 
A 2" conduit will be insta!!ed alongside the underground primary to facilitate information to the 
customer about the rec!oser. (The Interconnection Customer is responsible for providing and installing 
appropriate cable). 
interconnection equipment electrically located on the utility side of the Point of 
shall be owned, operated, and maintained by Idaho Povver. 
Ownership 
Idaho Power Company 
( ;,~lh!mtitm Facilities: 
Provided Seller 
lntercormection F acitities: 
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The following good faith estimates are provided in 2010 dollars 
PCO 
:reo 
payment is required up front in accordance with Section 9, unless payment arrangements are 
,m'ide in advance with Idaho Power Operations Finance. 
for construction activities wilt be based upon actual expenditures. 
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t_, P.U.C. No. 29, Tariff No. 101 Per. e 1 of 1 
Attachment 2 
One-line Diagram Depicting the Small Generation Facility, Interconnection Faciiities, Meter ing 
Equipment and Upgrades 
' ' / ,j !I 




5 Months from Construction Funds 
Received . 
1 rv1onth from IPCO Construction 
Generator lntet. mection 
Attachment 3 
be orovided by Seller at a later date} Commercial Operation 
Agreed to by: 
For the Seller: 
For the Transmission Provider 
!daho Power Company, Delivery 
# 307 
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aiso provide requirements that must be met by the prior to 
Transmission 
Operating Requirements 
The project is required to comply with the applicable Voltage and Current Distortion Limits in 
'EEE Standard 519-1992 F~ecommended Practices and ,"(equirements for Harmonic Control rn 
;--tc.rrr''""'l Power or any subsequent standards as they may be updated from time to ttme. 
Seller v1HI be able to modify power plant facilities on the generator side of the Interconnection Point with 
no upon the operation of transmission whenever the facilities are 
dectrically isolated from the transmission system and a clearance is issued by Idaho Power 
Company's Grid Operator. 
flicker at startup and during operation w1il 
Interconnection Point. For thfs to occur, the current r"'""""'"'' 
kV voltage level. This forces the generating facility to 
Low Voltage F?Jde Through 
Project must be capabie riding through faults on 
:ripping due to low voltage. it has been determined, through study, 
remaining interconnected for le phase voltage as low as 0. 7 
voltages as !ow as cycles. 
than 5% as measured at the 
during start up at the 12.5 
separately_ 
of the power system 
Project must be of 
30 cycles, and for all three 
that provide a ground source to the transmission 
Generator Output Limit Co 
The Project will be subject to during 
transmission system occur, the 
Project will be subject to Generator of 
~eceiving signals from Idaho Power Generator Output Limit Control will be a setpoint from 
'daho Power to the Project indicating maximum output allowed during transmission contingencies, 
Commercial Operation Requirements 
Seller will be granted a requested Commercial Operation date only when all requirements have 
:;aen met under this GIA and Idaho Power Company's Power Sales Agreement. 
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The project must be controlled to operate at unity power factor 4-/- XXX kVar. Voltage at startup 
and during operation will be limited to less than 5°/o as measured at the Interconnection Point 
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As provided in 72 Attachment nP<~YTffl 
,Vetwork Upgrades, and provides an itemized best estimate of the cost of 
Distribution Upgrades 
:1ia 
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IDAHO POWER COMPANY 
ATTACHMENT 26 
CI::RTI.FICAHO~ OF AUTHORITY FOR AGFNTS 
I ,XFRA KNOTH!<:, the 
LLC 
i:1SlTU!nt:nrs, Jg;reeateuts,. 
'''1 beh,1lf Gf ~'le 
authorized :ma 
'I gents 1rc entitled to consuier and deal 'Nith such persons of me for all purposes, 
'JCh time as ::m authnnzed officer ofti1e shaH have delivered to Idaho Power 
that such person is and ';hall not be an :1gent ;m behalf of the 
Uncumcms t::,ecuted ,:.t!ch person$ :;hall be deemed au!horizcd the 
The Xew 
Lane 
\tiddleron, iD ::!3644 
Farms 
\\Tf~lESS \\THEREOF, 0,ave hereunto 
l, Kan1 Godfrey, HEREI1Y 
of the and rhat the 
r?'~ \VlTNESS I ha v::: hereunto 
LLC) and Double B 
rny narne this 
Print ~lame: 
above is l1isiher 
rny name this 
elected and 
BEFORE THE 
IDAHO PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
CASE NO. IPC .. E-12-26 





r~E Double 8 G!A 
Attachments: '.,ttachment XX - Gen !nt Control 
to 5.3.9. vve would you notice that we are 
to your faCilities if effect 
cJn vou would be if vVe the the 
v;e 
so no change would be required. 
you a setpoint via DNP 3.0 protocol that will indicate the maximum MW :Jilowed. 
e'Jents include tnmsmission outages and excess on the system. I 1m a 
.itt3chment thrtt a :ittle more detail on the GOLC control. 
Rich Bauer 
Manager Grid Operations 
Idaho Power Company 
208·388-5669 
From: Bishop, Rowena 
Sent: November 2011 4:21 PM 
ro: Rich 
Subject: FW: Double B GIA 
you respond to Leslie White about her GIA questions below? 
4 
From: Leslie White UTI£l.iJ.1~Q;l\tL!Jill;.\2l.~;m;[jiQ~;lQQ!I~lh£;QIIlJ 
Sent: ~,Jovember 
To: Bishop, Rowena 
Cc: .Josh Gunderson 
Double i3 GIA 
della Rowena, 
Can you provide some insight on the wording in section 53.9. Does the section copied below mean that Idaho 
Pov.;er may upgrade the on the line and at that time IP would provide us with 6 months notice and we 
would be responsible to make the changes to our facility, but at IP's expense. (What is the timeframe we are 
allowed to make the required Does it appear that since Idaho Power owns the this type 
may some protection changes or groundmg changes but relatively minor upgrades within our 
battery limits? 
5.3.9 Seller, in accordance wtth Good Utility Practices, shall minimize voltage 
fluctuations and maintain voltage levels acceptable to Idaho Power. Idaho Power rnay, 
in accordance with Good Utility Practices, upon one hundred eighty days' notice to 
:he Seller, change its nominal operating voltage fevei by more than ten percent at 
the Point of Delivery, in which case Seller shall modify, at Idaho Power's expense, Seller's 
"!quipment as necessary to accommodate the modified nominal operating voltage fevei. 
ldso Rowena the requirements around GOLC seem to be new. Can you give some detail about the setpoint (as I 
need to make sure this type of control is inherent in our engine control package) and what other reliability 
events we can expect. 
Generator Output Limit Control {"Re-dispatch" or 4 GOLC) 
The Project will be subject to reductions directed by Idaho Power Company Grid Operations during transmission 
system contingencies and other reliability events. When these conditions occur, the Project w1ll be subject to 
Generator Output Limit Control {"GOLC") and have equipment capable of receiving signals from Idaho Power for 
GOLC. Generator Output limit Control will be a setpoint from idaho Power to the Project indicating maximum 
output allowed during transmission contingencies. 
Thank you for your time and consideration on these points. 
Leslie 
2 
Generation Interconnection Control Requirements 
Generator Output Limit Control (GOLC) 
" lPG interconnected Power Producers to acceot GOLC signals from our EMS. 
" will consist of two shared between the lPC EMS and the Customer's Generator 
GOLC Setpoint: An analog output that contains the MW value the Customer shou:a curtail to, should a 
GOLC request be made via the GOLC Cn/Off discrete output Control point 
• ;-\n Analog Input feedback point must be updated (to reflect the GOLC setpoint by the 
Customer Controi!er upon the Controller's receipt of the GOLC setpoint w;th no intentional 
2. GOLC On/Off: A discrete output (00) control point with latching Off/On states. Followmg a "GOLC On" 
the Customer Controller VIii! run power output back to the MW value in the GOLC 
Setpoint. Following a "GOLC Off' control. the Customer IS free to run to maximum posstble 
• A Discrete Input feedback point must be updated (to reflect the GOLC DO state) by the Customer 
Controller upon the Controller's receipt of the GOLC DO state change, with no intentional delay. 
• If a GOLC control is issued, it is expected to see MW reductions start within 1 minute and plant output to be 
below the GOLC Setpoint value within 10 minutes. 
Voltage Control 
" iPC Interconnected Power Producers to accept Voltage Control s;gnals from our EMS 'Nhen are 
connected to our transm1ssion system. 
• The voltage control Will consist of one setpoint shared between the IPC EMS and the Customer Controller. 
• The Will contam the desired target voltage for the plant to operate at. 
• The control will always be active, there is no supervisory potnt like the Curtail On/Off control above. 
• When a setpoint change is issued an Analog Input feedback point must be updated (to reflect the 
Control setpoint value) by the Customer Controller upon the Controller's of the 
Control setpoint change, with no intentional delay. 
• '/Vhen a setpoint change is received by the Customer Controller, the Control system should 
react with no intentional de!ay. 
" The voltage control system should operate in a dead band of +I- 5% of the control setting range. 
• The "Nind should supervise this control sett1ng up "reasonability lim1ts", i.e. configure a reasonable 
'arge of values for this control to be valid. A.s an example, they will accept anythtng between .95 and 1.05 for 
tne set point In the case they are fed an erroneous value outside !hiS range, their control defaults to 
:he last known, good value. 
Generation Interconnection Data Points Requirements 
12 1102/2011 
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